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 In May, 1989, DELEP began trial plantings of legumes in field plots located at the University 
of Arizona Campus Agricultural Center (CAC field 6), in Tucson. The initial purpose of these trials 
was to evaluate various taxa for their adaptability to the local climate. An additional goal was 
seed-increase to augment DELEP’s seed bank. As the field trials continued, the plants also served as a 
source of plant material for several research projects, primarily involving screening for bioactive 
compounds with pharmaceutical applications. Those plants that performed well and had an attractive 
growth form, foliage or flowers were also evaluated for their potential as landscape plants. In 1991, a 
site for frost-sensitive woody legumes was established at the Yuma Mesa Agricultural Center, in 
Yuma, AZ. In 1997 a field for woody shrubs, suffrutescent perennials and some herbaceous perennial 
species was planted at a second location at the CAC (field 3) and in 1998 a field for trees was put in at 
the West Campus Agricultural Center (WCAC). Together, the Tucson fields comprise approximately 
3.5 acres and the Yuma fields add an additional 4 acres. Plantings in these fields have continued 
through 2010 with additional plants to be installed in the future. 
 
CAC facilities. In most cases, the plants are planted out from 1-gallon or 2-gallon containers, with 
some plants grown on to 5-gallon size prior to planting. Depending on planting location and eventual 
mature size, between 2 and 10 plants of each accession (the six-digit accession number follows the 
botanical name in the plant summaries) are propagated. Most planting has taken place during the 
spring and summer months to optimize establishment and growth prior to winter. Newly planted 
plants are protected with poultry netting to exclude rabbits. This is removed when the plants are 
larger. The fields are irrigated by either flood irrigation or drip irrigation. In 2004, we began 
retrofitting the original CAC field (field 6) with a drip irrigation system. It had been flood-irrigated up 
to that point. The WCAC field was provided with drip irrigation from the outset. CAC field 3 and the 
Yuma fields are flood-irrigated. Irrigation in the CAC fields is provided on an as-needed basis with 
the irrigation schedule adjusted to reflect the age of the plantings, season, and rainfall. The Yuma 
fields have been irrigated once every three weeks in the summer months and once every six weeks in 
the winter following an initial establishment period for the early plantings there. Manual and 
chemical weed control is performed as needed. Larger woody species are pruned when young to 
encourage development of an arborescent form and to keep them off the ground to facilitate weed 
control beneath them. Otherwise, pruning is performed mainly to remove portions of the plants that 
have been damaged by storms or freezing temperatures. 
 The soil at the different fields varies considerably. The CA
fl ain of Rillito Creek and the WCAC field is on the floodplain of the Santa Cruz River. The soil 
in field 6 at the CAC is sandy clay while field 3 has a heavier clay soil. At the WCAC field the soil is 
a sandy loam. The pH at the Tucson field sites is alkaline. The Yuma fields are located on an area of 
stabilized sand. Both the CAC and WCAC fields are located in areas subjected to cold air drainage 
and experience regular freezing temperatures in winter. In some years, overnight temperatures fall 
below 20° F (-6.6° C). These fields provide excellent locations in which to evaluate cold tolerance in 
tropical and subtropical legume species. 
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 A few general observations may be drawn from the inform
As expected, freezing temperatures accounted for the greatest number of plants that failed to survive. 
Many plants died during their first winter and some of these might have survived had they been 
larger. The particularly cold freeze of December 1996, when temperatures in CAC field 6 fell to 15° F 
(-9.4° C) killed a number of plants that had survived previous winters with relatively minor damage. 
A severe freeze also struck the Tucson and Yuma fields in January of 2007 when the Yuma Mesa 
Agricultural Center recorded a low of 23° F (-5 ° C). Sensitivity to freezing temperatures sometimes 
varies between plants from different accessions of the same species and even between individual 
plants within a single accession. 
 The second largest cause of mortality seems to be 
o aturally in areas with acidic, sandy soils quickly declined and died when planted in the 
alkaline clay soil at the CAC fields. This was most noticeable during the hot, humid summer months. 
Others persisted for a year or two but grew little if any, developed chlorosis, and frequently exhibited 
considerable stem die-back before expiring. It was not determined if soil conditions alone or in 
combination with pathogens resulted in the deaths of these plants. Several species that had been 
planted in CAC field 3 had done well until the summer of 1999 when a combination of over 6 in (150 
mm) of rain during July and a broken water main resulted in that field being inundated with standing 
water for a period of four weeks. The majority of the species in the field showed little or no ill effects 
from this event. 
 Predation by rabbit
a  Yuma fields. Rabbits were primarily a problem with young/small plants, however, gophers 
appear to have caused fatal damage to several large shrubs and at least one tree. Damage by chewing 
or sucking insects caused little apparent damage, and this was confined to certain species. 
 A number of plants died for reasons that were not determined. Some newly planted plant
si disappeared without a trace. Some small plants may have been accidentally destroyed during 
weed removal. Others may have been killed by pathogens or herbivores. Had there been shorter 
intervals between field evaluations, it might have been possible to determine the cause of death of 
some of these plants. 
 DELEP is kee
e em weeds. To date, 59 taxa of legumes have been observed to reproduce from seeds in 
DELEP’s field plots. It must be kept in mind that these fields are artificial environments that provide 
optimum conditions for germination and growth. The soil is regularly disturbed during weed control 
operations and ample moisture is present at intervals during the growing season. Arid environments 
present difficult challenges for the establishment of woody plants outside of riparian habitats as 
evidenced by the lack of infestations of exotic woody species in upland areas of the Sonoran Desert 
surrounding cities and towns with their abundance of non-native trees and shrubs. 
 Vigilance is essential, however, particularly with plants that are not native to southwester
North America. Of the 47 taxa of legumes observed to reproduce from seeds in the Tucson field sites, 
17 are native to Arizona and 7 others are native to areas of the Sonoran Desert outside of Arizona. 
Only 10 taxa that reproduced in the original Tucson field site (CAC field 6) are native to areas outside 
of North America and of these, 5 subsequently died out. Five volunteer taxa have survived in the 
fields: Caesalpinia gilliesii is widely cultivated across the southwestern U.S. and often becomes feral 
around settlements. Senna artemisioides subsp. filifolia and Senna artemisioides subsp. petiolaris are 
widely grown as landscape plants in desert areas of southern and central Arizona. These Australian 
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natives have been observed to establish occasionally along roads or in desert areas adjacent to 
landscapes where they are cultivated. Senna aphylla is represented by a single plant that volunteered 
adjacent to a parent plant in CAC field 6. Mimosa farinosa presents some concern as hundreds of 
seedlings have volunteered in the field where the parent plants are growing. Since irrigation has been 
reduced, new seedlings have been few, however, these are being removed and this species will not be 
made available for horticulture. Only 2 legume taxa not native to areas in the vicinity of the CAC 
fields, Senna hirsuta var. glaberrima and Senna lindheimeriana, have been observed to germinate 
outside of the irrigated areas of the Tucson fields. Both of these are native to areas of eastern Pima 
County at a slightly higher elevation. 
 Interestingly, none of the Australian acacias except for Acac
ob d to reproduce from seeds in DELEP’s fields, though many have profuse seed production. 
Two plants of Acacia stenophylla became established in CAC field 3 following extensive flooding in 
that field during the summer of 1999. In habitat, they are found along seasonally flooded 
watercourses and seasonal swamps, though they perform quite well in desert landscapes. 
 Several taxa have been observed to produce root-suckers under cultivation in DELE
T include Acacia ampliceps, Acacia jennerae, Acacia salicina, Geoffroea decorticans and 
Prosopis reptans var. cinerascens. 
 
L
Occurrence: F – Frequent, more than 20 plants 
  O – Occasional, 5-20 plants 
  R – Rare, less than 5 plants 
T me       Occurrence 
Acacia angustissima var. angustissima (Tucson)     O 
Acacia farnesiana (Tucson)       R 
Acacia furcatispina (Tucson)       R 
Acacia millefolia (Tucson)       R 
Acacia modesta (Yuma)       O 
Acacia nebrownii (Tucson)       R 
Acacia neovernicosa (Tucson)       R 
Acacia nilotica (Yuma)       R 
Acacia roemeriana (Tucson)       O 
Acacia stenophylla (Tucson)       R 
Acacia villosa (Tucson)       R 
Brongniartia alamosana (Yuma)      O 
Caesalpinia gilliesii (Tucson)       O 
Caesalpinia mexicana (Tucson)      R 
Caesalpinia palmeri (Tucson)       F 
Caesalpinia platyloba (Yuma)       R 
Calliandra californica (Tucson)      R 
Calliandra eriophylla (Tucson)      R 
Dalea pulchra (Tucson)       O 
Eysenhardtia orthocarpa (Tucson)      O 
Eysenhardtia texana (Tucson)       O 
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The frequency of evaluations varies from yearly to once every several years depending on the 
eld an

Indigofera sphaerocarpa (Tucson)      R 
Indigofera suffruticosa (Tucson)      O 
Haematoxylum brasiletto (Yuma)      O 
Havardia mexicana (Tucson)       R 
Leucaena leucocephala (Yuma)      F 
Lonchocarpus capassa (Yuma)      R 
Lysiloma candidum (Yuma)       O 
Macroptillium atropurpureum (Tucson)     O 
Mimosa asperata (Tucson)       R 
Mimosa dysocarpa (Tucson)       R 
Mimosa emoryana (Tucson)       F 
Mimosa ephedroides (Tucson)       R 
Mimosa farinosa (Tucson)       F 
Mimosa palmeri (Yuma)       R 
Nissolia schottii (Tucson)       R 
Parkinsonia aculeata (Tucson)      R 
Parkinsonia florida (Tucson)       O 
Peltophorum africanum (Tucson)      R 
Pithecellobium dulce (Yuma)       F 
Prosopis glandulosa var. torreyana (Yuma)     O 
Prosopis pubescens (Tucson)       F 
Prosopis reptans var. cinerascens (Tucson)     R 
Prosopis velutina (Tucson)       O 
Rhynchosia senna var. texana (Tucson)     O 
Senna aphylla (Tucson)       R 
Senna artemisioides subsp. xartemisioides (Tucson)    F 
Senna artemisioides subsp. filifolia (Tucson)     F 
Senna artemisioides subsp. petiolaris (Tucson)    O 
Senna artemisioides subsp. xsturtii (Tucson)     F 
Senna confinis (Tucson)       F 
Senna covesii (Tucson)       F 
Senna durangensis (Tucson)       O 
Senna hirsuta var. glaberrima (Tucson)     F 
Senna lindheimeriana (Tucson)      F 
Senna occidentalis (Tucson)       O 
Senna pleurocarpa var. pleurocarpa (Tucson)    R 
Senna roemeriana (Tucson)       F 
Sutherlandia frutescens (Tucson)      O 
Tephrosia purpurea (Tucson)       F 
 
 
fi d the length of time since the field was originally planted. Information recorded for plant 
specimens growing in the field plots includes survival, freeze damage and other problems, height or 
size, general health and appearance, and flowering/fruiting. Accessions located in different fields 
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AC Field 6

have separate entries. 
 
C  

on completed spring 1990 for 1989 growing season and 1989-1990 winter. 

996-1997 winters. 

d 2001-2002 – 2003-2004 winters. 

AC Field 3

1990: evaluati
1991: evaluation completed spring 1991 for 1990 growing season and 1990-1991 winter. 
1992: evaluation completed spring 1992 for 1991 growing season and 1991-1992 winter. 
1993: evaluation completed spring 1993 for 1992 growing season and 1992-1993 winter. 
1994: evaluation completed spring 1994 for 1993 growing season and 1993-1994 winter. 
1995: evaluation completed spring 1995 for 1994 growing season and 1994-1995 winter. 
1997: evaluation completed spring 1997 for 1995-1996 growing seasons and 1995-1996/1
2001: evaluation completed autumn 2001 for 1997-2001 growing seasons. 
2004: evaluation completed spring 2004 for 2002-2003 growing seasons an
2006: evaluation completed spring 2006 for 2004-2005 growing seasons and 2004-2005-2005-2006 winters. 
2007: evaluation completed spring 2007 for 2006 growing season and 2006-2007 winter. 
* no field evaluation was completed for Border 2 in 1995. 
 
C  

on completed spring 2000 for 1997-1999 growing seasons and  1997-1998 – 1999-2000 winters. 

CAC

2000: evaluati
2004: evaluation completed spring 2004 for 2001-2003 growing seasons and 2000-2001 – 2003-2004 winters. 
2006: evaluation completed spring 2006 for 2004-2005 growing seasons and 2004-2005-2005-2006 winters. 
2007: evaluation completed spring 2007 for 2006 growing season and 2006-2007 winter. 
 
W  

ld evaluation was completed in summer 2004 only for all plants. 
d 2004-2005-2005-2006 winters. 

uma

2004: fie
2006: evaluation completed spring 2006 for 2004-2005 growing seasons an
2007: evaluation completed spring 2007 for 2006 growing season and 2006-2007 winter. 
 
Y  

valuation completed July 1991 for initial planting in spring 1991 and in December 1991. 

. 

ing seasons. 

 seasons. 

ates of Initial Planting 

1991: e
1992: evaluation completed October 1992 for remainder of 1991 and 1992 growing seasons. 
1993: evaluation completed January 1994 for 1993 growing season. 
1994: evaluation completed January 1995 for 1994 growing season. 
1995: evaluation completed December 1995 for 1995 growing season
1996: evaluation completed February 1997 for 1996 growing season. 
1997: evaluation completed March 1998 for 1997 growing season. 
1999: evaluation completed November 1999 for 1998 and 1999 grow
2000: evaluation completed December 2000 for 2000 growing season. 
2001: evaluation completed December 2001 for 2001 growing season. 
2002: evaluation completed December 2002 for 2002 growing season. 
2004: evaluation completed December 2004 for 2003 and 2004 growing
2005: evaluation completed December 2005 for 2005 growing season. 
2006: evaluation completed December 2006 for 2006 growing season. 
2007: evaluation completed December 2007 for 2007 growing season. 
2008: evaluation completed December 2008 for 2008 growing season. 
2009: evaluation completed December 2009 for 2009 growing season. 
 
D
CAC Field 6 Border 2 - first planting 18 May 1989 

 
  Border 3 - first planting 14 July 1992 
  Border 4 - first planting 08 April 1991
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AC Field 3C  first planting July 1997 
WCAC  first planting September 1998 
Yuma  Block 24 - first planting March 1991 

I extend my sincere appreciation to DELEP horticulturist Ken Coppola and the many 
lunte

This work was supported in part by grants from the Wallace Research Foundation and the 

lants surviving at least three years 
ield 6) – planted April 1993 (2 plants) 

ie-back to 3' from stem tips, 1=severe foliage damage  

001 ) 

but no flowering 
 observed 

cacia acuminata  90-0044  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (1 plant) 

age, healthy 

en but has never flowered 

cacia adsurgens  91-0302  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (1 plant)/1994 (3 plants) 

ined (frozen?), 1=some freeze damage, growing; 1=no  

d not recover 

cacia adsurgens  91-0302  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted July 1998 (1 plant) 

, recovering, fair condition 
emain healthy 

cacia amoena  94-0064  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted July 1998 (2 plants) 

  Block 30 - first planting March 1992 
 
 
vo ers, part-time groundkeepers and University of Arizona student employees who have helped 
to propagate, plant and care for the plant specimens in this field study. I am grateful also to the 
personnel of the University of Arizona Campus Agricultural Center and West Campus Agricultural 
Center, in Tucson, and the Yuma Mesa Agricultural Center for preparing the fields, and for 
performing vital maintenance including irrigation, disking and mowing, removal of pruned material 
and gopher control. 
 
 
Arizona Nursery Association ANAFund. 
 
P
Acacia acuminata  90-0044  Tucson (CAC f
1994 (2) 1' tall, no freeze damage but rodent browsed, healthy 
1995 (2) 3'/3.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1997 (2) 5'/6' tall, 1=foliage frozen and partial d
  and some die-back to 2' from stem tips, healthy, recovering 
2 (2 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, these plants have never flowered 
2004 (2) 7.5'/8.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
2006 (2) 7.5’/8.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
2007 (2) 8.5’/10’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, no flowering ever
 
A
1995 (1) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1997 (1) 5' tall, minor freeze damage to foli
2001 (1) 6’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
2004 (1) 9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
2006 (1) 9’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
2007 (1) 9’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, superb specim
 
A
1994 (1) 2' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1995 (4) 2-3.5' tall, 2=dead-cause undeterm
  freeze damage, healthy 
1997 (2) 6'/8' dead–froze to ground and di
 
A
2000 (1) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
2004 (1) 8' tall, stems to 1" thick were frozen
2006 (1) 6.5’ tall, considerable dieback-cause undetermined but 2 stems r
2007 (1) 6’ tall, dead-froze with stems 3” thick killed 
 
A
2000 (2) 1'/1.5' tall, minor freeze damage to stem tips, healthy 
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adapted to heavy soils. 

cacia ampliceps  90-0045  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1991 (4 plants) 
 root suckers in 1992 

any  

995 ) vigorous, healthy regrowth, flowers 

h year, vigorous regrowth, flowers 
year and  

006 us regrowth 
hy, vigorous regrowth 

cacia amythethophylla  90-0500  Yuma – planted March 1992 (2 plants)/ January 1994 (2 plants) 

ow to moderate growth 

 in 1996 

 but no fruit 

re), 2=20'/22' tall, healthy, moderate  

005 ) lowers 

tems 1.5-3” thick, vigorous regrowth 

, 2=flowers 

cacia aneura  90-0245  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (2 plants) 

ers/fruit 

uit 

cacia angustissima var. angustissima  90-0597  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted August 1991 (4 plants) 

t 
fruit, some reseeding in field 

 num bly each winter, healthy, vigorous,  

stems froze to near the base, healthy recovery, flowers/fruit 

2004 (2) dead ca. 2001-cause undetermined but likely not well-
 
A
1993 (4) 7-9' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth from base, numerous
1994 (4) 7' tall, froze back 3 from stem tips at ca. 25°F, froze to ground at 18°F; rapid recovery, m
  root suckers, flowers in 1993 
1 (3 6-9' tall, froze to near ground, 
1997 (4 + suckers) to 7' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 
2001 (4 + suckers) to 8' tall, these plants freeze to the ground eac
2004 (suckers) original plants are gone-removed in 2001, but a few suckers continue to emerge each 
  freeze to the ground the following winter. 
2 (suckers) 4-5.5’ tall, froze to ground, healthy, vigoro
2007 (suckers) 4-6’ tall, froze to ground (stems to 1” thick killed), healt
 
A
1992 (2) both= 2.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1993 (2) 3'/3.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1994 (4) 1-6' tall, fair to good condition, sl
1995 (4) 2-8' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth  
1996 (4) 2.5-10' tall, healthy, slow growth, 1=flowers
1997 (4) 3-11' tall, healthy, slow growth, 2=flowers 
1999 (4) 5-13' tall, healthy, slow growth, 3=flowers 
2000 (4) 6-15' tall, healthy, slow growth, all=flowers
2001 (4) 6-17' tall, healthy, slow growth, 3=flowers but no fruit 
2002 (4) 7-17' tall, healthy, slow growth, 3=flowers but no fruit 
2004 (4) 2=8'/8' tall, healthy regrowth from base (top killed by fi
  growth, flowers only-this species has flowered heavily for years but no fruiting has been  
  observed-the cause for this is undetermined 
2 (4 7’/11’/15’/17’ tall, healthy, slow growth, 3=f
2006 (4) 8’/11’/17’/20’ tall, healthy, slow growth, 3=flowers 
2007 (4) 6’/10/15’/20’ tall, froze back to 5’ from stem tips to s
2008 (4) 6’/12’/18’/20’ tall, healthy, recovered from 2007 freeze, 2=flowers 
2009 (4) 6’/12’/22’/ca. 25’ tall, healthy, 2 larger plants are substantially taller
 
A
1994 (2) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1995 (2) 3' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers 
1997 (2) 11'/12' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flow
2001 (2) 14' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (2) 16' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 18’/18’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fr
2007 (2) 20’/22’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
A
1993 (4) 5-6' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flwoers/fruit in 1992 
1994 (4) 4-7' tall, froze back 2-4' from stem tips, rapid recovery, flowers/frui
1995 (4) 5-7' tall, froze back 6"-18" from stem tips, healthy regrowth, flowers/
1997 (4) 5-8' tall, most stems froze to ground, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2001 (4 + erous volunteers) 5-7' tall, most stems freeze back considera
  flowers/fruit 
2004 (4 + volunteers) 5-8' tall, most 
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it 
ly 1’ from  

cacia angustissima var. angustissima  90-0597  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (4 plants) 

 tips, vigorous regrowth,  

cacia angustissima var. suffrutescens  88-0038  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted September 1990 (1  

ze to ground, healthy regrowth 
gorous regrowth, flowers/fruit in 1991, 1992 

rs/fruit 

cacia angustissima var. suffrutescens  90-0652  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (4 plants) 

lowers/fruit 
lowers/fruit 

ruit 

cacia aroma  91-0472  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
eter), healthy regrowth 

y, vigorous 

lthy, flowers/fruit 
pies, flowers/fruit 

ers/fruit 

cacia ashbeyae  90-0048  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1991 (2 plants) 

993 

wth 
freeze but may be short-lived 

cacia ataxacantha  91-0053  Yuma – planted March 1992 (3 plants)/March 1996 (1 plant) 

 poor condition due to severe browsing 

 growth 
pparent growth 

 

2006 (4 + volunteers) 6-10’ tall, most stems froze to base, healthy, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fru
2007 (4 + volunteers) 4-9’ tall, most stems froze to near base (to 6’ from tips but some froze back on
  tips, healthy, vigrorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
 
A
2000 (4) 4-7' tall, stems froze back 1-4' from tips, vigorous regrowth, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (4) 6-7' tall, froze to ground, vigorous recovery, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (4) 5-7’ tall, stems froze back to 1’ from tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (4) 6.5-9’ tall, variable freeze damage w/ stems killed back 1-4’ from
  flowers/fruit 
 
A
plant)/August 1991 (1 plant) 
1991 (1) 10" tall, fro
1992 (2) 2'/3' tall, stems froze back ca. 1', healthy, vi
1993 (2) 2.5'/3.5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
1994 (2) 2'/5' tall, most stems froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowe
1997 (2) 7' tall, froze to ground, healthy, vigorous regrowth 
2001 (2) both dead by summer 2000–drought 
 
A
2000 (4) 3.5-5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
2004 (4 + 2 volunteer plants)  3.5' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth, f
2006 (4 + 2 volunteer plants)  4-5’ tall mass, stems froze back 1-2’, healthy regrowth, f
2007 (4) 5-6’ tall, most stems froze back 2-3’ from tips, vigorous recover, healthy, flowers/f
 
A
1993 (2) 2' tall, moderate freeze damage (stems killed to 1/8" in diam
1994 (2) 3' tall by 6' across, minor freeze damage with stems killed 10" back from tips; health
1995 (2) 6'/7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers in 1994, 1995 (no fruit) 
1997 (2) 11' tall, some twigs frozen back to 1' from tips, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
2001 (2) 13' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (2) 14' tall, some stems froze back to 1' from tips, hea
2006 (2) 14’/14’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy with attractive spreading cano
2007 (2) 13’/13’ tall, foliage froze and most twigs froze back 3-6” from tips, healthy regrowth, flow
 
A
1993 (2) 5' tall x 8' across, minor tip damage on some twigs, healthy 
1994 (2) 5'/6' tall x 10' across, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers in 1
1995 (2) 5'/6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in 1994 
1997 (2) 5'/7' tall, most stems killed by freezing, some healthy regro
2001 (2) declined and died 1998-1999-never really recovered from 1996 
 
A
1992 (3) all died back to base and appear dead 
1993 (3) 3"-1.5' tall, recovered somewhat-fair to
1994 (3) 2-10" tall, poor condition, apparently browsing is continuing 
1995 (3) 4"-3' tall, poor to fair condition, 2 plants recovering with slow
1996 (3) 1=died in 1996-cause undetermined, 2=1.5'/3' tall, fair condition, little a
1997 (2) 1=died back to base but apparently still alive, 1=1' tall, fair condition with some die-back
1999 (2) 1=died in 1998-cause undetermined, 1=1.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
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nt for the poor performance of this species 

cacia atramentaria  89-0114  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted September 1989 (4 plants) 

althy, spreading stems 

y 
=11'/14' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

drought stressed 

  

cacia aulacocarpa  91-0309  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 

 recover, 1=3.5' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth 

d 

cacia berlandieri  88-0001  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted September 1989 (4 plants)/April 1990 (1 plant) 

, vigorous, flowers/fruit in 1991, 1992 

wers/fruit 

 freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
amage but  

007 ) bits, poor condition, 2=7.5’/10’ tall, no freeze  

cacia berlandieri  90-0418  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted March 1998 (2 plants) 
ealthy, flowers in spring 2000 

it 

cacia bivenosa  90-0051  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1991 (3 plants) 
diameter trunk), dead-froze  

994 ) 
 1995 

cacia borleae  98-0006  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 2001 (2 plants) 

2000 (1) 1.5' tall, healthy but no apparent growth 
2001 (1) the last died in 2001-no cause was appare
 
A
1990 (4) no freeze damage, healthy 
1991 (4) 3' tall, no freeze damage, he
1992 (4) 4-6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1993 (4) 5-7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1994 (4) 7-9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1997 (4) 12-15' tall, no freeze damage, health
2001 (4) 2=dead in 1999-cause undetermined, 2
2004 (2) 1=10', dead summer 2004-drought, 1=16' tall, no freeze damage, fair condition-
2006 (1) 14’ tall, no freeze damage but some die-back probably related to lack of moisture, fair condition 
2007 (1) 13’ tall, died-cause undetermined but could have been senescence aided by drought. These plants
  never flowered at this site 
 
A
1993 (2) 2' tall, froze to ground, recovering 
1994 (2) 1=dead-froze to ground and did not
1995 (1) 4.5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 
1997 (1) 4' tall, froze to ground, healthy 
2001 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermine
 
A
1990 (4) 2=no freeze damage, 2=slight freeze damage 
1991 (5) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1992 (5) 3-5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy
1993 (5) 4-6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1994 (5) 4-6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1997 (5) 6.5-9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flo
2001 (5) 7-10' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (5) 2=dead-killed by gophers ca. 2002, 3=8-10' tall, no
2006 (3) 1=7.5’ tall, no freeze damage but most stems dead due to shade, 2=7’/10’ tall, no freeze d
  some stems dead due to shade, no flowering 
2 (3 1=5’ tall, no freeze damage but girdled by rab
  damage, healthy with less shade, flowers/fruit 
 
A
2000 (2) 4' tall, 1=froze to ground, vigorous recovery, 1=no freeze damage, h
2004 (2) 6'/7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 7.5’/8’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fru
2007 (2) 7.5’/8’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
A
1993 (3) 1=3' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover, 1=8' tall (3" 
  to ground and did not recover, 1=7' tall, froze to near ground, regrowing 
1 (1 7' tall, froze to main trunk-rapid recovery; flowers in spring 1994 
1995 (1) 8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy; flowers/fruit in 1994, flowers in
1997 (1) 10' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 
 
A
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it 

nly, healthy, flowers/fruit 

cacia brachybotrya  90-0052  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (1 plant) 

ack from freeze, healthy 

cacia brachybotrya  90-0052  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted March 1998 (2 plants) 
 1999 flooding, base  

but may be related to waterlogging, 1=9' tall, some freeze damage  

006 ) s in 2006, 1=data missing but apparently recovered  

f foliage frozen (all on some stems and none on others), both=flowers in 2007 

cacia brachystachya  91-0315  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted August 1992 (2 plants) 
althy 

ers/fruit 

cacia brandegeeana  95-0007  Yuma – planted December 1995 (2 plants) 

rowth 

 growth 

 growth 
esembles Acacia rigidula 

lthy, little growth, both=flowers in 2007 

cacia brevispica  99-0177  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted April 2002 (1 plant) 

 damage, recovering 
ry 

cacia caffra  91-0049  Yuma – planted March 1992 (2 plants) 

2004 (2) 6.5' tall, a few stems died back to 6" from tip, healthy, flowers/fru
2006 (2) 8’/9’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 7.5/9’ tall, some stems froze back 2-10” from tips o
 
A
1994 (1) 3' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous 
1995 (1) 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy; flowers 
1997 (1) 7' tall, some leaf burn and minor twig die-b
2001 (1) declined and died ca. 1999-2000-cause undetermined (drought?) 
 
A
2000 (2) 6.5' tall, no freeze damage, flowers in 2000, 1=top died following July
  healthy, 1=healthy 
2004 (2) 1=died-cause undetermined 
  to foliage but no damage to stems, healthy 
2 (2 1=9’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flower
  from base 
2007 (2) 8.5’/8.5’ tall, 40% o
 
A
1993 (2) 1' tall, 1=died in fall 1992-cause undetermined, 1=no freeze damage, he
1994 (1) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers 
1995 (1) 7.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1997 (1) 11' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flow
2001 (1) 14' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (1) 13' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (1) 17’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (1) 16’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
A
1996 (2) 1"/4" tall, fair condition, little growth 
1997 (2) 1'/1' tall, fair to good condition, slow g
1999 (2) 2'/2' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2000 (2) 2'/2' tall, healthy, little apparent
2001 (2) 2.5'/3.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2002 (2) 2.5'/3.5' tall, healthy, little apparent
2004 (2) 5'/6' tall, healthy, slow growth, this species r
2005 (2) 6.5’/6.5’ tall, healthy, size increasing 
2006 (2) 7’/7’ tall, healthy, slow growth 
2007 (2) 7’/8’ tall, no freeze damage, hea
2008 (2) 7’/7’ tall, healthy, little growth in past year 
2009 (2) 8’/8’ tall, healthy, slow growth 
 
A
2004 (1) 3.5' tall, froze to ground, healthy recovery 
2006 (1) 4’ tall, considerable (to 2’ from tips) freeze
2007 (1) 5’ tall, froze to ground (stems to ¼” thick killed), healthy recove
 
A
1992 (2) 3'/5' tall, healthy, moderate to fast growth 
1993 (2) 8'/8' tall, healthy, vigorous growth 
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 growth 

h 

rate growth, no evidence of flowering 

oderate growth 
 1=25' tall,  

e 
005 ) 

little change in size, no flowers 
 growth 

e of flowering 

cacia cana  97-0041  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted April 2002 (1 plant) 
and nice form 

owers/fruit 

cacia catechu  92-0139  Yuma – planted March 1994 (2 plants) 
it 

 with moderate growth, both=flowers/fruit in 1996 

rs/fruit 

s, healthy, vigorous regrowth, 1=flowers/fruit 

cacia caven  89-0115  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted September 1990 (6 plants) 

leaves undamaged at 19° F), some vigorous, some low vigor 
 

some vigorous - some low vigor, flowers/fruit 
 

dead in 1996); leaf burn only, healthy, flower/fruit 
ition,  

004 )  senescent-most limbs dead 

cacia cardiophylla  90-0054  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1991 (2 plants) 

1994 (2) 9'/10' tall, healthy, vigorous 
1995 (2) 10'/12' tall, healthy, moderate
1996 (2) 11'/16' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growt
1997 (2) 12'/18' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1999 (2) 15'/15' tall, healthy, slow to mode
2000 (2) 1=10' tall, healthy but top died, 1=16' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2001 (2) 10'/17' tall, healthy, slow growth, no evidence of flowering 
2002 (2) 1=fair condition-declining, no growth, 1=20' tall, healthy, m
2004 (1) 1=died in 2004-cause undetermined but this plant had lacked vigor for years,
  healthy, moderate growth, no evidence of flowering has been observed on this species her
2 (1 20’ tall, healthy 
2006 (1) 20’ tall, healthy, 
2007 (1) 20’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, little apparent
2008 (1) ca. 25’ tall, healthy, significant growth in last year 
2009 (1) ca. 25’ tall, healthy, little change in size, no evidenc
 
A
2004 (1) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, beautiful silvery foliage 
2006 (1) 5.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers 
2007 (1) 6’ tall, 10% of foliage frozen only, healthy, fl
 
A
1994 (2) 3'/6' tall, healthy, vigorous growth, 1=flowers/fru
1995 (2) 7'/8' tall, healthy, vigorous 
1996 (2) 9'/10' tall, healthy, vigorous
1997 (2) 9'/10' tall, healthy but little growth, flowers/fruit 
1999 (2) 9'/9' tall, healthy but little growth, flowers/fruit 
2000 (2) 9'/9' tall, healthy but little increase in size, flowe
2001 (2) 10'/11' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2002 (2) 11'/13' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2004 (2) 15'/15' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2005 (2) 16’/16’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 16’/18’ tall, outer stems froze back to 1’ from tip
2008 (2) 13’/15’ tall, healthy, slow growth, both=flowers/fruit 
2009 (2) 17’/18’ tall, healthy, moderate growth, flowers/fruit 
 
A
1990 (6) no freeze damage, healthy 
1991 (6) 3-6' tall, no freeze damage (
1992 (6) 3-9' tall, no freeze damage, 4=healthy and vigorous, 2=stunted w/ some die-back, 2=first 
  flowers in 1992 
1993 (6) 3-10' tall, no freeze damage, 
1994 (6) 3-12' tall, no freeze damage, 3=vigorous, 2=low vigor, 2=flowers/fruit, 1=dead of 
  undetermined causes 
1997 (5) 11-14' tall, (1=dead in 1995, 2=
2001 (2) 1=dead in 1999 - undetermined (senescent?), 1=12' tall, no freeze damage fair cond
  declining w/ dead limbs. 
2 (1 14' tall, no freeze damage,
2006 (1) 14’ tall, died in 2005-senescent 
 
A
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w vigor 

ay have been root-bound or perhaps not adapted to local soil 

cacia carolae  90-0055  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (1 plant)/April 1994 (1 plant) 

gor 
 undetermined 

cacia citrinoviridis  90-0060  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (2 plants) 
round, regrowing 

 

cacia citrinoviridis  90-0060  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted March 1998 (2 plants) 

 fair condition, 1=13'  

006 ) 7’ tall, no  

 to 5” thick killed), healthy regrowth 

cacia cochlearis  91-0319  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (2 plants) 

covery 

cacia cochliacantha  89-0001  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (1 plant) 

orous 
killed), healthy regrowth 

roze to ground, shaded by adjacent plants, drought may  

cacia cometes  91-0320  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (1 plant) 

cacia conferta  90-0062  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1991 (1 plant) 

wth 

determined 

1993 (2) 1=died in 1992-cause undetermined, 1=3' tall, no freeze damage, lo
1994 (1) 1' tall, no freeze damage, low vigor 
1995 (1) 1' tall, no freeze damage, low vigor 
1997 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined-m
 
A
1994 (1) 2.5' tall, some leaf and twig tip burn from freeze, slightly chlorotic but healthy 
1995 (2) 2.5' tall, 1=minor leaf burn, healthy; 1=froze back to 1.5' from stem tips, low vi
1997 (1) 4' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover, the other plant died ca. 1995-cause
 
A
1993 (2) 3'/3.5' tall, 1=dead-froze to ground and did not recover, 1=froze to g
1994 (1) 2.5' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth 
1995 (1) 2' tall, froze to base, healthy regrowth 
1997 (1) 2.5' tall, froze to ground, healthy 
2001 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined
 
A
2000 (2) 7' tall, minor freeze damage to a few stems only, healthy, vigorous 
2004 (2) 1=6' tall, froze to ground with stems to 1.5" thick killed, recovering,
  tall, severe freeze damage to foliage but no damage to stems, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2 (2 1=6’ tall, froze to ground again, regrowth emerging from base, flowers in 2005, 1=1
  freeze damage, healthy 
2007 (2) 5’/16’ tall, froze to ground (stems
 
A
1994 (2) 6" tall, 1=dead-cause undetermined, 1=no freeze damage, healthy 
1995 (1) 1' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1997 (1) 1.5' tall, froze to ground, healthy re
2001 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined 
 
A
1990 (1) severe freeze damage, vigorous regrowth 
1991 (1) 5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 
1992 (1) 8' tall, very minor tip die-back, healthy, vig
1993 (1) 8' tall, froze to ground (stems to 2" diameter were 
1994 (1) 7' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 
1997 (1) 7' tall, froze to ground, healthy growth 
2001 (1) 4' tall, dead summer 2001 - repeatedly f
  have finally killed it 
 
A
1994 (1) 3" tall, no freeze damage, browsed by rabbits, healthy 
1995 (1) 6" tall x 1.5' wide, no freeze damage, healthy 
1997 (1) dead and gone by 1997-cause undetermined 
 
A
1992 (1) 2.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1993 (1) 2.5' tall, no freeze damage, slow gro
1994 (1) 2.5' tall, no freeze damage, low vigor 
1997 (1) dead sometime in 1995-1996-cause un
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cacia constricta  88-0086  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (3 plants) 

hy 
thy, vigorous, flowers/fruit in 1991 and 1992 

 
hade, 2=9'/16' tall, healthy, flowers/fruit 

t 
y,  

cacia constricta  90-0431  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (4 plants) 

t 

cacia coriacea  90-0063  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (4 plants) 

lthy regrowth 
s froze back to 3' from tips 

rous regrowth but slower due to reduced  

004 )  recovery, healthy 
g 

ive for this site 

cacia cornigera  94-0139  Yuma – planted December 1995 (2 plants) 

fruit, 1=flowers only 

 dead branches-cause undetermined, flowers only 

005 ) 

thy regrowth 
 not do well at this site 

cacia coulteri  94-0141  Yuma – planted December 1995 (2 plants) 

 growth 

 
A
1990 (3) no freeze damage, healthy 
1991 (3) 3-5.5' tall, no damage, healt
1992 (3) 6-8' tall, no freeze damage, heal
1993 (3) 7-8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1994 (3) 7-9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1997 (3) 8-14' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit
2001 (3) No freeze damage, 1=8' tall, poor condition due to s
2004 (3) No freeze damage, 1=10' tall, fair condition-shaded, 2=15'/18', healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (3) 10’/11’/12’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy but one is excessively shaded, flowers/frui
2007 (3) No freeze damage, 1=9’ tall, poor condition due to excessive shade, 2=9’/14’ tall, health
  flowers/fruit 
 
A
2000 (4) 4-7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit from 1999 
2004 (4) 4-10' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (4) 5.5-11’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/frui
2007 (4) 10-13’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
A
1993 (4) 4-6.5' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth 
1994 (3) 4-6' tall, froze to ground, 1=dead-froze, 2=hea
1995 (2) 4'/6' tall, healthy, vigorous; 1=no freeze damage, 1=some stem
1997 (2) 8'/11' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 
2001 (2) 4'/5' tall, freeze to ground in most winters, vigo
  irrigation, no flowering observed 
2 (2 4'/7' tall, froze to ground, vigorous
2006 (2) 4.5’/6.5’ tall, froze to ground, fair condition, regrowin
2007 (2) 4’/6’ tall, froze to ground, slow regrowth, too cold sensit
 
A
1996 (2) 4.5'/6' tall, healthy, moderate to fast growth 
1997 (2) 7'/7.5' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
1999 (2) 7.5'/8' tall, healthy, slow growth, 1=flowers/
2000 (2) 7.5'/8.5' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2001 (2) 8'/9' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers only 
2002 (2) 8'/9' tall, poor condition-declining with many
2004 (2) 1=4' tall, poor condition, top dead-sprouts from base, 1=8' tall, poor condition, some growth  
  but most stems dead-cause for the decline of these plants is undetermined, no flowering 
2 (2 1=6’ tall, poor condition, declining, flowers/fruit, 1=8’ tall, fair condition, flowers 
2006 (2) 6’/8’ tall, poor condition but still putting out growth 
2007 (2) 1.5’/4’ tall, both plants froze to base to stems 2” thick, heal
2008 (2) 2.5’/7’ tall, healthy, these look better than in the past several years but do
2009 (2) 7’/9’ tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, these continue to look better, 1=flowers 
 
A
1996 (2) 4.5'-5' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
1997 (2) 5'/6' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1999 (2) 5'/6' tall, healthy, little apparent
2000 (2) 5'/6' tall, healthy but little or no growth 
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 growth 

t growth in past year 

lthy, little change in size 
8 

cacia crassifolia  91-0192  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
althy regrowth 

owth, flowers  

ly died-cause undetermined, 1=2.5' tall, minor stem tip  

owers 
ears, healthy but slow growing 

 growing 

ips, fair condition 

cacia craspedocarpa  90-0065  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1991 (3 plants) 
y, slow growth 

nly, healthy, flowers/fruit 

it 

cacia craspedocarpa  92-0217  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted July 1998 (2 plants) 

ers/fruit 
it 

uit 

cacia cyclops  90-0096  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1991 (2 plants) 
egrowing 

 

cacia davyi  99-0008  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 2001 (2 plants) 
covery, healthy 

cacia deanii  92-0201  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (2 plants) 
 back to 6" from base, healthy  

nd, healthy recovery 
lthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit from 1999 

2001 (2) 6'/6.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2002 (2) 6'/6.5' tall, healthy, little apparent
2004 (2) 6'/7.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2005 (2) 6.5’/7’ tall, healthy, little apparen
2006 (2) 7’/7.5’ tall, healthy, slow growth 
2007 (2) 7’/7.5’ tall, no freeze damage, hea
2008 (2) 7.5’/8’ tall, healthy, slow growth, larger plant=flowers/fruit in 200
2009 (2) 8’/8.5’ tall, healthy, slow growth, both=flowers/fruit 
 
A
1993 (2) 1' tall, severe freeze damage (stems killed to ¼" in diameter), he
1994 (2) 2'/2.5' tall, severe freeze damage (stems killed back to 1' from tips), healthy regr
  in fall 1993 
1995 (2) 1=6" tall, low vigor; subsequent
  damage, healthy, flowers 
1997 (1) 2.5' tall, froze to ground, healthy, fl
2001 (1) 2.5' tall, some winter freeze damage most y
2004 (1) 3' tall, foliage frozen and stems killed back 6-9" from tips, healthy but slow
2006 (1) 3.5’ tall, stems froze back to 6” from tips, healthy growth 
2007 (1) 3.5’ tall, all foliage froze and stems froze back to 1’ from t
 
A
1993 (3) 1=1.5' tall, dead-cause undetermined, 2=1.5'/2.5' tall, no freeze damage, health
1994 (2) 2'/4' tall, healthy, no freeze damage, flowers in spring 1993 and 1994 
1995 (2) 3.5'/6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in 1995 
1997 (2) 5'/7' tall, minor freeze damage to leaf margins and twig tips o
2001 (2) 8'/9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (2) 8.5'/10' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fru
 
A
2000 (2) 2.5'/3' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
2004 (2) 7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flow
2006 (2) 8’/8’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fru
2007 (2) 7.5’/7.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fr
 
A
1993 (2) 7'/8' tall, froze to near ground (some stems to 5" in diameter), r
1994 (2) 1=dead-cause undetermined (data missing) 
1995 (1) 7.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous
1997 (1) 11' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 
 
A
2004 (2) 6' tall, froze to ground with stems to 1" thick killed, vigorous re
2006 (2) both dead-cause undetermined 
 
A
1995 (2) 1=dead-froze to ground and did not recover; 1=1.5' tall, froze
  recovery 
1997 (1) 4' tall, froze to grou
2001 (1) 12' tall, no subsequent freeze damage, hea
2004 (1) 15' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers in 2003 
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ome dead stems-drought(?), no flowers 
quently  

cacia decurrens  89-0387  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (3 plants) 

damage, healthy but some  

993 ) 
 

 1995-senescent? 

cacia decurrens var. dealbata  89-0388  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (3 plants) 

ut some chlorosis and tip die-back in summer 1991, vigorous 

o decline and died  

cacia difformis  94-0077  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted July 1998 (1 plant)/summer 2000 (1 plant) 

liage only, healthy, 1=flowers in 2006 

cacia eremophila  90-0103  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (1 plant) 

rately healthy 

 

cacia eriocarpa  91-0044  Yuma – planted March 1992 (2 plants) 

 browsing 
, both slow growth. 

ng,  

996 ) 
 

er did well at this site 

cacia erioloba  89-0310  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (2 plants) 

g, healthy 

 
h 

ontributed to the death of these plants but  

2006 (1) 13’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy overall but with s
2007 (1) 14’ tall, no apparent freeze damage but some stems are dead, fair condition, no flowers, subse
  died in autumn of 2007-cause undetermined 
 
A
1991 (3) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 2=1-2.5' tall, moderate health 
1992 (2) 1=dead fall 1991-cause undetermined, 1=7.5' tall, no freeze 
  chlorosis and tip die-back in summer 1991, vigorous 
1 (1 9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1994 (1) 11' tall, no freeze damage, healthy
1995 (1) declined and died in late 1994/early
 
A
1991 (3) 2-4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1992 (3) 4-8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy b
1993 (3) 2=8' tall, froze to ground-dead, 1=3.5' tall, minor freeze damage, fair health 
1994 (1) 4' tall, some dead stems but not freeze damaged, low vigor, plant continued t
  ca. 1994-1995 -senescent? 
 
A
2000 (1) 3.5' tall, minor freeze damage to foliage only, healthy, vigorous 
2004 (2) 5.5'/7.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
2006 (2) 6.5’/8.5’ tall, minor freeze damage to fo
2007 (2) 6’/8’ tall, minor freeze damage to foliage only, healthy, flowers 
 
A
1993 (1) 2' tall, froze back to near ground, regrowing 
1994 (1) 14" tall by 2' across, no freeze damage, mode
1995 (1) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1997 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined
 
A
1992 (2) both 10" tall, healthy but little growth 
1993 (2) 2"/3" tall, poor condition due to severe
1994 (2) 1=6" tall, poor condition, 1=2.5' tall, fair condition
1995 (2) 1=died in 1995-cause undetermined but this plant had declined following severe browsi
  1=3' tall, poor condition, slow growth 
1 (1 4' tall, fair condition, some growth 
1997 (1) 3' tall, poor condition with some die-back
1999 (1) died in 1998-cause undetermined-these nev
 
A
1991 (2) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage, slow but healthy 
1992 (2) 2' tall, no freeze damage, considerable gnawin
1993 (2) 2' tall, no freeze damage, rodent/rabbit problems 
1994 (2) 2' tall, no freeze damage, slow but healthy growth
1997 (2) 2'/2.5' tall, no freeze damage, fair, almost no growt
2001 (2) dead ca. 1999-2000-gophers and drought may have c
  they never grew well here. The plants may have been root-bound when planted. 
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cacia erubescens  91-0051  Yuma – planted March 1993 (2 plants) 
lthy 

 
no evidence of flowering 

no evidence of flowering 

th, attractive growth form and papery bark but dangerous  

attractive rounded canopy 

 change in size in past year 

cacia farnesiana  88-0065  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (5 plants) 

th, flowers 
992 

ruit 

rs/fruit 
problems), flowers/fruit 

rs/fruit 
ressed  

007 )  from tips, weak recovery 

cacia fasciculifera  91-0333  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 plants)/April 1994 (2 plants) 

pper leaves frozen, 1=minor tip die-back, minor  

althy, vigorous, 1 (planted 1994)=1' tall, died- 

997 )  healthy recovery 

 
e to stems to 1” thick, healthy regrowth 

cacia fleckii  91-0129  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (2 plants) 

 freeze damage, healthy 

y have died from drought and repeated freezing 

cacia fleckii  91-0499  Yuma – planted March 1992 (3 plants)/February 1995 (1 plant) 

A
1993 (2) 1=died in 1993-cause undetermined, 1=2.5' tall, hea
1994 (1) 6' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
1995 (1) 7' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1996 (1) 9' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1997 (1) 10' tall, healthy, slow growth
1999 (1) 11' tall, healthy, slow growth, 
2000 (1) 13' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2001 (1) 15' tall, healthy, slow growth, 
2002 (1) 15' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2004 (1) 20' tall, healthy, moderate grow
  hooked thorns 
2005 (1) 22’ tall, healthy, has an 
2006 (1) 18’ tall, healthy, little apparent growth 
2007 (1) 18’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, no apparent
2008 (1) 25’ tall, healthy, vigorous growth in past year, flowers/fruit in 2008 
2009 (1) 28’ tall, healthy, moderate growth, flowers/fruit 
 
A
1990 (5) minor twig damage on some plants, healthy 
1991 (5) 7' tall, some freeze damage, vigorous regrow
1992 (5) 7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in 1991-1
1993 (5) 7-8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but slow growth, flowers/f
1994 (5) 8-9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1997 (5) 11-13' tall, some twigs froze back 2-3', fair, flowe
2001 (5) 10-13' tall, fair to healthy but little growth (some shading 
2004 (5) 10-14' tall, most limbs on each plant are dead due to shading and drought, 2=flowe
2006 (5) 3=died in 2005 from insufficient moisture, 2=6”/3.5’ tall, no freeze damage but severely st
  due to lack of moisture and shade from adjacent plants 
2 (2 1=died in 2006-drought, 1=3’ tall, stems froze back 1-3’
 
A
1993 (2) 1.5' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth 
1994 (2) 2.5' tall, 1=froze back 1.5' from stem tips, u
  leaf margin burn, healthy 
1995 (4) 2 (planted 1992)=4'/5' tall, minor leaf burn, he
  freeze?, 1=6" tall, stem tips froze, sprouting from base 
1 (3 1=died ca. 1996-froze?, 2=6.5'/7.5' tall, froze to ground,
2001 (2) 3'/6.5' tall, considerable freeze damage in winter, healthy 
2004 (2) 5'/8' tall, froze to stems 1" in diameter, healthy, recovering
2006 (2) 1=4.5’ tall, froze to base, healthy regrowth, 1=7.5’ tall, froz
2007 (2) 3’/5.5’ tall, froze to base to stems 1” thick, healthy regrowth, a tough plant suitable for a milder site 
 
A
1993 (2) 2.5'/3' tall, froze to ground, slow regrowth 
1994 (2) 18" tall, 1=dead-cause undetermined, 1=no
1995 (1) 2.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, low vigor 
1997 (1) 6' tall, froze to ground, healthy recovery 
2001 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined but ma
 
A
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ined, 2=4'/7' tall, healthy, moderate growth, 1=flowers/fruit 

w-branched habit, 2=flowers/fruit 

rs/fruit 

rs/fruit 

t 
ers/fruit 

in past year, flowers/fruit 

t, flowers/fruit 

cacia furcatispina  91-0474  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted August 1992 (2 plants) 
egrowth 

, 1995 
t 

althy, flowers/fruit 

cacia furcatispina  91-0475  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (2 plants) 

ers/fruit 

p, healthy, flowers/fruit 

cacia galpinii  91-0106  Yuma – planted March 1992 (2 plants) 

 

th 

ut stout trunks and dense foliage 

th, these plants have not been observed to flower or fruit 

 no apparent change in size 

vidence of flowering 

1992 (3) 1-2' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1993 (3) 1=died in 1993-cause undeterm
1994 (2) 8'/10' tall, healthy, moderate growth, 1=flowers/fruit 
1995 (3) 2-10' tall, healthy, slow growth, 2=flowers/fruit 
1996 (3) 4-12' tall, healthy, slow growth with spreading lo
1997 (3) 6-16' tall, healthy, moderate growth, 2=flowers/fruit 
1999 (3) 9-15' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, 2=flowe
2000 (3) 10-15' tall, healthy, slow growth, 2=flowers/fruit 
2001 (3) 11-22' tall, healthy, slow to fast growth, all=flowe
2002 (3) 11-22' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2004 (3) 12-25' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2005 (3) 13’/20’/25’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/frui
2006 (3) 13’/17’/22’ tall, healthy, little apparent growth, flow
2007 (3) 13’/18’/22’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, no change in size 
2008 (3) 14’/20’/28’ tall, healthy, largest tree put on substantial growth, flowers/fruit 
2009 (3) 14’/22’/ca. 35’ tall, healthy, largest plant has substantially increased in heigh
 
A
1993 (2) 1' tall, froze to ground, 1=dead-froze and did not recover, 1=healthy r
1994 (1) 4.5' tall, some stems froze to near ground, healthy 
1995 (1) 7.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers in 1994
1997 (1) 12' tall, few twigs froze back 1' from tips, healthy, flowers/frui
2001 (1) 13' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (1) 18' tall, some stems froze back to 6" from tips, he
2006 (1) 18’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (1) 17’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
A
2000 (2) 7'/8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit from 1999 
2004 (2) 12' tall, minor freeze damage to some stem tips, healthy, flow
2006 (2) 12’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 14’ tall, some stem tips died back up to 8” from ti
 
A
1992 (2) both=5' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
1993 (2) 8'/8' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
1994 (2) 17'/18' tall, healthy, vigorous growth
1995 (2) 18'/20' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1996 (2) 24'/25' tall, healthy, vigorous grow
1997 (2) 25'/25' tall, healthy, slow growth  
1999 (2) 25'/25' tall, healthy, slow growth b
2000 (2) 30'/30' tall, healthy, fast growth, no evidence of flowering 
2001 (2) 35'/35' tall, healthy, fast growth, trunks are ca. 1.5' dbh 
2002 (2) both ca. 35' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2004 (2) both ca. 40' tall, healthy, moderate grow
2005 (2) both ca. 40’ tall, healthy, little apparent increase in size 
2006 (2) both ca. 40’ tall, healthy, little change in size 
2007 (2) both ca. 40’ tall, no freeze damage including foliage, healthy,
2008 (2) both ca. 45’ tall, healthy, seem to have grown in past year 
2009 (2) both ca. 45’ tall, healthy, little apparent change in size, no e
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cacia galpinii  91-0107  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (2 plants) 
th 

us regrowth 

, healthy, vigorous 
ion reduced 

 regrowth 

cacia gerrardii subsp. negevensis  89-0153  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted September 1989 (4 plants) 

some rodent chewing, healthy 
in June 1992 

owers/fruit 

lowers/fruit 
d weak growth in 2001  

004 ) rs/fruit 
ght?, 1=17’ tall, no freeze damage,  

 on all (2-6’ from stem tips)-freeze and perhaps lack of irrigation,  

cacia glomerata  91-0150  Yuma – planted March 1993 (3 plants) 

rowth 
r condition, no growth 

no growth 

cacia gnidium  91-0340  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (1 plant) 

owers/fruit in 1995 

cacia goetzii subsp. goetzii  95-0014  Yuma – planted March 1996 (4 plants) 
 condition, little growth 

th 
 

slow growth 
tem tips to stems 1” thick, vigorous regrowth 

 of flowering 

A
1993 (2) 3'/8' tall, froze to ground (3.5" diameter trunk), vigorous regrow
1994 (2) 7'/9' tall, froze to near base (stems froze back 1-5' from tips), vigoro
1995 (2) 10'/11' tall, stems froze back 3-4' from tips, healthy, vigorous 
1997 (2) 15'/18' tall, froze back approx. 4' form stem tips on outer limbs
2001 (2) 17'/20' tall, some outer stems freeze each winter, healthy, slow growth since irrigat
2004 (2) 16'/22' tall, stems froze to main trunks (to ½" in diameter), healthy recovery 
2006 (2) 22’/25’ tall, stems froze back to 6’ from tips, regrowing, healthy 
2007 (2) 26’/30’ tall, stems froze back to 6’ from tips (to 2” thick), healthy
 
A
1990 (4) no freeze damage, healthy 
1991 (4) 3' tall, no freeze damage, 1=
1992 (4) 3'-7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, first flowers 
1993 (4) 7-10' tall, some stems froze back 1' from tip (to 1/8" diameter), healthy, fl
1994 (4) 9-11' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 1993 
1997 (4) 14-18' tall, minor twig die-back to 1', vigorous, healthy, f
2001 (4) 1=dead-declined in 2000 probably due to gophers. This plant exhibite
  but then died, 3=17-18' tall, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2 (3 20-22' tall, no recent freeze damage, healthy, flowe
2006 (3) 2=16’/18’ tall, no freeze damage but many dead stems-drou
  healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (3) 18’/18’/18’ tall, major die-back
  1=healthy, 2=fair condition 
 
A
1993 (3) 6"-1' tall, fair condition, little growth 
1994 (3) all 1' tall, poor to fair condition, little g
1995 (3) 1=died in 1995-cause undetermined, 2=1' tall, fai
1996 (2) 1=died in 1996-cause undetermined, 1=1' tall, poor condition-declining, 
1997 (1) died in 1997-cause undetermined- apparently not adapted to this site 
 
A
1993 (1) 3.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1994 (1) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1995 (1) 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, fl
1997 (1) dead– missing-cause undetermined 
 
A
1996 (4) 1=died in 1996-cause undetermined, 3=2"-1' tall, fair to good
1997 (3) 2=died in 1997-cause undetermined, 1=2' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1999 (1) 2' tall, healthy but little growth 
2000 (1) 2' tall, healthy but no growth 
2001 (1) 5' tall, healthy, moderate grow
2002 (1) 5' tall, healthy, no height increase
2004 (1) 6.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2005 (1) 8’ tall, healthy 
2006 (1) 9’ tall, healthy, 
2007 (1) 8’ tall, froze back to 3’ from s
2008 (1) 9’ tall, healthy, recovered from freeze damage 
2009 (1) 9’ tall, healthy, no height increase, no evidence
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cacia grandicornuta  99-0010  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 2001 (2 plants) 
e damage to 20° F,  

d, dead, 1=froze to ground, healthy regrowth 

cacia greggii  88-0063  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted May 1989 (9 plants) 

1=removed in June 1991, 3=6-9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous 

1993, 1994 

ruit 

cacia haematoxylon  91-0222  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (2 plants) 

96 but no freeze damage to stems, healthy 

owers/fruit 
=few  

 damage to foliage or stems, fair condition, no flowers 

cacia harpophylla  91-0346  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
thy 

d not recover 

cacia harveyi  91-0347  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
rowth 

 1=1.5' tall, no freeze  

995 ) ers in 1994, 1995 
ealthy but declined rapidly 

cacia harveyi  91-0347  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted July 1998 (1 plant) 

eeze damage to stems, healthy, flowers/fruit 
owers/fruits 

cacia havilandii  91-0348  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (1 plant) 

e, healthy 

 
A
2004 (2) 5'/6' tall, froze to ground with stems to 1.5" thick killed-no previous freez
  healthy recovery 
2006 (2) 3’/3’ tall, 1=froze to groun
2007 (1) 3’ tall, froze to ground (stems to 1” thick killed), healthy regrowth 
 
A
1990 (9) no damage, healthy 
1991 (9) 5=removed in 1990, 
1992 (3) 8-`10' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit spring 1992 
1993 (3) 8-11' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1994 (3) 8-11" tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1997 (3) 11-15' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2001 (3) 13-17' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (3) 15-18' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (3) 15’/17’/18’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/f
2007 (3) 15’/16’/16’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
A
1995 (2) 1' tall, no freeze damage, low vigor 
1997 (2) 3.5' tall, leaves froze in December 19
2001 (2) 5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but slow growing, flowers/fruit from 1999 
2004 (2) 5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but almost no growth due to limited irrigation, fl
2006 (2) 5’/5.5’ tall, no freeze damage, fair condition with ca. half of stems dead-cause undetermined, 1
  flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 4.5’/5.5’ tall, no freeze
 
A
1993 (2) 1' tall, some freeze damage (stems froze back 2-6" from tips), heal
1994 (2) 2.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1995 (2) 3'/5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1997 (2) 5'/8' tall, dead-froze to ground and di
 
A
1993 (2) 2' tall, foliage and stem tip damage from freezing, healthy reg
1994 (2) 1=3.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers in fall 1993,
  damage, chlorotic but vigorous growth 
1 (2 4'/5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flow
1997 (2) died in summer 1996-cause undetermined-plants had been h
 
A
2000 (1) 3' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
2004 (1) 7.5' tall, foliage froze and minor fr
2006 (1) 9’ tall, no freeze damage but some dead stems-cause undetermined, fair condition, fl
2007 (1) 7.5’ tall, dead-froze with stems to 4” thick killed 
 
A
1993 (1) 2.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1994 (1) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1995 (1) 4' tall x 10' wide, no freeze damag
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y 

cacia hebeclada subsp. hebeclada  91-0133  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (2 plants) 

hy regrowth 
1=no freeze damage, healthy,  

oot sucker, 5'/8' tall, minor freeze damage to twig tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 

rs/fruit 
ers/fruit 

cacia hereroensis  98-0007  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 2001 (2 plants) 

rts of both plants, vigorous regrowth 

ephylla  91-0353  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 1' tall, both plants froze to ground, 1=dead-froze, 1=recovering 

  (CAC field 6) – planted April 1991 (1 plant) 
992 (1) no freeze damage, healthy, fast growth 

ers/heavy fruit in spring 1994 
 in windstorm, flowers/fruit 

-flower buds  

004 

 j  (4 plants) 
993 (4) 3-5' tall, 3=no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, 1=froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 

994 

dition and 2=healthy,   

 but not freeze-related, recovering, 1=14' tall, fair condition-drought stress, 1=19' tall, 

2006 (3 + suck
  

tems were  
covery 

l 1990 (2 plants) 
991 (2) 3' tall, minor freeze damage 

1997 (1) 7' tall, minor freeze damage to foliage, health
2001 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined 
 
A
1993 (2) 3' tall x 5' across, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 
1994 (2) 4' tall x 8' across, froze back to 3' from stem tips, healt
1995 (2) 6'/7' tall, 1=stems girdled-resprouting from base, healthy, vigorous; 
  vigorous 
1997 (3) 1 new plant from r
2001 (3) 6'-7.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, 1=flowers/fruit 
2004 (3) 8' tall, minor freeze damage to stem tips, healthy, flowe
2006 (3) 7.5’/9’/9’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, spreading plants, flow
2007 (3) 8’/9’/9’ tall, stems froze back 1-6” from tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
A
2004 (2) 5'/6' tall, stems froze back to 6" from tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 9’/9’ tall, stems froze back to 1’ from tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 7.5’/9’ tall, stems froze back 1-3’ from tips on upper and outer pa
 
Acacia ita
1
1994 (1) 1' across, minor freeze damage, somewhat chlorotic 
1995 (1) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1997 (1) dead-missing 
 
Acacia jennerae  90-0079  Tucson
1
1993 (1) 11' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers in 1993 
1994 (1) 14' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flow
1995 (1) 15' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, major limbs split
1997 (1 + suckers) 12' tall, several root suckers, minor freeze damage to leaf tips only
  undamaged, healthy, vigorous, some wind damage, flowers/fruit 
2001 (1 + suckers) 13' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2 (1 + suckers) 15' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Acacia ennerae  90-0079  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992
1
1994 (4) 5-10' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, 1=flowers/fruit in spring 1
1997 (4 + suckers) 12-16' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, profusely suckering, flowers/fruit 
2001 (4 + suckers) 1=16' tall, died in summer 2001-cause undetermined, 1=fair con
 flowers/fruit 
2004 (4 + suckers) no freeze damage, 1=17' tall, dead-cause undetermined, 1=9' tall, died to ground-cause  

undetermined
fair condition-drought stress 
ers) 2=died-cause undetermined, 1=16’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy (original plant),  
flowers/fruit 

2007 (1 + suckers) 15’ tall, 50% of foliage froze and some stems froze back to 8’ from tips while other s
  undamaged, healthy re
 
Acacia karroo  89-0396  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Apri
1
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age (some stems killed to ½" diameter), vigorous regrowth 
vigorous and healthy 

s regularly freeze back to the  

cacia karroo  9 ed March 1993 (1 plant) 
993 (1) 1.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 

h 
igorous 

 vigorous 

nce of flowering 
th little change in size 

 plant has flowered here though it may  

006 ) arent change in size 
 damage, healthy, little apparent growth, no evidence of flowering 

 kempeana
993 (2) 1'/1.5' tall, some freeze damage to stem tips, slow but healthy  

a e to foliage only, healthy 

nd some stems froze back to 3” from tips, healthy 

 kempeana
000 (2) 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers in spring 2000 

de tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 

 l lyx 
992 (1) data missing 

gorous regrowth 
age to some leaves and some stems froze back to 3' from tips, healthy, vigorous 

rmined by may have been senescent 

 l eritz
992 (2) 1=1.5' tall, healthy but heavily browsed, 1=4' tall, healthy, no browsing 

rowth 

1992 (2) 3' tall, slight tip damage, healthy, vigorous 
1993 (2) 4-6' tall, moderate freeze dam
1994 (2) 5' tall, some stem die-back (to 3' from tips), 
1997 (2) 4-6'tall, froze back approx. 3-4', healthy, vigorous regrowth 
2001 (2) 3'/4' tall, both dead in summer 2001-gophers destroyed roots, stem
  main trunk in winter 
 
A 1-0054  Yuma – plant
1
1994 (1) 3.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1995 (1) 8' tall, healthy, vigorous growt
1996 (1) 13’ tall, healthy, fast-growth-v
1997 (1) 14' tall, healthy, slow growth but
1999 (1) 16' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2000 (1) 20' tall, healthy, moderate growth, no evide
2001 (1) 20' tall, healthy, slow growth wi
2002 (1) 20' tall, healthy, little change in size 
2004 (1) 25' tall, healthy, moderate growth, no evidence that this
  have done so in the summer 
2005 (1) ca. 25’ tall, healthy 
2 (1 ca. 25’ tall, healthy, little app
2007 (1) ca. 25’ tall, no freeze
2008 (1) ca. 28’ tall, healthy, moderate growth 
2009 (1) ca. 30’ tall, healthy, slowly getting larger, no evidence of flowering 
 
Acacia   91-0356  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
1
1994 (2) 3.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers in 1994 
1997 (2) 1=2' tall, dead-cause undetermined, 1=9' tall, severe freeze dam g
2001 (1) 11' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (1) 12' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (1) 13’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (1) 14’ tall, minor damage to some outer phyllodes a
 
Acacia   91-0356  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted March 1998 (2 plants) 
2
2004 (2) 10' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 12’/12’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 10’/12’ tall, minor freeze damage to some phyllo
 
Acacia eioca  90-0080  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1991 (1 plant) 
1
1993 (1) 9' tall, severe freeze damage (stems killed to 2" in diameter), vi
1994 (1) 12' tall, freeze dam
1995 (1) 18' tall, minor freeze damage to leaves, healthy, vigorous 
1997 (1) 18' tall, outer stems froze back to 6-10' from tips, vigorous, healthy 
2001 (1) 18' tall, died rather suddenly in summer 2001-cause undete
 
Acacia eurd ii var. leurderitzii  91-0143  Yuma – planted March 1992 (2 plants) 
1
1993 (2) 1=appears to be dead due to browsing, 1=10' tall, healthy, vigorous g
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s growth 

owers/fruit 
rs/fruit 

ttractive but spiny trees w/ upright  

ow growth, flowers/fruit 
ly, healthy, little growth, flowers/fruit 
t year, flowers/fruit 

 m
994 (1) 2.5' tall, minor leaf burn from freeze, chlorotic 

tic 

 m xy pril 1990 (2 plants) 
991 (2) 2' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

alth - plants declined during 1993 and died - senescent? 

 m era s
994 (1) 3' tall, freeze caused minor twig die-back (to 1' from tips), healthy 

althy, vigorous 
ealthy 

veloped 
s/fruit in 2006 

 m
994 (1) 1' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

did not recover 

 m h 1998 (2 plants) 
000 (2) 2'/3' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

inor freeze damage to stems, 

zen and stem tips froze back 1-6” from tips, fair condition 

 m olia
991 (4) 1=dead - cause undetermined, 3=3' tall, healthy but some rodent gnawing 

1994 (2) 1=3' tall, recovered and healthy, slow growth, 1=14' tall, healthy, vigorou
1995 (2) 6'/14' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, 1=flowers/fruit in 1995 
1996 (2) 9'/16' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, both=flowers/fruit 
1997 (2) 14'/22' tall, healthy with vigorous growth, flowers/fruit 
1999 (2) 15'/18' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2000 (2) 15'/18' tall, healthy, little height increase, flowers/fruit 
2001 (2) 16'/22' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, fl
2002 (2) 16'/18' tall, healthy, little apparent change in size, flowe
2004 (2) 25'/25' tall, healthy, moderate to fast growth, flowers/fruit, a
  growth form 
2005 (2) 25’/25’ tall, healthy, little growth, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 27’/27’ tall, healthy, sl
2007 (2) 27’/27’ tall, minor freeze damage to stem tips on
2008 (2) both ca. 30’ tall, healthy, moderate growth in pas
2009 (2) both ca. 30’ tall, healthy, little apparent change in size, flowers/fruit 
 
Acacia aitlandii  91-0364  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (1 plant) 
1
1995 (1) 4' tall, freezing caused minor stem tip damage, somewhat chloro
1997 (1) 6' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 
 
Acacia elano lon  89-0390  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted A
1
1992 (2) 3’/6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1993 (2) 3'/7' tall, no freeze damage, fair he
 
Acacia ellif ubsp. dentiens  91-0140  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (1 plant) 
1
1995 (1) 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1997 (1) 10' tall, freezing causes occasional twig die-back to 6" from tips, he
2001 (1) 11' tall, no recent freeze damage, h
2004 (1) 15' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, this plant has flowered sparingly but no fruits de
2006 (1) 16’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flower
2007 (1) 17’ tall, stems froze back 1-3” from tips only, healthy, flowers in 2007 
 
Acacia icrocarpa  91-0367  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (1 plant) 
1
1995 (1) 2.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1997 (1) 4.5' tall, dead-froze to ground and 
 
Acacia icrocarpa  91-0367  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted Marc
2
2004 (2) 1=dead-missing-cause undetermined, 1=4' tall, foliage frozen and m
  healthy recovery 
2006 (1) 4’ tall, no freeze damage but several stems have died-cause undetermined 
2007 (1) 5.5’ tall, 90% of foliage fro
 
Acacia illef   89-0340  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (4 plants) 
1
1992 (3) 3-5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous 
1993 (3) 3-5' tall, minor tip die-back, healthy, flowers/fruit 1992 
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rs/fruit 1993 
rous, flowers/fruit 

wers/fruit 
y, flowers/fruit 

 m olia
991 (4) 2-2.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

, 1992 
illed to 1/8" diameter), healthy, flowers/fruit 

4 
uit 

 volunteered from  

ical for this species, healthy to fair condition, slow  

n (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (3 plants) 
000 (3) 4.5-5.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

me stems to 1' from tips,  

 
007 )  tips (to 1.5” thick), vigorous recovery, flowers in 2007 

 modesta  
994 (4) 4-5' tall, healthy, moderate growth, 1 plant=flowers/fruit 

fruit 

nd low-branched, flowers/fruit 

t set 
rs/fruit 

s  

hy, flowers/fruit 
, slow growth, flowers/fruit 

, slow growth, flowers/fruit 

 m  
000 (2) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 1=2' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

1994 (3) 3-6' tall, minor twig tip damage, healthy, flowe
1997 (3) 6-8' tall, some die-back 3-4' from stem tips, healthy, vigo
2001 (3) 5-7' tall, some die-back each year, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (3) 5-7' tall, some die-back to 1' from stem tips, fair condition-drought stress, flo
2006 (3) 4’/7’/7.5’ tall, some die-back to 1’ from stem tips, health
2007 (3) 3.5’/7’/7’ tall, most stems froze back to near base, healthy regrowth, flowers/fruit 
 
Acacia illef   89-0344  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (4 plants) 
1
1992 (4) 3-4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 1991
1993 (4) 3-5' tall, minor twig die-back (stems k
1994 (4) 4-5.5' tall, minor twig die-back, healthy, flowers/fruit 1993, flowers 199
1997 (3) 1=6' tall, 2=8' tall, froze back approx. 2' on some twigs, healthy-vigorous, flowers/fr
2001 (3) 5-7'tall, some die-back each year, healthy, flowers/fruit, several plants that
  seeds are now as large as the parent plants 
2004 (5) 3 original plants + 2 volunteer plants, 6-7' tall, some die-back to 1’ from stem tips, fair  
  condition-drought stress, flowers/fruit 
2006 (5) 4.5-7’ tall, some die-back to 1’ from stem tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (5) 6-7’ tall, variable die-back to 1’ from stem tips-typ
  growth 
 
Acacia millefolia  89-0344  Tucso
2
2004 (3) 2=dead-missing-cause undetermined, 1=6' tall, minor die-back of so
  no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (1) 7’ tall, minor freeze damage to stem tips only, healthy, flowers/fruit in 2005 
2 (1 6.5’ tall, many stems froze back 1-4’ from
 
Acacia 92-0085  Yuma – planted March 1994 (4 plants) 
1
1995 (4) 6.5-9' tall, healthy, moderate growth, all-flowers/
1996 (4) 8-15' tall, healthy, moderate to fast growth, flowers/fruit 
1997 (4) 8-14' tall, healthy, slow vertical growth but spreading a
1999 (4) 9-14' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2000 (4) 10-16' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit-this species has exceptionally heavy frui
2001 (4) 10-15' tall, healthy, little change in size, flowe
2002 (4) 10-15' tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/fruit, some volunteer plants in adjacent area
  of the field 
2004 (4) 11-22' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, flowers/fruit 
2005 (4) 13’/17’/18’/22’ tall, healt
2006 (4) 1=died in 2006-cause undetermined, 3=14’/20’/20’, healthy
2007 (3) 15’/22’/23’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy
2008 (3) 16’/22’/25’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2009 (3) 15’/25’/25’ tall, healthy, little apparent change in size, flowers/fruit 
 
Acacia ontana  90-0087  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted July 1998 (2 plants) 
2
2004 (1) 5.5' tall, minor freeze damage to foliage only, healthy 
2006 (1) 6’ tall, minor freeze damage to foliage only, healthy 
2007 (1) 6’ tall, dead-froze with stems to 2.5” thick killed 
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 m yan  1991 (1 plant)/April 1992 (1 plant) 
992 (1) data missing 

 (stems  
meter), regrowing 

995 ) 
d not recover 

 nebrowni s) 
992 (4) 3-4' tall, healthy, moderate growth, 3=flowers in fall 1992 

ous, flowers/fruit 
ess water leaking from adjacent 

996 ) owers/fruit 
althy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 

, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
gation canal,  

002 ) it 
 tree w/ interesting bark 

ozen, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 

 nebrowni il 1994 (2 plants)/1997 (2 plants) 
995 (2) 1.5' tall, 1=dead-froze to ground and did not recover, 1=froze to ground, vigorous recovery 

 gophers, 1=5' tall, froze to ground, some regrowth  

007 ) air condition, regrowing 

 nebrowni s) 
000 (2) 6'/6.5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous recovery, flowers/fruit in 1999 

ecovery, flowers/fruit 
s regrowth 

 neovernic
991 (3) 2-4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

flowers/fruit 
4 

 
ut), no freeze damage,  

Acacia urra a  90-0090  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July
1
1993 (2) 1=3.5' tall, dead- froze to ground and did not recover, 1=5' tall, severe freeze damage
  killed to 3" in dia
1994 (1) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1 (1 5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1997 (1) 6' tall, dead-froze to ground and di
 
Acacia i  91-0012  Yuma – planted March 1992 (4 plant
1
1993 (4) 1=8' tall, poor condition, 3=7-8' tall, healthy, vigor
1994 (4) 1=died in 1994, cause undetermined but possibly due to exc
  irrigation canal, 3=9-10' tall, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1995 (3) 11-12' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
1 (3 11-12' tall, healthy (1=tipped to side), slow growth, fl
1997 (3) 10-14' tall, 1=fair condition, little growth, 2=he
1999 (3) 1=8' tall, fair condition, no apparent growth, 2=14'/14' tall, healthy
2000 (3) 1=died in 2000-cause undetermined-possibly excess water as this is adjacent to irri
  2=8'/14' tall, healthy, slow growth, 1=flowers/fruit 
2001 (2) 10'/17' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, both=flowers/fruit 
2 (2 10'/17' tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/fru
2004 (2) 14'/16' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit, an attractive small
2005 (2) 14’/17’ tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 12’/15’ tall, healthy, little growth, flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 14’/16’ tall, minor freeze damage to stem tips/foliage fr
2008 (2) 15’/18’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2009 (2) 16’/20’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
 
Acacia i  91-0012  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Apr
1
1997 (1) 6' tall, froze to ground, healthy recovery 
2001 (3) 1=dead in 2000-cause undetermined, 2=3' tall, healthy but freeze to ground in winter 
2004 (2) 1=dead ca. 2002-may have been killed by
  but low vigor due to limited irrigation 
2006 (1) 5.5’ tall, froze to base, fair condition, healthy regrowth, flowers/fruit 
2 (1 5’ tall, froze to base to stems 1” thick, f
 
Acacia i  91-0012  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted March 1998 (2 plant
2
2004 (2) 9' tall, froze to near base with stems to 1.5" thick killed, vigorous r
2006 (2) 7’/7’ tall, severe freeze damage with stems to 1” thick killed, vigorou
2007 (2) 6’/7’ tall, froze to ground with stems to 2” killed, vigorous regrowth 
 
Acacia osa  89-0294  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (3 plants) 
1
1991 (3) 7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in 1991, 1992 
1993 (3) 5-7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, 
1994 (3) 6-10' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in 1993, 199
1997 (3) 8-13' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit
2001 (3) 1=dead ca. 1999–undetermined cause, 2=7' tall (stems sprawled o
  healthy, flowers/fruit 
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y,  

ge, healthy, flowers/fruit 

 neovernic ummer 1997 (3 plants) 
000 (3) 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit from 1999 

 n ca  
992 (1) 6' tall, healthy, vigorous growth 

s/fruit 
hough no height increase, flowers/fruit 

ut no height increase, flowers/fruit 
ers/fruit 

ngoing issue 

it 
ed but not freeze-related, still alive in March 2007 

 n ca  
991 (1) 3' tall x 6' spread, healthy, vigorous growth 

 increase 

t increase, flowers/fruit 
rs/fruit, low-hanging limbs 

n height, flowers/fruit 

age, healthy, little apparent change in size, flowers/fruit 
uit 

 n ca su n (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (2 plants) 
995 (2) 3' tall, froze to base, vigorous regrowth 

h winter 

2004 (2) dead ca. 2001-2002-gophers and shade, 1 volunteer plant=7' tall, no freeze damage, health
  flowers/fruit 
2006 (1) 8’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (1) 8’ tall, no freeze dama
 
Acacia osa  90-0436  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted s
2
2004 (3) 9-10' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (3) 11’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (3) 12’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Acacia iloti 90-0252  Yuma – planted March 1992 (1 plant) 
1
1993 (1) 11' tall, healthy, vigorous 
1994 (1) 18' tall, healthy, vigorous, flower
1995 (1) 18' tall, healthy, vigorous t
1996 (1) 23' tall, healthy, vigorous 
1997 (1) 25' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
1999 (1) 22' tall, healthy, vigorous b
2000 (1) 22' tall, healthy, little size increase, flow
2001 (1) 25' tall, healthy, moderate growth, flowers/fruit, pruning is an o
2002 (1) 25' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2004 (1) ca. 35' tall, healthy, vigorous growth, flowers/fruit 
2005 (1) 25’ tall, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (1) ca. 25’ tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/fru
2007 (1) died in 2007-cause undetermin
 
Acacia iloti 90-0267  Yuma – planted March 1991 (1 plant) 
1
1992 (1) 7' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers in fall 1992 
1993 (1) 12' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
1994 (1) 18' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
1995 (1) 17' tall, healthy, vigorous though no height
1996 (1) 20' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
1997 (1) 25' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
1999 (1) 25' tall, healthy, vigorous but little heigh
2000 (1) 25' tall, healthy, little size change, flowe
2001 (1) 30' tall, healthy, vigorous growth, flowers/fruit 
2002 (1) 30' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2004 (1) ca. 30' tall, healthy, vigorous but little increase i
2005 (1) ca. 30’ tall, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (1) ca. 35’ tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
2007 (1) ca. 35’ tall, no apparent freeze dam
2008 (1) ca. 35’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fr
2009 (1) ca. 35’ tall, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Acacia iloti bsp. kraussiana  91-0055  Tucso
1
1997 (2) 6' tall, froze to ground, healthy 
2000 (2) dead ca. 1998-1999–froze to ground eac
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 n ilis  ber 1989 (5 plants) 
990 (5) severe leaf burn and moderate stem die-back, regrowing 

r 1990-1991 

993 
94 

, healthy  

liage only, healthy, flowers/fruit 
rs 

ant died in summer 2007 

 n ilis 
000 (2) 2.5'/3' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

althy, flowers/fruit 
age, healthy, flowers in 2005 

 nysophyll  – planted April 2002 (2 plants) 
004 (2) 2.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

ost stems dead-cause  
althy 

flowers in 

 (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (2 plants) 
994 (2) 6" tall, minor freeze damage, browsed by rabbits but otherwise healthy 

 no flowers 

 o ental  planted April 1990 (1 plant) 
91 (1) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

 w/ some branch die-back in  
t as vigorous 

994 ) 

, flowers/fruit beginning 1999 
s/fruit 

o flowers 

 o dii  lant)/April 2002 (1 plant) 
004 (2) 3' tall, severe freeze damage to foliage but no stem damage, healthy 

 but some  

Acacia otab 89-0103  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Septem
1
1991 (5) 3=2.5' tall, no freeze damage, 1=flowers 1991, 2=dead-froze in winte
1992 (3) 4-5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1993 (3) 4-5' tall, froze to near ground. 1=dead-froze, 2=slow regrowth, 1=flowers/fruit in 1
1994 (2) 5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 19
1997 (2) 1=dead ca. 1996-cause undetermined, 1=7.5' tall, healthy, foliage and some twigs killed
  regrowth, flowers/fruit 
2001 (1) 7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (1) 6' tall, minor freeze damage to fo
2006 (1) 5.5’ tall, no freeze damage, fair condition, flowe
2007 (1) 5.5’ tall, 80% of foliage and all but 1 stem froze, poor condition, pl
 
Acacia otab  91-0021  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted March 1998 (2 plants) 
2
2004 (2) 4' tall, some freeze damage to foliage and minor stem damage, he
2006 (2) 4’/4’ tall, 1=dead-cause undetermined, 1=no freeze dam
2007 (1) 5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
 
Acacia a  96-0066  Tucson (CAC field 3)
2
2006 (2) 1=3’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers in 2006, 1=4’ tall, m
  undetermined and some stems are he
2007 (2) 3.5’/3.5’ tall, 10% of phyllodes of one plant frozen but no stem damage, healthy, 1 plant=
  2007  
 
Acacia obtecta  91-0372  Tucson
1
1995 (2) 6" - 2' tall, no freeze damage, low vigor but healthy 
1997 (2) 1=dead-missing, 1=3' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth 
2001 (1) 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
2004 (1) 7.5' tall, foliage froze only, healthy 
2006 (1) 8’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy but
2007 (1) 8.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
 
Acacia ccid is  90-0407 Tucson (CAC field 6) –
19
1992 (1) 6' tall, no freeze damage, vigorous growth in March but defoliated
  April/May - regrowth in June but no
1993 (1) 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but some drought die-back in spring 1992 
1 (1 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1997 (1) 10' tall, no freeze damage, fair-low vigor 
2001 (1) 14' tall, no freeze damage, healthy
2004 (1) 20' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flower
2006 (1) 15’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (1) 13’ tall, no apparent freeze damage, healthy but n
 
Acacia swal 96-0067  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 2001 (1 p
2
2006 (2) 3.5’/3.5’ tall, 1=died in winter of 2005/2006-cause undetermined, 1=no freeze damage
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 pachyacra d August 1991 (2 plants) 
992 (2) data missing 

s/fruit in spring 1993 
amage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

) and freeze damage to foliage, declining, some  

etermined but may be short-lived 

cacia p yrocar 4 (4 plants) 
995 (4) 9"-4.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

, freeze damage to foliage,  

amage, healthy 

 p iata 
995 (2) 3' tall x 4-6' wide, no freeze damage, healthy, first flowers in 1995 

e, healthy 
ught?), 1=5' tall, healthy,  

006 ) t no fruit 
ently  

cacia patagiata ly 1998 (2 plants) 
000 (2) 2' tall x 4-6' wide, no freeze damage, healthy 

, healthy 
ewhat chlorotic 

 pendula  
993 (1) 3.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous 

m stem tips and severe freeze damage to foliage, healthy 
 since irrigation reduced 

aves 
1’ from tips, fair condition-top dead but  

 pennatula e 1989 (3 plants) 
990 (3) moderate freeze damage, regrowing 

  stems dead, healthy overall 
2007 (1) 4.5’ tall, no freeze damage, fair condition 
 
Acacia   90-0093  Tucson (CAC field 6) – plante
1
1993 (2) 4'/6.5' tall, slight freeze damage to foliage/twig tips, healthy, flower
1994 (2) 9' tall, no freeze d
1995 (2) 12' tall, no freeze damage (1=major limb died in spring 1995), flowers/fruit 
1997 (2) 10'/15' tall, major die-back of stems (non-freeze
  flowers/fruit 
2000 (2) 1=dead in 1998-appears to be age-related, 1=dead in 1999-age?, these continued to decline and  
  finally died-cause und
 
A ap pa  90-0121  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 199
1
1997 (4) 1=3' tall, dead-appears to have been killed by freezing; 3=2.5-7' tall
  healthy 
2001 (3) 2=died ca. 1999-2000 (drought?), 1=6.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
2004 (1) 8' tall, no freeze d
2006 (1) 11’ tall, died in autumn of 2005-cause undetermined-just dried up 
 
Acacia atag  91-0386  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted 1994 (2 plants) 
1
1997 (2) 5' tall, some leaf and twig burn from December 1996 freez
2001 (2) 1=6' tall, poor condition-all but one stem died in summer 2001 (dro
  flowers only but fruit in some previous years 
2004 (2) 1=dead ca. 2002-cause undetermined, 1=6.5' tall, some freeze damage to foliage only, healthy 
2 (1 6.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers bu
2007 (1) 6.5’ tall, no apparent freeze damage, fair condition-insufficient irrigation, declined and subsequ
  died in summer of 2007-cause undetermined 
 
A  91-0386  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted Ju
2
2004 (2) 4.5'/6' tall, severe freeze damage to foliage but no stem damage
2006 (2) 4.5’/6’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy but som
2007 (2) 1=5’ tall, dead-froze, 1=6’ tall, 75% of foliage froze, low vigor 
 
Acacia 90-0123  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1991 (1 plant) 
1
1994 (1) 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1995 (1) 7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1997 (1) 11' tall, minor freeze-back to 1' fro
2001 (1) 12' tall, fair condition, slow growth
2004 (1) 12' tall, poor condition-mostly dead due to freeze + drought stressed-a few twigs have new le
2006 (1) 12’ tall, some phyllodes froze and some stems froze back to 
  healthy below 
2007 (1) 9’ tall, foliage and some stems froze, fair condition, little growth 
 
Acacia  subsp. pennatula  89-0003  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Jun
1
1991 (3) 7' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 
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" from stem tips), healthy, vigorous 
in diameter), 1=dead-froze, 2=regrowing 

 base each winter, shading and drought finished them 

 pennatula
999 (1) 7' tall, healthy, moderate growth 

owers/fruit in 2002 
owers/fruit 

it 
age, healthy, little apparent growth, flowers/fruit 

 pennatula y 1997 (1 plant) 
999 (1) 6' tall, healthy, moderate growth 

n size, flowers/fruit in 2006 
age, healthy, little apparent growth, flowers/fruit 

 permixta  2001 (2 plants) 
004 (2) 6'/7' tall, some stems froze back to 2' from tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 

 peuce  90
992 (4) 6"-1' tall, no freeze damage, serious browsing damage, slow growth 

ut browsed 
poor health, almost no growth 

h, has been  

 p cant
994 (2) 10"/3.5' tall, slow growth, 1=poor condition, 1=good condition 

bs have died (self-pruning?), little or no height increase 

1992 (3) 6-8' tall, very minor tip die back (to 9
1993 (3) 12' tall, froze to ground (stems killed to 3" 
1994 (2) 10' tall, froze to ground, slow regrowth 
1997 (2) 6' tall, froze to ground, healthy, moderate regrowth 
2001 (2) 1=dead in 1998, 1=dead in 2000-froze to
 
Acacia  subsp. pennatula  96-0001  Yuma – planted February 1997 (1 plant) 
1
2000 (1) 8.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2001 (1) 14' tall, healthy, vigorous growth 
2002 (1) 15' tall, healthy, slow growth, fl
2004 (1) 20' tall, healthy, moderate growth, fl
2005 (1) 22’ tall, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (1) 20’ tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/fru
2007 (1) 20’ tall, no apparent freeze dam
2008 (1) 24’ tall, healthy, vigorous growth, no flowering 
2009 (1) ca. 25’ tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/fruit 
 
Acacia  subsp. pennatula  96-0002  Yuma – planted Februar
1
2000 (1) 7.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2001 (1) 9' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
2002 (1) 10' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2004 (1) 14' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2005 (1) 13’ tall, healthy, little growth 
2006 (1) 14’ tall, healthy, little change i
2007 (1) 14’ tall, no apparent freeze dam
2008 (1) 19’ tall, healthy, vigorous growth, no flowering 
2009 (1) 18’ tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/fruit 
 
Acacia  98-0008  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer
2
2006 (2) 7’/9’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in 2005 
2007 (2) 9’/10’ tall, froze to near ground to stems 2” thick, vigorous regrowth 
 
Acacia -0320  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1991 (4 plants) 
1
1993 (4) 6"-1' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but very slow growing 
1994 (4) 1' tall, 1=died of undetermined causes, 3=no freeze damage, healthy b
1997 (3) 1' tall, 1=died of undetermined causes, 2=no freeze damage, 
2001 (2) 1=died ca. 1998-1999- cause undetermined, 1.5' tall, poor condition with no growt
  declining and is mostly dead 
2004 (1) died ca. 2002 after steady decline-cause undetermined 
 
Acacia olya ha  90-0253  Yuma – planted March 1994 (2 plants) 
1
1995 (2) 3'/10' tall, healthy, moderate to fast growth 
1996 (2) 8.5'/16' tall, healthy, vigorous growth 
1997 (2) 13'/20' tall, healthy, vigorous growth 
1999 (2) 20'/28' tall, healthy, vigorous growth 
2000 (2) 20'/28' tall, healthy but some lower lim
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th, no evidence of flowering 

een observed to flower here 
 several stems on smaller plant have died 

t smaller plant has  

009 ) k, 2-ca. 35’ tall, healthy, little change in size 

 p sim
994 (1) 2.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but slightly chlorotic 

st branches undamaged, fair condition 
 

planted April 1993 (2 plants)/April 1994 (2 plants) 
994 (2) 2-2.5' tall, 1=minor leaf burn, 1=moderate leaf burn and top kill; healthy 

 

) 
8' tall, healthy, flowers/fruit from 1999 

ring, flowers/fruit in 2003 

007 ) 

 quornensi
004 (2) 3' tall, foliage frozen and some stems froze to ground but a few stems had only minor damage,  

e to ground with stems to 1” thick killed, 1=dead-froze, 1=slow regrowth from  

cson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (2 plants) 
994 (2) 1-2' tall, no freeze damage, browsed by rabbits, healthy 

y 

ted July 1991 (4 plants) 
993 (4) 1-1.5' tall x 3-6' across, 2=no freeze damage, 2=moderate freeze damage, healthy 

eze damage, slow recovery 

mage to foliage and some stem tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 

 r  2 plants) 

2001 (2) 27'/30' tall, healthy, slow to rapid grow
2002 (2) 27'/30' tall, healthy, little change in size 
2004 (2) 27'/35' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, these plants have not b
2005 (2) 27’/35’ tall, healthy, little change in size,
2006 (2) 27’/30’ tall, healthy, little apparent growth, no evidence of flowering 
2007 (2) 27’/30’ tall, stems froze back to 3’ from tips to stems 1” thick, healthy regrowth bu
  numerous dead stems along trunk not related to freeze 
2008 (2) ca. 30’/35’ tall, healthy, significant growth in past year 
2 (2 1=ca. 30’ tall, poor condition with considerable die-bac
 
Acacia ravis a  91-0376  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (1 plant) 
1
1995 (1) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1997 (1) 6' tall, leaves frozen, main stems froze to ground but lowe
2001 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined
 
Acacia pruinocarpa  90-0126  Tucson (CAC field 6) – 
1
1995 (4) 2 (planted 1992)= 3'/4' tall, minor leaf burn, healthy; 2 (planted 1994)= 1.5' tall, minor leaf 
  burn, healthy 
1997 (4) 4-8' tall, froze to ground, all with healthy regrowth  (1 died spring 1997-cause undetermined
2001 (3) 1=4' tall, healthy, 2=7'/
2004 (3) foliage mostly frozen, 1=3' tall-stems frozen to ¼" in diameter, 1=8' tall-stems frozen to ½"  
  thick, 1=10' tall-stems frozen to 3" in diameter, healthy, recove
2006 (3) 3’/6’/8’ tall, most stems froze to near base (to 1” thick), fair condition, recovering 
2 (3 5’/6.5’/7’ tall, froze to near base (to stems 2” thick), fair condition, recovering 
 
Acacia s  99-0146  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted April 2002 (2 plants) 
2
  healthy 
2006 (2) 6’/6.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, 1=flowers 
2007 (2) 6.5’/6.5’ tall, froz
  base 
 
Acacia ramulosa  90-0129  Tu
1
1995 (2) no freeze damage, 1=6” tall, severely browsed, 1 = 2' tall, health
1997 (2) dead-missing-cause undetermined 
 
Acacia redolens  89-0131  Tucson (CAC field 6) – plan
1
1994 (4) 2' tall x 8' across, 2=no freeze damage, healthy; 2=moderate fre
1995 (4) 4-6' across, no freeze damage, 2=healthy, 2=poor condition 
1997 (4) 2=dead-froze to ground and did not recover, 2=froze back 1-2' from stem tips, healthy,  
  flowers/fruit 
2001 (2) 4' tall, no recent freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (2) 5' tall, minor freeze da
2006 (2) 4’/5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 5’/5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Acacia edolens  90-0631  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (
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000 (2) 1=1' tall, partially dead, low vigor-cause undetermined, 1=2.5' tall x 7' across, no freeze  

,  

e stems froze back to 1’ from tips and some foliage damaged, healthy,  

C field 6) – planted April 1990 (4 plants) 
991 (4) 1' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

hy 
flowers/few fruit in 1994 

 one stem dead, 1=6.5' tall, fair condition, 2=11'/12' tall,  

ers 
ie-back 1-6’ from stem tips-possibly due to lack of moisture but apparently  

cacia r alis  92 3 (2 plants) 
994 (2) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers 

 flowers/fruit 
lthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 

003 but  
able corrective pruning, flowers/fruit 

dead,  

 r rian ly 1991 (5 plants) 
992 (5) 6"-3' tall, no freeze damage, some gnawing, healthy 

 in 1993 
4 

age, healthy, flowers/fruit 

rs/fruit 

 r rian 7 (2 plants) 
000 (2) 4' /5.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

 s a  (2 plants) 
994 (2) 4' tall, minor leaf burn only, healthy, vigorous 

2
  damage, healthy, flowers in 2000 
2004 (2) 1=declined and died-cause undetermined, 1=4' tall x 10' across, no freeze damage, healthy
  flowers/fruit 
2006 (1) 4’ tall x 14’ across, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (1) 5’ tall x 10’ across, som
  flowers/fruit 
 
Acacia rigidula  89-0158  Tucson (CA
1
1992 (4) 2.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1993 (4) 2-3.5' tall, no freeze damage, healt
1994 (4) 3-6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, 
1997 (4) 6-9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
2001 (4) 6-11'tall, 3=healthy, 1=fair condition w/ some dead stems 
2004 (4) no freeze damage, 1=3.5' tall, all but
  healthy, flowers 
2006 (4) 1=died ca. 2005-cause undetermined, 3=6.5/10’/11’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy but no flow
2007 (3) 6.5’/10/11’ tall, variable d
  not due to freezing, healthy regrowth, no flowers 
 
A iv -0211  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 199
1
1995 (2) 8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy (some browsing), vigorous,
1997 (2) 12-13' tall, minor freeze damage to leaf tips only, hea
2001 (2) 13'/16' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (2) 11'/14' tall, no freeze damage, both plants were blown over in a storm in summer 2
  appear healthy-this necessitated staking and consider
2006 (2) 1=died-did not recover from blowdown, 1=6’ tall, no freeze damage, poor condition-mostly 
  declining following blowdown 
2007 (1) 3.5’ tall, died-never recovered from blowdown 
 
Acacia oeme a  90-03xx  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Ju
1
1993 (5) 1-6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but some gnawing, 1=flowers
1994 (5) 1-6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 199
1997 (5) 1.5-7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, some=flowers/fruit 
2001 (5) 1=dead 1999-rabbit browsing, 4=5-8' tall, no freeze dam
2004 (4) 5-8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (4) 4’/7’/7’/7.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (4) 4.5’/7’/8’/8’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowe
 
Acacia oeme a  90-0389  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 199
2
2004 (2) 10'/13' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 7’/14’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 10’/18’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Acacia alicin 90-0133  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 
1
1995 (2) 8'/10' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers 
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 the top 3' of the taller tree, 1=stems froze back 
m the tips and other stems were undamaged 

004 ) 

foliage frozen and stems froze back variably 1-8’ from tips, fair  

 planted April 1990 (6 plants) 
991 (6) 4-7' tall, minor leaf burn at 19° F, healthy, vigorous 

t in spring 1992 
m stem tip), healthy, some plants w/  

n  

rought and age 

 s   8 ril 1990 (6 plants) 
991 (6) 5-7' tall, minimal damage to twig tips and foliage, healthy, vigorous 

t in spring 1992 
lthy 

 in December 1996,  

004 ) drought/senescence, 

Acacia schaffneri anted April 1990 (3 plants) 
991 (3) 2-4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

1=flowers in 1993 
, flowers/fruit in 1994 

996, 1997 

d drought stress, flowers/fruit 
problems, 2=10’/14’ tall, no freeze damage,  

 

 schottii  9
992 (3) 1-2' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

, flowers in spring 1994 
ers/fruit 

hy, flowers/fruit 
age, poor condition-shaded 

 schottii  9
000 (3) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 2=3' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

1997 (2) 12'/16' tall, the foliage froze except for leaves in
  6' from the tips, 1=some stems froze back 1' fro
2001 (2) 14'/19' tall, healthy-vigorously root-suckering, flowers/fruit 
2 (2 18'/20' tall + root suckers, foliage frozen except for uppermost part of both trees, healthy,  
  flowers/fruit in 2003 
2006 (2) 20’/22’ tall + root suckers, minor freeze damage to foliage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 20’/24’ tall + root suckers, all 
  condition, recovering 
 
Acacia saligna  89-0386 Tucson (CAC field 6) –
1
1992 (6) 12' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, first flowers/frui
1994 (6) 15-18' tall, some twigs with minor die-back (to 2' fro
  flowers/fruit in 1994 
1997 (4) 2=dead in 1996--age/drought, all plants suffered severe foliage and stem damage at 15° F i
  December 1996. 
2001 (3) 1=dead 1999-2000-drought/age, 2=7'/13' tall, fair, declining-drought/age 
2004 (2) these died ca. 2002 from d
 
Acacia aligna 9-0391 Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Ap
1
1992 (6) 12' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, first flowers/frui
1994 (6) 15-18' tall, some twigs with minor die-back (to 2' from stem tips), hea
1997 (2) 4=dead 1996-age/drought, 2=approx. 20' tall, froze back 6-8' from tips at 15° F
  healthy regrowth, vigorous, flowers/fruit in 1996 but not in 1997 
2001 (2) 11'/14' tall, fair, declining-drought/age 
2 (1 1=dead ca. 2002-drought and age, 1=14 tall, dead-poor condition-

 December 2003 freeze finished it off 
 

  89-0178  Tucson (CAC field 6) – pl
1
1992 (3) 3-8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1993 (3) 6-8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, 
1994 (3) 7-11' tall, no freeze damage, healthy
1997 (3) 12-14' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in 1
2001 (3) 11-14' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (3) 10-14' tall, no freeze damage, fair condition-some wind damage an
2006 (3) 1=8’ tall, died-cause undetermined but possible root 
  healthy 
2007 (2) 9’/12’ tall, no freeze damage but declining slowly-root problems or lack of moisture, fair condition
 
Acacia 0-0391 Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1991 (3 plants) 
1
1993 (3) 1-2.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy (some browsing) 
1994 (3) 18"-4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy
1997 (3) 1.5-5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy (1=browsed), flow
2001 (3) 1=dead in 2000-browsing, 2=4'/6' tall, no freeze damage, healt
2004 (2) 1=5' tall, dead-killed by gophers ca. 2003, 1=3' tall, no freeze dam
 
Acacia 0-0391  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (3 plants) 
2
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 s sper  1993 (1 plant) 
994 (1) 3' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 

 of this plant folded inward  

cacia senegal va ed March 1992 (2 plants) 
992 (2) 2.5'/3' tall, healthy, slow growth 

th 

 growth 
h 

lowers/fruit 
flowers/fruit 

/fruit 

ers/fruit 
e back to 6’ from stem tips to stems 2” thick,  

 

 senegal va
992 (2) 1.5'/3' tall, healthy, slow growth 

th 
t making spreading thickets 

rowth, 1=flowers/fruit in 1996 
flower/fruit 

 
/fruit 

ers/fruit 
thy, little apparent growth, flowers/fruit 

ers/fruit 

 s is  9 93 (1 plant) 
994 (1) 2' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

 

2004 (2) 3.5'/6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 4.5’/7’ tall, no freeze damage, some rabbit gnawing, flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 3’/6.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Acacia clero ma  90-0134  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April
1
1997 (1) 9' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover. The dead branches
  as they dried, forming a turban-shape 
 
A r. leiorachis  91-0048  Yuma – plant
1
1993 (2) 4.5'/5' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
1994 (2) 6'/6.5' tall, healthy, moderate grow
1995 (2) 7'/7' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1996 (2) 7.5'/10' tall, healthy, slow to moderate
1997 (2) 10'/10' tall, healthy, slow growt
1999 (2) 11'/16' tall, healthy, slow to fast growth, both=f
2000 (2) 13'/16' tall, healthy, slow growth, 
2001 (2) 15'/19' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, flowers/fruit 
2002 (2) 15'/19' tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers
2004 (2) 16'/20' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2005 (2) 15’/19’ tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 16’/19’ tall, healthy, little apparent growth, flow
2007 (2) 1=16’ tall, dead-froze to stems 5” thick, 1=19’ tall, froz
  poor condition, low vigor with only scattered new growth
2008 (1) 14’ tall, poor condition with only a few live limbs, weak recovery from 2007 freeze, some  
  flowers/fruit 
2009 (1) 12’ tall, poor condition, still struggling to recover from 2007 freeze 
 
Acacia r. rostrata  91-0052  Yuma – planted March 1992 (2 plants) 
1
1993 (2) 5'/5' tall, healthy, moderate to fast growth 
1994 (2) 6.5'/7' tall, healthy, moderate grow
1995 (2) 7'/7.5' tall, healthy, slow height increase bu
1996 (2) 9'/10' tall, healthy, slow to moderate g
1997 (2) 11'/11' tall, healthy, slow growth but dense low-branched thickets, both=
1999 (2) 9'/12' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2000 (2) 10'/13' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2001 (2) 12'/14' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit
2002 (2) 12'/14' tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers
2004 (2) 14'/16' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2005 (2) 14’/16’ tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 14’/16’ tall, healthy, little apparent growth, flow
2007 (2) 14’/16’ tall, foliage and some stem tips froze only, heal
2008 (2) 18’/18’ tall, healthy, significant growth in past year, flow
2009 (2) 18’/20’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
 
Acacia essil 1-0389  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 19
1
1995 (1) 2' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but little growth 
1997 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined
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a 4 (4 plants) 
994 (4) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 3=3-5' tall, healthy, moderate growth 

igorous 

th, canopies are beginning to spread 
f flowering 

 have not been observed to flower  
 

006 ) ange in size, no evidence of flowering 
k to 5’ from stem tips to stems 1” thick, healthy, vigorous regrowth 

 s iana
991 (2) 2.5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 

 4" in diameter), vigorous regrowth 

s declined in 1998 due to reduced irrigation and  
th in 1999 

cacia spectabilis  (2 plants) 
995 (2) 2'/5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

ze damage but significant  
ndition 

 st phyll 93 (1 plant)/April 1994 (2 plants) 
994 (1) 4' tall, no freeze damage, some browsing by rabbits, healthy 

or condition, both plants  

e stems killed back to 2' from tips, fair condition 
s, fair condition 

zona horticulture 

 s . (
992 (2) 6'/7' tall, healthy, vigorous growth 

lowers in 1994 
 but no fruits 

lowers only 

 
Acacia sieberian   91-0460  Yuma – planted March 199
1
1995 (3) 5-6.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1996 (3) 6-14' tall, healthy, slow to fast growth-vigorous 
1997 (3) 10-20' tall, healthy, fast growth-v
1999 (3) 10-22' tall, healthy, slow growth but vigorous 
2000 (3) 14-28' tall, healthy, slow to moderate grow
2001 (3) 15-30' tall, healthy, slow growth, no evidence o
2002 (3) 15-30' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2004 (3) 22-ca. 40' tall, healthy, moderate to fast growth, these plants
  at this site, an attractive shade tree
2005 (3) 20’/25’/ca. 40’ tall, healthy 
2 (3 18’/20’/ca. 40’ tall, healthy, little ch
2007 (3) 15’/18’/ca. 35’ tall, froze bac
2008 (3) 18’/21’/ca. 35’ tall, healthy, moderate growth 
2009 (3) 20’/28’/ca. 40’ tall, healthy, substantial growth on 2 larger trees, no evidence of flowering 
 
Acacia ieber  var. woodii  89-0338  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (2 plants) 
1
1992 (2) 3.5'/7' tall, froze back 3' from stem tips, vigorous regrowth 
1993 (2) 6'/9' tall, froze to near ground (stems killed to
1994 (2) 4'/8' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 
1997 (2) 7' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 
1999 (2) 4' tall, froze to ground, some recovery but plant
  apparently died of drought stress-no regrow
 
A   90-0135  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994
1
1997 (2) 1=2.5' tall, dead-cause undetermined, 1=6.5' tall, no apparent free
  twig die-back 6"-1' from tips, fair co
2001 (1) dead-declined and died by 1998-cause undetermined 
 
Acacia eno a  92-0194  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 19
1
1995 (3) 4-5' tall, 1=died in 1994-cause undetermined, 2=no freeze damage, healthy 
1997 (2) 6-8' tall, froze to near ground, slow recovery, 1=healthy, 1=po
  flowers/fruit in 1996 
2001 (2) 1=died by 1998-cause undetermined, 1=9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
2004 (1) 10' tall, foliage frozen and som
2006 (1) 10’ tall, foliage froze and many stems frozen throughout but some live stem
2007 (1) 9’ tall, died-froze, this plant was consistently more freeze-sensitive than those in Ari
 
Acacia p.  s.n Peru)  Yuma – planted March 1992 (2 plants) 
1
1993 (2) 14'/15' tall, healthy, vigorous growth 
1994 (2) 21'/23' tall, healthy, vigorous, first f
1995 (2) 25'/25' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers
1996 (2) 25'/25' tall, healthy, vigorous with drooping limbs, f
1997 (2) 30'/30' tall, healthy, vigorous growth, flowers only 
1999 (2) 25'/25' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers 
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g limbs are a maintenance issue 
nly, ongoing pruning required to keep limbs off ground 

006 ) 
h 

rs only 

 t l 1993 (2 plants) 
994 (2) 2.5' tall, no freeze damage, browsed by rabbits, healthy 

roze to near ground-recovering,  
it 

004 ) y, flowers/fruit 
m tips (to 1’ from tips), healthy,  

ealthy  

CAC field 3) – planted March 1998 (2 plants) 
000 (2) 4.5'/6' tall, 1=died following July 1999 flooding, 1=top died (flooding?) but base is healthy  

, healthy 
006 ) o 1’ from tips, healthy, flowers in 2006 

 tr ra  

994 (2) 8'/9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in spring 1994 

ined (senescent?), 1=11' tall, no freeze damage,  
a. 1998-1999-cause  

cacia uncinata v
993 ) id not recover, 1=froze back 6-10" from stem tips, chlorotic 
995 (1) 2.5' tall, minor freeze damage to twigs, healthy but slow gorwth, flowers in 1995 

 v iae 

991 (6) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
d, 5=healthy, vigorous,  

y, flowers/fruit, 1 plant removed in 1993 

2000 (2) 25'/30' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers only, droopin
2001 (2) 30'/30' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers o
2002 (2) both ca. 30' tall, healthy, vigorous but size seems to have stabilized, flowers only 
2004 (2) both ca. 35' tall, healthy, vigorous growth, the trees have flowered for years but no fruits have  
  been observed, the low-hanging branches are a major maintenance issue 
2005 (2) both ca. 35’ tall, healthy, vigorous, flowering on both plants but no fruit 
2 (2 both ca. 35’ tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers only 
2007 (2) both ca. 35’ tall, some stems froze back to 4’ from tips, vigorous regrowt
2008 (2) both ca. 35’ tall, healthy, recovered from 2007 freeze, flowe
2009 (2) both ca. 35’ tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers 
 
Acacia etragonophylla  90-0114  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Apri
1
1995 (2) 4'/4.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1997 (2) 4'/5' tall, severe freeze damage-foliage mostly killed, 1=f
  1=some stems froze back to 2' from tips, flowers/fru
2001 (2) 7'/8.5' tall, no recent freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2 (2 8.5'/10' tall, some freeze damage to foliage only, health
2006 (2) 9’/11’ tall, minor freeze damage to a few phyllodes and ste
  flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 8’/10’ tall, foliage frozen except in center of canopies and stems froze back 2”-2’ from tips, h
  recovery 
 
Acacia tetragonophylla  92-0216  Tucson (
2
  and growing, flowers in 2000 
2004 (1) 6' tall, foliage and many stems froze though a few stems sustained only minor freeze damage
2 (1 7’ tall, some stems froze back t
2007 (1) 7’ tall, froze to ground to stems 6” thick, weak regrowth from base 
 
Acacia ineu 90-0116  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (2 plants) 
1993 (2) 5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous 
1
1995 (2) 9'/11' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1997 (2) 1=died in summer-fall 1996-cause undeterm
  healthy, flowers/fruit. This plant subsequently declined and died c
  undetermined but may be short-lived 
 
A ar. uncinata  90-0118  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted 1992 (4 plants) 
1 (4 2-3' tall, 3=dead-froze to ground and d
1
1997 (1) 6' tall, minor freeze damage to foliage and twig tips, healthy, flowers 
2001 (1) died ca. 1999–the drought may have been too much for it 
 
Acacia ictor  89-0101 Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted September 1989 (6 plants) 
1990 (6) no freeze damage, healthy 
1
1992 (6) 5-9' tall, no freeze damage, 1=blown down and subsequently remove
  flowers/fruit in 1992 
1993 (5) 7-10' tall, no freeze damage, health
1994 (4) 8-14' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
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reeze damage, healthy,

cent?), flowers/fruit 

2006 age but declining with dead limbs in canopy, some flowers/fruit 

 v iae 

992 (4) no freeze damage, 2=3' tall, chlorotic-low vigor, 2=6' tall, healthy, vigorous, first  

ruit 

mber 1998-drought/senescence, 1=mostly died spring 1999 but  
owers/fruit 

cacia v sa  9
wth, healthy 

993 (3) 7-8' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers in fall 1992 

owers/fruit 

d off 1 plant and the other is nearly dead,  

ers  

o insufficient irrigation, poor condition 

AC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (1 plant) 

004 (1) 8.5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous recovery, flowers in 2003 
t no fruit 

ry 

 v ula 

993 (2) 1=4' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover, 1=4.5' tall, froze back to stems ½" in  

 damage, healthy 

en back 1-2' from tips, healthy regrowth 
lowers only 

died in summer/autumn  

 v ula 

1997 (4) 7-18' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
1999 (4) 1=died June 1999-cause undetermined (senescent?), 3=12-18' tall, no f

 flowers/fruit 
2001 (3) 1=died 2000-drought/age, 2=16'/18' tall, fair, declining (senes
2004 (2) 1=died 2003-age, 1=19' tall, no freeze damage, declining-senescent, flowers/fruit 

(1) 16’ tall, no freeze dam
2007 (1) 16’ tall, 50% of foliage froze, mostly dead-senescent, died later in 2007 
 
Acacia ictor  89-0101 Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (4 plants) 
1991 (4) 1.5-2.5' tall, no freeze damage, 2=chlorotic and of low vigor, 2=healthy 
1
  flowers/fruit in 1992 
1993 (4) 4-7.5' tall, no freeze damage, 2=chlorotic-low vigor, 2=healthy, flowers/f
1994 (4) 2=5' tall (chlorotic), 2=9'tall (normal), no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1999 (4) 2 (chlorotic plants)=dead Septe
  some recovery evident summer 1999, 1=10' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, fl
2001 (2) both died in 2000-drought/age 
 
A illo 0-0258  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted August 1991 (3 plants) 
1992 (3) froze to ground, vigorous regro
1
1994 (3) 7-9' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers 
1995 (3) 8-12' tall, froze to base, vigorous regrowth, fl
1997 (3) 6-9' tall, froze to ground, vigorous, healthy, flowers 
2001 (3) 2=3-4' tall, repeatedly froze to ground-drought finishe
  1=6' tall, healthy but freezes to ground each winter 
2004 (1) 9' tall, froze to base, recovering, healthy 
2006 (1) 8’ tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, plant has divided into several from original base, flow
  in 2005 
2007 (1) 7’ tall, froze to base, weak regrowth due t
 
Acacia villosa  90-0258  Tucson (C
2000 (1) 5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous recovery, flowers in 1999 
2
2006 (1) 10’ tall, froze to ground, vigorous recovery, flowers in 2005 bu
2007 (1) 10’ tall, froze to ground (stems to 1” thick), vigorous recove
 
Acacia iscid  90-0147  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted August 1991 (1 plant) 
1992 (2) data missing 
1
  diameter, healthy regrowth 
1994 (1) 5.5' tall, no freeze
1995 (1) 7.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers in 1994 
1997 (1) 10' tall, foliage frozen and stems froz
2001 (1) 10' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, f
2004 (1) 8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
2006 (1) 10’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, no flowers 
2007 (1) 9’ tall, minor freeze damage to some phyllodes, fair condition, subsequently 
  of 2007-cause undetermined 
 
Acacia iscid  90-0147  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted March 1998 (2 plants) 
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vigorous 
004 (2) 8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

e stems died spring 2007-cause undetermined,  

 v  89-
990 ) 
991 (2) 5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous 

 but no fruit 
althy, flowers 

n 1993, flowers and a few fruit in 1994 

k beetles?), 1=18' tall, no freeze damage, healthy  

ed-declined rapidly in fall 2004, flowers/fruit 

cacia w rdian rch 1992 (6 plants)/January 1994 (1 plant) 

 vigorous growth 
 4=8-10' tall,  

te growth 

perhaps fruits in summer but no evidence 
evidence of fruiting 

 
t on at least some plants 

rs/fruit 
hy,  

007 ) t freeze damage, healthy, little apparent growth, no evidence of  

 w tii  

993 (2) 4.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
 

althy, flowers/fruit 
y, flowers/fruit 

ruit 

 x ophl ) 

2000 (2) 4.5'/5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, 
2
2006 (2) 8’/9’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, 1=flowers in 2006 
2007 (2) 8.5’/8.5’ tall, no apparent freeze damage but som
  healthy, flowers in 2007 
 
Acacia isco 0113  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted September 1989 (2 plants) 
1 (2 no freeze damage, healthy 
1
1992 (2) 9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers in 1991, 1992
1993 (2) 9' tall, no freeze damage, he
1994 (2) 10' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers i
1997 (2) 14'/16' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2001 (2) 1=declined and died 2000-drought (and bar
  (some dead stems), flowers/fruit 
2004 (1) 22' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but drought stress
 
A illa a  89-0143  Yuma – planted Ma
1992 (6) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 1=8" tall-alive but severely browsed, 4=6-9' tall, healthy,  
 
1993 (5) 1=dead in 1993-cause undetermined by may have been killed by browsing,
  healthy, moderate growth 
1994 (5) 5-13' tall, healthy, modera
1995 (5) 8-17' tall, healthy, moderate growth, 1=flowers in 1995 
1996 (5) 10-18' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers and 
1997 (5) 13-18' tall, healthy, slow growth, no 
1999 (5) 12-20' tall, healthy, slow growth, no fruits evident 
2000 (5) 13-20' tall, healthy, little or no height increase, may have flowered and fruited in summer
2001 (5) 16-22' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, flowers/frui
2002 (5) 16-25' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, flowe
2004 (5) 1=3' of new growth from base (top appears to have been killed by fire), 4=18-25' tall, healt
  slow growth, some flowers/fruit 
2005 (5) 7’/16’/20’/25’/25’ tall, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (5) 8’/17’/20’/20’/22’ tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/fruit 
2 (5 9’/16’/20’/20’/22’ tall, no apparen
  flowering this year 
2008 (5) 11’/20’/25’/25’/25’ tall, healthy, significant growth in past year 
2009 (5) 13’/25’/25’/25’/25’ tall, healthy, slow growth, 1=flowers/fruit 
 
Acacia righ 90-0444  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1991 (2 plants) 
1992 (2) no freeze damage, healthy 
1
1994 (2) 7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in spring 1994
1995 (2) 8' tall, no freeze damage, he
1997 (2) 10'/11' tall, no freeze damage, health
2001 (2) 13'/15' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (2) 16'/17' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/f
2006 (2) 16’/18’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 16’17’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Acacia anth oea  90-0259  Yuma – planted March 1992 (4 plants
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993 (4) 1=14' tall, healthy but blown over to 40°, vigorous growth, 3=8-12' tall, healthy, vigorous growth 

th 

h (one plant is especially vigorous) 

ng on these plants has been  
k and growth form 

ering 
007 )  freeze related, 3=18’/20’/ca. 35’ tall, some  

ips, healthy, regrowing 

 

a amara su
993 ) sing 
994 (2) 3'/3' tall, healthy, moderate growth 

ge 
wth, no evidence of flowering 
in size 

lowering has been observed on these trees 

th 

from 2007 freeze 
idence of flowering 

a a elmi

993 (4) 1-2.5' tall, fair to good condition, slow growth 

ding to spread with low branches 

ate growth, 1=flowers/fruit 

low growth 
-14' tall, fair to good condition,  

lthy, slow growth, the lack of any  

1992 (4) 3-7' tall, healthy, moderate to fast growth 
1
1994 (4) 13-22' tall, healthy, vigorous growth 
1995 (4) 15-20' tall, healthy, slow to moderate grow
1996 (4) 18-25' tall, healthy, moderate to fast growth, spectacular yellow-green bark 
1997 (4) 17-30' tall, healthy, slow to fast growt
1999 (4) 14-24' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2000 (4) 14-28' tall, healthy, slow growth, no evidence of flowering 
2001 (4) 16-28' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2002 (4) 16-30' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2004 (4) 15-30' tall, healthy, little apparent growth, no evidence of floweri
  observed at this site, beautiful bar
2005 (4) 14’/20’/22’/35’ tall, healthy 
2006 (4) 1=12’ tall, fair condition, substantial die-back, 3=20’/22’/35’ tall, healthy, no evidence of flow
2 (4 1=12’ tall, poor condition, major dieback to trunk-not
  stems froze back to 3’ from t
2008 (4) 1=died in 2008-cause undetermined, 3=20’/25’/ca. 35’ tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 
2009 (3) 1= 22’ tall, fair condition, taller but some die-back in crown, 2=28’/ca. 40’ tall, healthy, moderate 
  growth, no evidence of flowering 
 
Albizi bsp. sericocephala  90-0428  Yuma – planted March 1993 (1 plant)/January 1994 (1 plant) 
1 (1 6" tall, poor condition due to brow
1
1995 (2) 4'/4.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1996 (2) 4'/5.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1997 (2) 6'/6.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1999 (2) 6.5'/8' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2000 (2) 6.5'/8' tall, healthy, little size chan
2001 (2) 10'/11' tall, healthy, moderate gro
2002 (2) 10'/11' tall, healthy, little change 
2004 (2) 12'/13' tall, healthy, slow growth, no f
2005 (2) 14’/17’ tall, healthy, faster growth this past year 
2006 (2) 11’/14’ tall, healthy, little apparent grow
2007 (2) 11’/13’ tall, some stems froze back to 3’ from tips, healthy, regrowing 
2008 (2) 15’/18’ tall, healthy, vigorous growth, recovered 
2009 (2) 18’/22’ tall, healthy, moderate growth, no ev
 
Albizi nith ntica  91-0130  Yuma – planted March 1992 (4 plants) 
1992 (4) 1-2' tall, healthy, slow growth, minor to moderate browsing 
1
1994 (4) 2-5' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 
1995 (4) 2.5-7' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1996 (4) 3-10' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth-ten
1997 (4) 4-11' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1999 (4) 8-14' tall, healthy, slow to moder
2000 (4) 9-14' tall, healthy, slow growth-mostly spreading, no evidence of flowering 
2001 (4) 11-14' tall, 1=poor condition/3=healthy, s
2002 (4) 1=9' tall, fair condition-recovering from major die-back, 3=10
  slow growth 
2004 (4) 1=died in 2003-cause undetermined, 3=10-17' tall, hea
  further flowering is surprising as 1 plant had produced fruit in 1999 
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y, faster growth this past year 

007 ) still alive in March 2007, 1=16’  
 healthy regrowth, 1=20’ tall, stems froze back to 

2009 (2) 
 

a b olia
wsing on one plant, moderate growth 

994 (6) 3.5-8' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 

t 

ate growth 

ous year 
s been observed on these plants 

 in size 
owers/fruit 

k,  
s to stems 1” thick, 1=12’ tall, stems froze back to near base 

k, 1=25’ tall, no apparent 
 on 

2008 (6) 
  
2009 (6) ge in size, no flowering 

1993 (2 plants) 

994 (2) 4'/5' tall, healthy but little growth 
 

no growth 
, poor condition, no growth 

th 
' tall, fair condition, no growth 

 die-back 
 no apparent growth 

anted 

s 

  ants) 
g 

993 (4) 1=2" tall, poor condition due to browsing, 3=2.5-6' tall, healthy, slow to fast growth 
h, 3=3-7' tall, healthy, moderate growth 

2005 (3) 14’/20’/22’ tall, health
2006 (3) 13’/18’/20’ tall, healthy, little change in size, 2=flowers/fruit 
2 (3 1=12’ tall, dead-cause undetermined but possibly not freeze related, 

tall, stems froze back to 6’ from tips to stems 2” thick,
2’ from tips, healthy regrowth 

2008 (2) 14’/22’ tall, healthy, recovered from 2007 freeze, 1=flowers/fruit 
12’/25’ tall, healthy, 1=flowers/fruit 

Albizi revif   91-0046  Yuma –planted March 1993 (6 plants) 
1993 (6) 3-6' tall, healthy except for minor bro
1
1995 (6) 4.5-10' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1996 (6) 5.5-13' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth-generally upright growth habi
1997 (6) 6.5-13' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1999 (6) 7.5-16' tall, healthy, slow to moder
2000 (6) 7.5-20' tall, healthy, slow growth, no evidence of flowering 
2001 (6) 8-20' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2002 (6) 8-20' tall, healthy, little change in size from previ
2004 (6) 9-26' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, no flowering ha
2005 (6) 10-25’ tall, healthy, little change
2006 (6) 10’/10’/14’/20’/20’/25’ tall, healthy, little apparent growth, 1=fl
2007 (6) highly variable response to freeze: 1=10’ tall, stems froze back to 8’ from tips to stems 1” thic

1=10’ tall, stems froze back to 3’ from tip
to stems 4” thick, 1=15’ tall, stems froze back to 12’ from tips to stems 3” thic
freeze damage, 1=27’ tall, stems froze back to 3’ from tips, all=healthy with vigorous regrowth
plants sustaining freeze damage 
10’/12’/16’/22’/24’/28’ tall, healthy, recovered from 2007 freeze, vigorous growth, 2 largest  
plants=flowers/fruit 
13’16’/17’/24’/26’/27’ tall, healthy, little chan

 
Albizia forbesii  90-0464  Yuma – planted March 
1993 (2) 5' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
1
1995 (2) 4.5'/6' tall, fair condition-low vigor, slow growth
1996 (2) 4.5'/5' tall, poor to fair condition, 
1997 (2) 1=4.5' tall, fair condition, 1=5' tall
1999 (2) 4.5'/4.5' tall, poor to fair condition, little or no grow
2000 (2) 1=2.5' tall, poor condition w/ die-back, 1=4.5
2001 (2) 2.5'/4' tall, poor to fair condition, no apparent growth and some
2002 (2) 1=died in 2002-cause undetermined, 1=5' tall, healthy but
2004 (1) 1=6.5' tall, healthy, slow growth, these plants may have been root-bound when pl
2005 (1) 6.5’ tall, healthy, no growth 
2006 (1) 6.5’ tall, apparently healthy but no growth 
2007 (1) 6.5’ tall, dead-apparently froze, but had not grown in years possibly due to root problem
 
Albizia harveyi 90-0492  Yuma – planted March 1992 (4 pl
1992 (4) 1=4" tall, poor condition-severe browsing, 3=1.5' tall, healthy, slow growth, minor browsin
1
1994 (4) 1=9" tall, healthy-recovering from browsing, slow growt
1995 (4) 1-8” tall, healthy, no growth, 3=7-8' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 
1996 (4) 1=declined and died in 1996-cause undetermined, 3=7-10' tall, healthy, slow growth 
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 observed on these plants 
 growth 

 
to stems,  

t year 

a j issin (4 plants) 

994 (4) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, (2 plants removed in 1994 to reduce crowding) 

ondition; 1=healthy, flowers/fruit 

a l ck  
994 ) 
995 (2) 7'/10' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 

 high canopy 
rowth 

erved on these plants 
his past year, flowers/fruit on both plants 

t growth, flowers/fruit 
rs/fruit 

 flowers/fruit 

a s ensi
rowth 

993 (4) 7-9' tall, healthy, fast growth 

oderate growth 
 but lush appearance 

ith some die-back-cause undetermined,  

ng significant branch death and areas of  

h considerable die-back/declining, some live stems w/ leaves 

004 ) mined 

1997 (3) 8-11' tall, healthy, slow growth, upright growth habit 
1999 (3) 10-14' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 
2000 (3) 12-15' tall, healthy, slow growth, no evidence of flowering 
2001 (3) 14-15' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2002 (3) 14-18' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 
2004 (3) 20-22' tall, healthy, moderate growth, no flowering has been
2005 (3) 22’/23’/25’ tall, healthy, moderate
2006 (3) 17’/18’/20’ tall, healthy, little apparent growth
2007 (3) 1=17’ tall, stems froze back to 3’ from tips, 2=18’/20’ tall, no apparent freeze damage 
  all-foliage frozen, healthy 
2008 (3) 23’/25’/25’ tall, healthy, vigorous growth in pas
2009 (3) 23’/25’/25’ tall, healthy, little change in size, no evidence of flowering 
 
Albizi ulibr   91-0612  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 
1993 (4) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1
1995 (2) 4-5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers in 1994, 1995 
1997 (2) 5-6' tall, no freeze damage, 1=poor c
2001 (2) 1=removed in 1999, 1=died back to base due to drought, weak resprouting in 2001 but  
  subsequently died from lack of water 
 
Albizi ebbe 92-0140  Yuma – planted March 1994 (2 plants) 
1 (2 5'/6.5' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
1
1996 (2) 9'/12' tall, healthy, slow growth, robust trunk and
1997 (2) 15'/15' tall, healthy, moderate to fast g
1999 (2) 13'/16' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2000 (2) 14'/16' tall, healthy, slow growth, no evidence of flowering 
2001 (2) 14'/16' tall, healthy, little change in size 
2002 (2) 16'/18' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2004 (2) 18'/20' tall, healthy, slow growth, no flowering has been obs
2005 (2) 24’/27’ tall, healthy, substantial growth t
2006 (2) 18’/20’ tall, healthy, little apparen
2007 (2) 18’/20’ tall, no apparent freeze damage, healthy, no apparent change in size, flowe
2008 (2) 22’/25’ tall, healthy, vigorous growth in past year, flowers/fruit 
2009 (2) 28’/35’ tall, healthy, vigorous growth continued this year,
 
Albizi inalo s  90-0015  Yuma – planted March 1992 (4 plants) 
1992 (4) 1=6" tall, alive but severely browsed, 3=2.5-4.5' tall, healthy, moderate g
1
1994 (4) 12-13' tall, healthy, fast growth 
1995 (4) 12-15' tall, healthy, slow growth but vigorous 
1996 (4) 13-18' tall, healthy, slow to m
1997 (4) 15-19' tall, healthy, slow growth
1999 (4) 12-18' tall, 2=poor to fair condition-declining w
  2=healthy, slow growth 
2000 (4) 12-16' tall, poor to fair condition with all plants showi
  dead bark on limbs and trunk-cause undetermined as these had thrived in earlier years 
2001 (4) 14-18' tall, all=poor condition wit
2002 (4) 10-15' tall, all=poor condition with much dead wood-cause undetermined, some new stems 
2 (4 10-15' tall, all=poor condition-mostly dead but some stems are still alive-cause undeter
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apparent freeze 

 site 
2009 (4) 
 

 s ensi

997 (2) 4' tall, froze to ground, healthy, vigorous (6' regrowth) 

 v olor

002 (2) 4.5'/5.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 

h 

ems 2” thick, vigorous regrowth 
, recovered from 2007 freeze 

go rpu
nt growth 

994 (2) 6"/1' tall, poor condition, no growth 
 growth 

ot adapted to this site 

h ticos

993 (3) no freeze damage, healthy 

ge, healthy, flowers/fruit 
althy, flowers/fruit 

e browsing, flowers/fruit 
 no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

h ticos

004 (3) 4-7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
reeze damage, healthy,  

ms died back 1-2’ from tips-cause  

na ra c
h 

995 (2) 2'/3.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 

2005 (4) 10’/12’/14’/15’ tall, 3=fair condition-some recovery, 1=poor condition but still alive 
2006 (4) 14’/16’/16’/16’ tall, poor condition, some live stems 
2007 (4) 1=18’ tall, poor condition-mostly dead, 1=18’ tall, fair condition, no apparent freeze damage,  

1=16’ tall, fair condition, stems froze back to 1’ from tips, 1=18’ tall, healthy, no 
damage 

2008 (4) 15’/16’/18’/18’ tall, fair condition, all growing but suffer from an undetermined problem at this
18’/18’/19’/20’ tall, fair condition, growing but not really recovering 

Albizia inalo s  90-0015  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (2 plnnts) 
1995 (2) 1.5'/2' tall, froze to base, vigorous regrowth 
1
2001 (2) 4'/6' tall, freeze to ground each winter, healthy, vigorous 
2004 (2) 7' tall, froze to ground, healthy recovery 
 
Albizia ersic   95-0017  Yuma – planted February 2001 (2 plants) 
2001 (2) 4'/4.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2
2004 (2) 6'/7' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2005 (2) 6.5’/7.5’ tall, healthy, slow growt
2006 (2) 6.5’/8’ tall, healthy, little growth 
2007 (2) 4.5’/4.5’ tall, froze to base to st
2008 (2) 6’/6.5’ tall, healthy, vigorous growth
2009 (2) 6’/7.5’ tall, healthy, slow growth 
 
Ambly noca s andongensis  91-0060  Yuma – planted March 1993 (2 plants) 
1993 (2) 6"/8" tall, fair condition, no appare
1
1995 (2) 1=died in 1995-cause undetermined, 1=5" tall, poor condition, no
1996 (1) died in 1996-cause undetermined-apparently n
 
Amorp a fru a  90-0247  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted August 1991 (3 plants) 
1992 (3) no freeze damage, healthy 
1
1994 (3) 3-4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in spring 1994 
1995 (3) 2.5-4.5' tall, no freeze dama
1997 (3) 4' tall, no freeze damage, he
2001 (3) 1'/3'/5.5' tall, no freeze damage, 2=healthy, 1=poor condition-som
2004 (3) 1=dead-browsing likely finished it off, 2=2.5'/5.5' tall,
 
Amorp a fru a  91-0517  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (3 plants) 
2000 (3) 4-6.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, first flowers/fruit in 1999 
2
2006 (3) 1=5’ tall, barely alive w/few leaves-undetermined, 2=4’/6.5’ tall, no f
  flowers/fruit 
2007 (3) 2=dead-cause undetermined, 1=6.5’ tall, many ste
  undetermined, vigorous growth 
 
Anade nthe olubrina  91-0478  Yuma – planted March 1994 (2 plants) 
1994 (2) 1'/4' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growt
1
1996 (2) 2.5'/5' tall, fair to good condition, slow growth 
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flowers/fruit in 1999 

ers/fruit 
it 

 proximity of Acacia nilotica, flowers/fruit 
wth, flowers/fruit 

na ra c plants) 
undetermined 

001 (1) 4' tall, healthy but slow growth due to limited irrigation 
on 

al – planted June 1989 (2 plants) 

992 (2) 1'/1.5' across, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit, plants seem to have died out in late  

al riste planted June 1989 (1 plant) 

992 (1) 2.5' across, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in 1991, 1992, plants seem to have died  

 c sis  95 (6 plants) 

996 ) 
997 (4) 3-6.5' tall, healthy, slow growth, attractive foliage 

 

rowth, 3=flowers/fruit 

3=fruit 
uit 

/fruit 
s to stems 1” thick, healthy, vigorous regrowth 

reeze, 2=flowers/fruit 
ering 

 flower buds on 1 plant in spring 1993 
994 (2) 3-4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, 1=flowers in 1994 

owers/fruit 
e undetermined 

1997 (2) 5'/6' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 
1999 (2) 5'/8' tall, healthy, slow growth, 1=
2000 (2) 5'/9' tall, healthy, slow growth, 1=flowers/fruit 
2001 (2) 8'/12' tall, healthy, moderate growth, 1=flow
2002 (2) 8'/12' tall, healthy, little change in size, both=flowers/fru
2004 (2) 12'/14' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2005 (2) 15’/18’ tall, healthy, moderate growth, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 13’/14’ tall, healthy, little growth and leaning to east due to
2007 (2) 12’/15’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, slow gro
2008 (2) 15’/16’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2009 (2) 16’/20’ tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, flowers/fruit 
 
Anade nthe olubrina  91-0478  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (2 
1995 (2) 1=6" tall, no freeze damage, healthy; 1=dead-missing-cause 
1997 (1) 4' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth 
2
2004 (1) dead ca. 2002-cause undetermined by probably a result of insufficient irrigati
 
Astrag us cerasocrenus  88-0043  Tucson (CAC field 6) 
1990 (2) no freeze damage, healthy 
1991 (2) no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1
  1992/early 1993-cause undetermined 
 
Astrag us pe reus  88-0051  Tucson (CAC field 6) – 
1990 (1) no freeze damage, healthy 
1991 (1) no freeze damage, low vigor, flowers 
1
  out in late 1992-cause undetermined 
 
Atelea uben 93-0033  Yuma – planted February 19
1995 (6) 2=died in 1995-cause undetermined, 4=2.5-4' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 
1 (4 3-4.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1
1999 (4) 3.5-8' tall, healthy, slow growth, 3=flowers in 1999
2000 (4) 3.5-10' tall, healthy, little size increase, 3=flowers 
2001 (4) 4-15' tall, healthy, slow to rapid g
2002 (4) 5-15' tall, healthy, slow growth, 3=flowers/fruit 
2004 (4) 7.5-20' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, all=flowers + 
2005 (4) 9’/15’/20’/20’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fr
2006 (4) 10’/15’/18’/19’ tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers
2007 (4) 7’/10’/18’/18’ tall, stems froze back 1-5’ from tip
2008 (4) 10’/13’/20’/22’ tall, healthy, vigorous growth, recovered from 2007 f
2009 (4) 9’/15’/20’/22’ tall, healthy, little change in size, no flow
 
Balsamocarpon brevifolium  89-0116  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1991 (2 plants) 
1992 (2) 2.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1993 (2) 2.5'/3.5' tall, minor damage to growing stem tips only, healthy,
1
1997 (2) 1=dead in 1996-cause undetermined, 1=5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, fl
1999 (1) 5' tall, died in summer of 1999-caus
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ia ralis  plants) 
ring 1993 

lowers 
995 (3) 1.5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers 

ants) 
 otherwise healthy 

ealthy 
997 (2) 4' tall, froze to ground, healthy, flowers/fruit 

t)/July 1991 (2 plants) 
n spring 1991 

hy, 1=flowers in 1993 
994 (2) 4' tall, stems girdled by rabbits and killed, 1=dead-girdling, 1=vigorous regrowth from base 

uly 1998 (3 plants) 
ined, regrowing, 2=no freeze damage, healthy 

004 (3) 1=died-cause undetermined, 2=2'/3.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers 
ndetermined, flowers 

y, 

 
994 (2) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in 1994  

, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
ttle growth, flowers/fruit 

d stems-drought, low vigor, flowers/fruit 

ni cran nts) 

hy 
001 (2) 1=dead-missing-cause undetermined by may have died from drought, 1=4.5' tall, no freeze  

04 
d 2006 but no fruit 

ni cran  (2 plants) 

 
Baptis  aust   92-0007  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (4
1993 (4) 1=died in 1992-cause undetermined, 3=froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers in sp
1994 (3) 3=froze to ground (herbaceous), vigorous regrowth, f
1
1997 (3) dead missing-cause undetermined but may be short-lived 
 
Bauhinia forficata  92-0044  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (2 pl
1994 (2) 1' tall, no freeze damage, heavily browsed by rabbits but
1995 (2) 2.5'/4' tall, no freeze damage, but top 3' of the plant died, h
1
2001 (2) both died from drought in 1999-2000, froze to base each winter 
 
Bauhinia lunarioides  89-0181  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1991 (1 plan
1992 (3) 2' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, 1=flowers i
1993 (3) 1-3' tall, 1=dead-cause undetermined, 2=no freeze damage, healt
1
1997 (1) 7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2001 (1) 10' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (1) 10' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (1) 10’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (1) 9.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy but slow to leaf out-drought 
 
Bauhinia lunarioides  89-0181  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted J
2000 (3) 6-16" tall, 1=died back to ground-cause undeterm
  (1=flowers in 2000) 
2
2006 (2) 2.5’/4.5’ tall, no freeze damage but some dieback on 1 plant-cause u
2007 (2) 1=3’ tall, froze to ground to stems ¼” thick, healthy regrowth, 1=5’ tall, no freeze damage, health
  flowers/fruit 
 
Bauhinia lunarioides  90-0398  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted in 1991 (2 plants) 
1992 (2) 6"-1' tall no freeze damage, healthy 
1993 (2) 1' tall, no freeze damage, healthy
1
1997 (2) 2.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2001 (2) 3.5'/4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy
2004 (2) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, li
2006 (2) 4’/4.5’ tall, no freeze damage but small plant has some dea
2007 (2) 2’/4.5’ tall, no freeze damage, low vigor, larger plant=flowers 
 
Bauhi a ma thera  90-0455  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted 1994 (3 pla
1995 (3) 6" tall, no freeze damage, low vigor, browsed in 1994 
1997 (3) 1' tall, 1=dead- cause undetermined; 2=no freeze damage, healt
2
  damage, healthy 
2004 (1) 6.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers in spring 20
2006 (1) 7’ tall, stems froze back to 6” from tips, healthy, flowers in 2005 an
2007 (1) 7’ tall, stems froze back 1-3” from tips, healthy, flowers in 2007, no fruit 
 
Bauhi a ma thera  90-0455  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted July 1998
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006 (2) 1=4’ tall, died-cause undetermined, 1=4.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers 

ni alen 2 plants)/2002 (1 plant) 
 fair condition 

wth 
996 (3) 3-6' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 

ding growth habit 
 

e growth, no evidence of flowering 

dence of flowering, these plants closely resemble  

ange in size 
arent growth, no flowering 

hy, vigorous growth, recovered from 2007 freeze 
no flowering 

995 (6) 2.5-6' tall, healthy, slow growth 

undetermined (gophers?), 5=6-9' tall, healthy, slow growth 
some lower limbs have died, no evidence of flowering 

derate growth 
opher burrowing around these plants 

 

ll plants 

ll,  

r, recovered from 2007 freeze 
st year, no flowering 

s) 

e growth 
994 (2) 1=died in 1994-cause undetermined, 1=1' tall, poor condition, no growth 

ed to this site 

2000 (2) 1.5' tall, 1=froze to ground, healthy regrowth, 1=no freeze damage, healthy 
2004 (2) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, first flowering in 2004 
2
2007 (1) 6’ tall, stems froze back 1-3” from tips only, healthy, flowers 
 
Bauhi a nat sis  99-0023  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 2001 (
2004 (3) 1-2' tall, 1=dead-froze to ground and did not recover, 2=froze to ground, recovering,
2006 (2) 1’/1.5’ tall, dead-froze 
 
Bauhinia reticulata  91-0459  Yuma – planted March 1994 (3 plants) 
1994 (3) 1-3' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1995 (3) 2.5-3.5' tall, healthy, slow gro
1
1997 (3) 6-7' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth with sprea
1999 (3) 7-8.5' tall, healthy, slow growth
2000 (3) 7-12' tall, healthy, slow to moderat
2001 (3) 8-12' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2002 (3) 8-14' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2004 (3) 11-14' tall, healthy, slow growth, no evi
  Bauhinia thonningii 
2005 (3) 11’/12’/15’ tall, healthy, little ch
2006 (3) 9’/10’/16’ tall, healthy, little app
2007 (3) 8’/10’/10’ tall, major freeze damage-froze to stems 4” thick, healthy, vigorous regrowth 
2008 (3) 12’/14’/15’ tall, healt
2009 (3) 12’/14’/14’ tall, healthy, little change in size, 
 
Bauhinia thonningii  91-0071  Yuma – planted March 1993 (4 plants)/January 1994 (2 plants) 
1993 (4) 1.5-5' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 
1994 (6) 2-6' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1
1996 (6) 4-7' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1997 (6) 4.5-8.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1999 (6) 1=died in summer 1999-cause 
2000 (5) 6.5-9' tall, healthy, slow growth, 
2001 (5) 7.5-12' tall, healthy, slow to mo
2002 (5) 5.5-12' tall, healthy, slow growth, g
2004 (5) 1=died in 2003-killed by gophers, 4=9-15' tall, healthy, slow growth, these plants have not 
  been observed to flower at this site, lower/inner limbs die over time 
2005 (4) 7.5’/12’/13’/16’ tall, healthy, first flowers on a
2006 (4) 8’/10’/13’/16’ tall, healthy, no flowering evident 
2007 (4) 1=7’ tall, froze to main trunk to stems 6” thick, healthy, vigorous regrowth, 3=7.5’/10’/14’ ta
  froze to stems 3” thick, healthy, vigorous regrowth 
2008 (4) 7.5’/8’/12’/20’ tall, healthy, vigorous growth in past yea
2009 (4) 8’/8’/9’/17’ tall, healthy, no apparent growth in pa
 
Bauhinia tomentosa  91-0061  Yuma – planted March 1992 (4 plant
1992 (4) 1=died in 1992-cause undetermined, 3=6"-1.5' tall, poor condition-severely browsed 
1993 (3) 1=deid in 1993-cause undetermined, 2=1' tall, fair to poor condition, littl
1
1995 (1) died in 1995-cause undetermined but apparently not adapt
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ni ronii

th 
999 (2) 1=died ca. 1998-cause undetermined, 1=4' tall, healthy, slow growth 

 this past year 
nt growth 
mage, healthy, vigorous growth, flowers/fruit in 2007 
, flowers/fruit 

ni ronii
h 
l, healthy, slow growth 

999 (1) died in 1999-cause undetermined 

 spec 6 plants) 

th 
994 (6) 5-12' tall, healthy, vigorous growth 

tiful weeping glossy foliage and fissured cinnamon- 

 of flowering though these should be large enough 
 

002 ) wth 

n size, 1=flowers/fruit on 1 branch 
2=some flowers/fruits 

eze damage except foliage froze, healthy, moderate growth, no  

autiful trees 

cson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (2 plants) 
regrowth 

vigorous 
995 (1) 7' tall, minor freeze damage to twig tips, healthy, vigorous; partially defoliated by caterpillars 

y, vigorous 
 

Bauhi a car   94-0032  Yuma – planted December 1995 (2 plants) 
1996 (2) 1=2" tall, poor condition-die back, 1=1.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1997 (2) 1=6" tall, fair condition with some growth, 1=2.5' tall, healthy, slow grow
1
2000 (1) 4' tall, healthy, little size change 
2001 (1) 6' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2002 (1) 7' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2004 (1) 8' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2005 (1) 12’ tall, healthy, moderate growth
2006 (1) 12’ tall, healthy, little appare
2007 (1) 16’ tall, no apparent freeze da
2008 (1) 18’ tall, healthy, slow growth
2009 (1) 20’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
 
Bauhi a car   94-0033  Yuma – planted December 1995 (3 plants) 
1996 (3) 8-10" tall, fair to good condition, little growt
1997 (3) 2=died in 1996-cause undetermined, 1=1' tal
1
 
Bolusanthus iosus  90-0496  Yuma – planted March 1992 (
1992 (6) 1.5-3' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1993 (6) 3-7.5' tall, healthy, moderate grow
1
1995 (6) 7-14' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 
1996 (6) 8-16' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1997 (6) 10-18' tall, healthy, slow growth, beau
  colored bark, upright form 
1999 (6) 11-17' tall, healthy, slow growth, no evidence
2000 (6) 12-18' tall, healthy, slow growth
2001 (6) 12-19' tall, healthy, slow growth, no evidence of flowering 
2 (6 12-19' tall, healthy, slow gro
2004 (6) 13-22' tall, healthy, slow growth, the lack of flowering on these plants is puzzling, beautiful trees 
2005 (6) 12-22’ tall, healthy, little change i
2006 (6) 13’/14’/16’/19’/20’/20’ tall, healthy, little apparent growth, 
2007 (6) 15’/16’/21’/23’/23’/24’ tall, no fre
  flowering 
2008 (6) 16’/17’/20’/20’/24’/26’ tall, healthy, slow growth, 2=flowers/fruit, be
2009 (6) 16’/18’/23’/26’/26’/28’ tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, 1=flowers/fruit 
 
Bolusanthus speciosus  91-0496  Tu
1993 (2) 3-4' tall, 1=dead-froze to ground and did not recover, 1=froze to ground, vigorous 
1994 (1) 4' tall, minor freeze damage to some stem tips and some leaves frozen, healthy, 
1
1997 (1) 10' tall, foliage frozen and stems froze back approx. 2' from tips, health
2001 (1) 5' tall-stems died to ground in 2000 due to drought stress, healthy regrowth but some winter 
  freeze damage 
2004 (1) 7' tall, stems froze back to 1' from tips, vigorous regrowth 
2006 (1) 9’ tall, foliage froze and stems froze back1-2’ from tips, healthy, recovering 
2007 (1) 8’ tall, froze to base (stems to 1.5” thick), fair condition, recovering, partially defoliated by  
  caterpillars 
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ni  alam

0, 1=regrowth to 2' tall, froze to ground but regrowing 
992 (1) 4' tall, froze back 1' from tips, slow regrowth, abnormal foliage - mites? 

rowth despite drought 
y, fair condition 

ni  alam

te to fast growth 
993 (4) 4-13' tall healthy, fast growth on all but one plant 

t increase 
it in 1996 

wers/fruit 
owers/fruit 

 
ers/fruit 
o evidence of flowering this year 

ick, healthy, vigorous regrowth, 1=17’ tall,  
 tips to stems 1.5” thick, other stems undamaged, 

froze back 1-3’ from tips only, healthy, 

2009 (4) 
  
 

ni  min  

ering 
004 (1) 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers 

w  

ni  tenu

 to ground by browsing/freezing, recovering, flowers/fruit in  
 1992 

und, healthy regrowth, 1=dead-gophers 

 browsed but still hanging on. These subsequently died ca. 2002 of drought and  

Brong artia osana  89-0006  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted May 1989 (3 plants) 
1990 (3) severe freeze damage-all plants killed to the ground, at least one regrowing 
1991 (3) 2=dead-froze in 1989-9
1
1993 (1) 4.5' tall, froze back to ground, regrowing 
1994 (1) 5.5' tall, froze to ground, regrowing 
1997 (1) 7.5' tall, froze to ground, healthy, vigorous regrowth 
2001 (1) 6' tall, freezes to ground each winter, healthy, vigorous regrowth 
2004 (1) 7' tall, froze to ground, healthy, vigorous g
2006 (1) 6’ tall, froze to ground, slow recover
2007 (1) 4.5’ tall, froze to ground, healthy recovery 
 
Brong artia osana  89-0398  Yuma – planted March 1991 (4 plants) 
1991 (4) 3-5' tall, healthy, moderate to fast growth 
1992 (4) 3-9' tall, healthy, 1=little growth, 3=modera
1
1994 (4) 6-17' tall, healthy, vigorous growth 
1995 (4) 5-15' tall, healthy, vigorous but little heigh
1996 (4) 5-19' tall, healthy, 1=slow growth, 3=vigorous, 2=flowers/fru
1997 (4) 8-18' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, 2=flo
1999 (4) 8-20' tall, healthy, slow growth, 2=fl
2000 (4) 10-23' tall, healthy, slow growth, 2=flower/fruit 
2001 (4) 12-23' tall, healthy, slow growth, few flower/fruit 
2002 (4) 12-23' tall, healthy, little change in size, 3=flowers/fruit 
2004 (4) 16-25' tall, healthy, slow growth, 2=flowers/fruit
2005 (4) 18’/24’/24’/26’ tall, healthy, slow growth, 3=flow
2006 (4) 13’/18’/25’/28’ tall, healthy, little change in size, n
2007 (4) 1=12’ tall, stems froze back to 8’ from tips to stems 2” th

exposed stems on west side froze back to 8’ from
healthy, vigorous regrowth, 2=25’/27’ tall, some stems 
vigorous growth, a 14’ tall volunteer plant froze to the base to stems 3” thick 

2008 (4) 16’/20’/25’/30’ tall, healthy, vigorous growth, recovered from 2007 freeze 
20’/24’/28’/30’ tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, half of largest tree split out in high winds, no  
flowering 

Brong artia utifolia  91-0009  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (2 plants)
2000 (2) 1=dead-rotted following flooding in July 1999, 1=3' tall, died back to base following flooding  
  in 1999 but is recov
2
2006 (1) 6’ tall, froze back to 1’ from stem tips, healthy, vigorous regrowth, flowers 
2007 (1) 5’ tall, some stems froze to base (to 1” thick) while other stems froze back only 6” from tips, ne
  growth appears healthy 
 
Brong artia ifolia  90-0454  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1991 (7 plants) 
1992 (7) data missing 
1993 (7) 3=dead-rabbit browsing, 4=killed
 
1994 (4) 1' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth, flowers in 1994, 1=dead-gophers 
1995 (3) 1' tall, froze to gro
1997 (2) 1' tall, froze to ground, healthy 
2001 (2) 2" tall, heavily
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ni  sp. ) – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 

994 (2) 2' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit fall 1993, flowers spring 1993 

it is  
 the fall. Developing 

ed by 
 

Butea monosperm
1995 (2) 
1996 (2) arent growth 
997 (2) 1=6" tall, poor condition-near death-cause undetermined, 1=4' tall, healthy, slow growth 

), 1=4' tall, healthy, little apparent growth 
 and new stems 

lpi

996 (2) 1=died in 1996-cause undetermined, 1=4.5' tall, healthy, moderate growth, flowers in 1996 

ers in 1999 
wth and some die-back, flowers but no fruit 

ied  
 

aca

993 ) h 
994 (4) 3-4' tall, healthy, slow growth 

l=flowers in 1996/1997 
, all=flowers in 1999 

ined, 3=6.5-9' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 

 size, flowers/fruit 

om tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 
owers/fruit 

aca

  animal depredations. 
 
Brong artia  93-0140  Tucson (CAC field 6
1993 (2) 1' tall, stems froze back 2-4" from tips, healthy (defoliated by caterpillars in 1992), flowers in  
  fall 1992 
1
1995 (2) 2.5' tall, no freeze damage, severe caterpillar infestations, flowers in 1994, 1995 
1997 (2) 1=dead-froze to ground and did not recover; 1=stems froze back 1' from tips, 2.5' tall, healthy, 
  flowers only 
2001 (1) 2.5' tall, fair condition, flowers only. This plant flowers for much of the summer but 

apparently to hot and fruit do not begin to develop until temperatures moderate in
pods were killed by freezing temperatures before they could mature. The plants were defoliat
caterpillars in most years.

 
a  93-0084  Yuma – planted March 1995 (2 plants) 
2'/2.5' tall, fair to good condition, slow growth 
1'/2' tall, fair to good condition, little app

1
1999 (2) 1=died ca. 1998/1999-cause undetermined (gophers?
2000 (1) 3' tall, healthy, slightly smaller but good foliage
2001 (1) died in 2001-killed by gophers 
 
Caesa nia bonduc  92-0246  Yuma – planted March 1994 (2 plants) 
1994 (2) 1'/1.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1995 (2) 2' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1
1997 (1) 6' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1999 (1) 7' tall, healthy, slow growth, flow
2000 (1) 7' tall, fair condition, little gro
2001 (1) died in 2001-cause undetermined but gophers may have killed it-this plant died rapidly as dr
  leaves remained on the stems
 
Caesalpinia c laco  90-0480  Yuma – planted March 1992 (4 plants) 
1992 (4) 1-2' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1 (4 2.5-3' tall, healthy, slow growt
1
1995 (4) 3.5-4' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1996 (4) 4-6' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1997 (4) 4-7' tall, healthy, slow growth, al
1999 (4) 5.5-8' tall, healthy, slow growth
2000 (4) 6-8' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers 
2001 (4) 1=died in 2001-cause undeterm
2002 (3) 7-10' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2004 (3) 9-10' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2005 (3) 10’/10’/10’ tall, healthy, little change in
2006 (3) 12’/12’/13’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2007 (3) 12’/12’/13’ tall, outer stems froze back to 1’ fr
2008 (3) 10’/11’/12’ tall, healthy, little change in size, fl
2009 (3) 11’/12’/14’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
 
Caesalpinia c laco  90-0480  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (2 plants) 
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ze to ground, slow regrowth 

995 (1) 6.5' tall, minor freeze damage to stem tips, healthy 

 
 

lthy, vigorous regrowth 

lpi illie ed June 1989 (7 plants) 

992 (7) 7-8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 

healthy, flowers/fruit 
rs/fruit 

e natural die-out), flowers/fruit 
ze damage, variably senescent but some stems  

lpi illie
ealthy, flowers/fruit 

age, healthy,  
 flowers/fruit 

lant died to base but is resprouting 

n (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (6 plants) 
wth 

992 (6) 4-6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 

us, flowers/fruit 
ght, 2=4-7' tall, froze to ground in  

ll, major freeze damage to near base,  

007 )  vigorous recovery 

aesalpi ia mexi 997 (4 plants) 
rs/fruit from 1998 

006 (4) 8-9’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

lpi exi ts) 

1993 (2) 4.5' tall, 1=dead-froze to ground and did not recover, 1=fro
1994 (1) 1' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth 
1
1997 (1) 8.5' tall, froze to ground, healthy, vigorous 
2001 (1) 6' tall, freezes to ground each winter, healthy, vigorous 
2004 (1) 8.5' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth
2006 (1) 8.5’ tall, froze to ground, healthy, vigorous regrowth
2007 (1) 7’ tall, froze to base (stems to 1” thick), hea
 
Caesa nia g sii  88-0003  Tucson (CAC field 6) – plant
1990 (7) no freeze damage, healthy 
1991 (7) 4-5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in summer 1990 
1
1993 (7) 7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1994 (7) 7-8' tall, no freeze damage, 
1997 (7) to 9' tall, no freeze damage (some natural die-back), healthy, flowe
2001 (7) 2=dead-cause undetermined (age?), 5=5-9' tall, healthy (som
3004 (7) 5 original plants plus 2 volunteer plants, no free
  alive, flowers/fruit 
2006 (7) last of original plants have died-senescence, but volunteer plants remain 
 
Caesa nia g sii  88-0003  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (4 plants) 
2000 (4) 7-8' tall, no freeze damage, h
2004 (4) 3=dead-senescence, 1=8' tall (plus one volunteer seedling), no freeze dam
 
2006 (1) 7’ tall, top died back but resprouting from base 
2007 (1 + 1 volunteer) original plant died-senescent, volunteer p
 
Caesalpinia mexicana  88-0004  Tucso
1990 (6) moderate freeze damage, healthy, vigorous regro
1991 (6) 4' tall, froze to near ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit in 1990 
1
1993 (6) 4-6' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
1994 (6) 4-6' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
1997 (5) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 5-7' tall, froze to ground, healthy, vigoro
2001 (5) 3=dead in late 1990’s-cause undetermined but perhaps drou
  some years, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
2004 (4) 2 plants that appeared to be dead in 2001 were alive, 5-6' ta
  healthy recovery but drought-stressed, some flowers/fruit 
2006 (6) 4-9’ tall, froze back 1-3’ from tips, recovering, flowers/fruit 
2 (6 4-8’ tall, all froze to base to stems 1.5” thick,
 
C n cana  88-0004  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1
2000 (4) 6'-7.5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous recovery, healthy, flowe
2004 (4) 7-8' tall, some stems froze back to 1' from tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2
2007 (4) 8-10’ tall, most stems froze back only 1’ from tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Caesa nia m cana  89-0129  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted August 1991 (2 plan
1992 (2) data missing 
1993 (2) data missing 
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994 (2) 4' tall, 1=minor tip damage, 1=froze to near ground, vigorous regrowth, healthy, flowers/fruit 

 back to 3' from tips, vigorous regrowth, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 plants freeze back to the base in some winters, healthy, flowers/fruit 

some flowers/fruit 

 (4 plants) 

997 (4) 1=died in 1996-cause undetermined, 3=1.5-3.5' tall, fair to good condition, slow growth 
in 1999 

low growth 1=flowers 
 

t 
s 1” thick, vigorous regrowth, largest plant=flowers 

 1=flowers 
rown by a volunteer Lysiloma candidum,  

lpi alm

995 ) 
996 (2) 4'/6' tall, healthy, slow growth, 1=flowers/fruit in 1995 

/fruit in 1996 
rent growth, 1=7' tall, healthy, slow growth 
ttle size change, 1=flowers 

ttle size change, flowers/fruit 
rent growth, flowers/fruit 

air condition,  

008 )  or flowering 

lpi alm
 plants in winter) 

rous growth to 6' tall 
001 (2) 6.5' tall, freezes to ground in most winters, healthy, flowers/fruit 

y, flowers/fruit 
from tips, healthy,  

rs/fruit, numerous seedlings are  

1
  in 1993 
1997 (2) 6' tall, stems froze
2001 (2) 6.5'/7,5' tall, these
2004 (2) 6'/6.5' tall, major freeze damage with stems killed to ½" in diameter, healthy growth but  
  drought-stressed, 
2006 (2) 6’/6’ tall, froze back 1-3’ from stem tips, healthy regrowth, flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 6.5’/6.5’ tall, froze back to stems ½” thick, vigorous recovery 
 
Caesalpinia nipensis  93-0014  Yuma – planted February 1995
1995 (4) 6"-1.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1996 (4) 6"-3' tall, fair to good condition, slow growth 
1
1999 (3) 2-5' tall, fair to good condition, slow growth, 1=flowers 
2000 (3) 2-5.5' tall, fair to good condition, s
2001 (3) 2-6' tall, healthy, slow growth, 1=flowers only
2002 (3) 2-6' tall, healthy, little change in size 
2004 (3) 3-7.5' tall, healthy, slow growth, 1=flowers only 
2005 (3) 4’/4’/9’ tall, healthy, slow growth, 2=flowers/1 also fruit 
2006 (3) 4’/5’/10’ tall, healthy, slow growth, 3=flowers/1 also frui
2007 (3) 1’/2’/6’ tall, all froze to the base to stem
2008 (3) 2’/6’/8’ tall, healthy, recovered from 2007 freeze,
2009 (3) 2.5’/9’ tall, fair condition, slow growth, larger plant overg
  1=7’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers 
 
Caesa nia p eri  s.n.  Yuma – planted March 1994 (2 plants) 
1994 (2) 3'/3.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1 (2 3.5'/5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1
1997 (2) 3.5'/6.5' tall, healthy, slow growth, both=flowers
1999 (2) 1=3' tall, fair condition, little appa
2000 (2) 3'/7' tall, fair to good condition, li
2001 (2) 1=3' tall, poor condition, no growth, 1=7' tall, healthy, li
2002 (2) 1=3' tall, poor condition, no growth, 1=7' tall, healthy, no appa
2004 (2) 1=died in 2004-cause undetermined but may have been root-bound, 1=7' tall, f
  no apparent growth, some flowers/fruit 
2005 (1) 7’ tall, fair condition, no growth, few flowers/fruit 
2006 (1) 7’ tall, healthy, no apparent growth, no flowering 
2007 (1) 7’ tall, no freeze damage, apparently healthy but no growth 
2 (1 6’ tall, apparently healthy but no growth
2009 (1) 7’ tall, healthy, little change in size 
 
Caesa nia p eri  s.n.  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted 1994 (2 plants) 
1995 (2) 2.5'/4' tall, froze to ground; regrowth from base (ice on
1997 (2) 5' tall, froze to ground, healthy, vigo
2
2004 (2) 6.5'/7.5' tall, some stems froze back to 1' from tips, health
2006 (2) 7’/8.5’ tall + numerous volunteer seedlings, some stems froze back to 1’ 
  flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 6.5’/7.5’ tall, some twigs froze back 1-3” from tips, healthy, flowe
  persisting  
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 (CAC field 3) – planted March 1998 (3 plants)/2002 (1 plant) 

y, flowers/fruit from 1999 
004 (3) 6-9' tall, most stem tips frozen with some stems killed back to 2' from tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 

 back  

lpi lant) 

992 ) hy but little growth 
993 (3) 2-3' tall, fair condition with little additional growth 

rowth 
ecies has not done well here, 2=2.5'/3' tall, fair  

ut slowly declined-gophers may have finished it, 1=3' tall  

004 )  growth, this species is reported in the literature to dislike pure  

005 ) growth 
 

008 ) 

lpi 1992 (3 plants) 
th than 90-0359 this year 

994 (3) 7"-3' tall, fair condition but slow growth 

growth, 1=4' tall, healthy, slow growth 
rowth 

some die-back 
2'/3' tall, healthy, but little or no growth 

ure sand  

008 ) 
aller 

lpi  July 1992 (1 plant) 

 
Caesalpinia palmeri  92-0188  Tucson
2000 (3) 1=dead-froze to ground and did not recover, 2=6'/6.5' tall, some stems froze back 1-6' from  
  tips, healthy recover
2
2006 (3) 6’/9’/10’ tall, a few stem tips froze back to 1’ from tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (3) 6’/8’/9’ tall, 1=all stems froze to ground (to 2” thick), vigorous regrowth, 2=most stems froze
  only 6” from tips, all=healthy 
 
Caesa nia paraguariensis  90-0359  Yuma – planted March 1991 (2 plants)/March 1992 (1 p
1991 (2) 2' tall x 4' spread, healthy, slow to moderate growth 
1 (3 2' tall x 4' spread, apparently healt
1
1994 (3) 2.5-3’ tall, fair condition but slow growth 
1995 (3) 2-3' tall, healthy but low vigor, little growth 
1996 (3) 2.5-3' tall, healthy but little or no growth 
1997 (3) 2-3' tall, fair condition, little growth 
1999 (3) 2-3' tall, poor to fair condition, little or no g
2000 (3) 1=died in 2000-cause undetermined but this sp
  condition, little or no growth 
2001 (2) 1=died in 2001-cause undetermined b
  x 4' across, fair condition, little growth 
2002 (1) 3' tall, fair condition, little change in size 
2 (1 3' tall x 7' across, healthy, slow
  sand which may explain the poor performance at this site 
2 (1 6.5’ tall x 10’ across, healthy, moderate 
2006 (1) 6.5’ tall x 10’ across, healthy, little growth
2007 (1) 6.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy but change in size 
2 (1 8’ tall x 10’ across, healthy, slow growth 
2009 (1) 9’ tall, healthy, slowly developing into a tree 
 
Caesa nia paraguariensis  s.n. (Jojoba Reta)  Yuma – planted March 
1992 (3) 2' tall x 4' spread, healthy, more rapid grow
1993 (3) 1-2.5' tall, fair condition, little growth 
1
1995 (3) 2-3' tall, healthy but low vigor, little growth 
1996 (3) 1-2' tall, fair to good condition, no apparent growth 
1997 (3) 1-2.5' tall, fair condition, little growth 
1999 (3) 2=2'/2.5' tall, poor to fair condition, slow 
2000 (3) 2-4' tall, poor to good condition, little or no g
2001 (3) 1.5-2.5' tall, fair to good condition, little growth and 
2002 (3) 1=died in 2002-cause undetermined, 2=
2004 (2) 3'/5' tall, healthy, slow growth, this species if reported in the literature to dislike p
  which may explain the poor performance at this site 
2005 (2) 4’/6’ tall, healthy, slow growth 
2006 (2) 4’/6’ tall, 1=healthy, 1=fair condition, little apparent growth 
2007 (2) 4’/6’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy but little growth 
2 (2 4’/6’ tall, healthy, little growth 
2009 (2) 5’/8’ tall, healthy, slowly growing t
 
Caesa nia paraguariensis  90-0359  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted
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ig tips, healthy 
, healthy 

995 (1) 5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
 

 growth form, flowers/fruit 
owers/fruit 

ealthy, flowers/fruit 

lpi lanted July 1992 (1 plant) 

995 (1) 5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
bark peeling 

pright growth form, flowers/fruit 
ut little growth due to drought/reduced irrigation, flowers/fruit 

 healthy, flowers/fruit 

lpi latyl

993 (1) 5' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit in 1993 

owers/fruit 
ers/fruit 

wth, flowers/fruit 

uit 
fruit 

ears, flowers/fruit 

t 
k, healthy, vigorous regrowth, no flowering 

eze, no flowering 
uit 

lpi latyl

flowers/fruit in 1993 
994 (3) 6-7.5' tall, healthy, moderate growth 

it 

rs/fruit 

fruit 

1993 (1) 2' tall, minor freeze damage to tw
1994 (1) 4' across, twigs froze back to 2' from tips
1
1997 (1) 7' tall, upper stems froze back 5' from tips, healthy recovery, bark peeling
1999 (1) first flowers in June 1999 
2001 (1) 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, widely sprawling
2004 (1) 7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, fl
2006 (1) 8’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (1) 8’ tall, no freeze damage, h
 
Caesa nia paraguariensis  92-0006  Tucson (CAC field 6) – p
1993 (1) 3' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1994 (1) 4.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1
1997 (1) 6' tall, minor freeze damage with twigs killed back 6" from tips, healthy, 
1999 (1) first flowers in June 1999 
2001 (1) 6.5' tall, no freeze damage healthy, u
2004 (1) 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy b
2006 (1) 8.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (1) 7.5’ tall, no freeze damage,
 
Caesa nia p oba  89-0008  Yuma – planted March 1991 (1 plant) 
1991 (1) 1.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1992 (1) 4' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
1
1994 (1) 9' tall, healthy, fast growth 
1995 (1) 10' tall, healthy, slow growth, fl
1996 (1) 10' tall, healthy, slow growth, flow
1997 (1) 10' tall, healthy, little growth, flowers/fruit 
1999 (1) 10' tall, healthy, minimal gro
2000 (1) 11' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2001 (1) 10' tall, healthy, little size change, flowers/fr
2002 (1) 10' tall, healthy, little or no growth, flowers/
2004 (1) 22' tall, healthy, vigorous growth in the past 2 y
2005 (1) 18’ tall, healthy, little growth, flowers/fruit 
2006 (1) 18’ tall, healthy, little apparent growth, flowers/frui
2007 (1) 17’ tall, stems froze back to 8’ from tips to 3” thic
2008 (1) 22’ tall, healthy, vigorous growth, mostly recovered from 2007 fre
2009 (1) ca. 20’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fr
 
Caesa nia p oba  89-0411  Yuma – planted March 1992 (3 plants) 
1992 (3) 1.5-3' growth, healthy, slow to moderate growth 
1993 (3) 4-4.5' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, 1=
1
1995 (3) 7-9' tall, healthy, slow growth, 2=flowers/fruit 
1996 (3) 7.5-10' tall, healthy, slow growth, all=flowers/fru
1997 (3) 9-10' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
1999 (3) 8-12' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowe
2000 (3) 9-13' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2001 (3) 8-12' tall, healthy, little size change, flowers/fruit 
2002 (3) 8-12' tall, healthy, little or no growth, flowers/
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t 2 years, flowers/fruit 
ear, flowers/fruit 

fruit 
tems 3” thick, healthy, vigorous regrowth, no  

flowering 

Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted September 1989 (4 plants) 

992 (4) 4' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth, flower/fruit in 1991, 1992 
ers/fruit 

growth, flowers/fruit 
uit 

/fruit 

rowth, flowers/fruit 
/fruit 

lpi ulch

 
006 (3) 6-6.5’ tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, healthy, flowers/fruit 

y, flowers/fruit 

lpi um
 growth 

994 (3) 4-6.5' tall, healthy, moderate growth, 2=flowers/fruit in 1994 

=flowers/fruit 
=flowers/fruit 

/fruit 
 size but new stems from base, flowers/fruit 

/fruit 
ered from 2007 freeze, 2=flowers/fruit 

ers/fruit 

lpi essi

995 (1) 5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

t 

2004 (3) 15-23' tall, healthy, vigorous growth in the pas
2005 (3) 15’/18’/20’ tall, healthy, little growth in past y
2006 (3) 14’/19’/20’ tall, healthy, little apparent growth, flowers/
2007 (3) 11’/18’/22’ tall, stems froze back to 8’ from tips to s
  flowering 
2008 (3) 13’/14’/18’ tall, healthy, mostly recovered from 2007 freeze, no 
2009 (3) all ca. 20’ tall, healthy, slow to fast growth, flowers/fruit 
 
Caesalpinia pulcherrima  88-0005  
1990 (4) froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 
1991 (4) 1.5' tall, froze to ground, not vigorous, some flowers 
1
1993 (4) 4' tall, froze to ground (1=dead-burrowing rodents), 3=vigorous regrowth, flow
1994 (3) 3-4' tall, froze to ground, vigorous re
1997 (3) 4-6' tall, froze to ground, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fr
2001 (3) 4-6' tall, freezes to the ground each winter, healthy, vigorous, flowers
2004 (3) 4-7' tall, froze to ground-recovering, healthy but drought-stressed, flowers/fruit 
2006 (3) 2.5’/6’/7’ tall, most stems froze to near ground, healthy reg
2007 (3) 6’/6’/7.5’ tall, froze to ground, vigorous recovery, flowers
 
Caesa nia p errima  88-0005  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (3 plants) 
2000 (3) 4' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth, flowers/fruit 
2004 (3) 6' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, healthy, flowers/fruit
2
2007 (3) 6’/6.5’/7’ tall, froze to ground (stems to 1” thick), vigorous regrowth, health
 
Caesa nia p ila  89-0408  Yuma – planted March 1992 (5 plants) 
1992 (5) 1=dead in 1992-cause undetermined, 4=8"-2' tall, fair condition, slow
1993 (4) 1=died in 1993-cause undetermined, 3=3-4' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 
1
1995 (3) 3.5-7' tall, healthy, slow growth, all=flowers/fruit 
1996 (3) 4-7.5' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
1997 (3) 5-7.5' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
1999 (3) 5-6.5' tall, fair to good condition, little or no height increase, 1
2000 (3) 5-7' tall, fair to good condition, little size change, 2
2001 (3) 4-7' tall, fair to good condition, little size change, all=flowers
2002 (3) 4-7' tall, fair to good condition, little change in
2004 (3) 6-10' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2005 (3) 6’/7’/10’ tall, healthy, little apparent growth, flowers/fruit 
2006 (3) 6’/7’/10’ tall, healthy, no apparent change in size, 2=flowers/fruit 
2007 (3) 6’/6’/8’ tall, all stems froze to base to stems 1” thick, healthy, vigorous regrowth, 1=flowers
2008 (3) 5’/10’/10’ tall, healthy, vigorous growth, recov
2009 (3) 6’/10’/12’ tall, healthy, slow growth, 2 smaller plants=flow
 
Caesa nia s lifolia  90-0442  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted August 1992 (1 plant) 
1993 (1) 1' tall, minor freeze damage to stem tips, healthy 
1994 (1) 3.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, first flowers in fall 1993 
1
1997 (1) 5.5' tall, minor freeze damage to stem tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2001 (1) 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (1) 6' tall, minor freeze damage to stem tips, healthy, flowers/frui
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lpi essi  plant) 

igor 
006 (1) 3’ tall, no freeze damage but most of plant is dead with only one live stem, low vigor 

lpi iola ) 

997 (4) 3-6' tall, healthy, slow to fast growth 
y, slow growth 

ease, 1=flowers/fruit in 2000 
fruit 

rowth, 1-7.5' tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/fruit 
lowers/fruit 

wers/fruit, this species resembles C. platyloba 

to illos

001 (2) 7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but little growth perhaps due to reduced irrigation 

nd lifor 6) – planted June 1989 (8 plants) 

lowers/fruit in 1990 
992 (7) 1=dead-undetermined cause, 6=2-4' tall, minor tip damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 

growth, flowers/fruit 
wth, flowers/fruit 

nd lifo 2 plants) 

992 (2) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
rowth, flowers/fruit 

regrowth, flowers/fruit 

rought 
s years 

05 
ring 

2006 (1) 7’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (1) 6.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Caesa nia s lifolia  90-0442D  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted July 1998 (1
2000 (1) 2.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
2004 (1) 3' tall, no freeze damage, fair condition with low v
2
2007 (1) 3’ tall, died winter 2006/2007-cause undetermined but did not freeze. 
 
Caesa nia v cea  93-0015  Yuma – planted February 1995 (4 plants
1995 (4) 1.5-2.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1996 (4) 1.5-2.5' tall, healthy, little apparent growth 
1
1999 (4) 1=died in 1999-cause undetermined, 3=3.5-7' tall, health
2000 (3) 3.5-7' tall, healthy, little height incr
2001 (3) 3-7.5' tall, healthy, slow growth, 1=flowers/
2002 (3) 2=1'/4' tall, fair condition, little or no g
2004 (3) 1=died in 2004-cause undetermined, 2=6'/10' tall, healthy, slow growth, f
2005 (2) 6.5’/11’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 7’/11’ tall, healthy, slow growth, larger plant=flo
2007 (2) 3’/6’ tall, stems froze back to 8’ from tips to stems 2” thick , healthy, vigorous regrowth 
2008 (2) 7.5’/11’ tall, healthy, vigorous growth, recovered from 2007 freeze, no flowering 
2009 (2) 8’/14’ tall, healthy, slow growth, no flowering 
 
Calico me v a  92-0077  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (2 plants) 
1995 (2) 4.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy; flowers/fruit in 1995 
1997 (2) 5'/6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
2
2004 (2) dead ca. 2002-both plants appear to have been killed by gophers 
 
Callia ra ca nica  88-0006  Tucson (CAC field 
1990 (8) froze to near ground, vigorous regrowth 
1991 (8) 1=dead-froze, 7=to 2.5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, f
1
1993 (6) 2-4' tall, severe freeze damage (to stems 1/4" in diameter), vigorous re
1994 (6) 1-5.5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regro
1997 ( ) 3-4' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth 
2001 ( ) 3-4' tall, fair-poor, freezes to the ground each winter, low vigor-drought 
 
Callia ra ca rnica  89-0010  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (
1990 (2) froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 
1991 (2) 3' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit in 1990 
1
1993 (2) 2-4' tall, severe freeze damage (to stems ¼" in diameter), vigorous reg
1994 (2) 2-4.5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous 
1997 (2 ) 3-4' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth 
2001 ( ) 1' tall, poor, freezes to the ground each winter, low vigor-d
2004 (1) 5' tall, most stems froze to the ground, low vigor, drought-stressed, some flowers in previou
2006 (1) 5.5’ tall, froze to near ground, recovering, flowers/fruit in 20
2007 (1) 5.5’ tall, most stems froze to ground, recove
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nd lifo

hy, flowers/fruit 
006 (6) 4.5-6.5’ tall, stems froze back 1-2’, healthy/vigorous, flowers/fruit 

/fruit 

nd ioph ts) 

994 (8) 1-2.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
t 

ought, flowers/fruit 
t 

 dead, low vigor 

nd ioph
rs/fruit 

006 (6) 1.5-4’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 1’ from tips, healthy,  

nd aem (5 plants) 

995 (5) 4-6' tall, healthy but slow growth, flowers/fruit 
o fruit evident 

though they appear a bit stressed here, flowers but no fruit 
hat chlorotic foliage, flowers only 

 
, some  

n the greenhouse 
y, flowers only 

 flowers only 

08 ) 
2’/3’/4’/6’ tall, poor to fair condition, struggling, no flowers 

ts)/1990 (2 plants) 

990 

993 (3) 3' tall, severe freeze damage (stems killed to ¼" in diameter), vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 

nd, fair condition 
e finished it off 

ac

Callia ra ca rnica  89-0010  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (6 plants) 
2000 (6) 2.3-5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (6) 4-5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous recovery, healt
2
2007 (6) 4-6’ tall, most but not all stems froze to base, vigorous regrowth, flowers
 
Callia ra er ylla  90-0264  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1991 (8 plan
1992 (8) 1-1.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, first flowers/fruit in 1992 
1993 (8) 1-2.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1
1997 (8) 2.5-4' tall, some twigs froze back to 1' from tips, healthy, flowers/frui
2001 (8) 2-3.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (8) 2-3' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but low vigor-dr
2006 (8) 1.5-2.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/frui
2007 (8) 1-2.5’ tall, stems froze back ca. 1’ from tips, all but one plant are mostly
 
Callia ra er ylla  92-0131  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (6 plants) 
2000 (6) 1-2.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowe
2004 (6) 2-4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2
2007 (6) 2=dead-cause undetermined, 4=2-3’ tall mass, some stems froze back to
  flowers/fruit 
 
Callia ra h atocephala  91-0491  Yuma – planted March 1994 
1994 (5) 4.5-6' tall, healthy but slow growth and some environmental stress, flowers/fruit in greenhouse  
  prior to planting 
1
1996 (5) 4-5' tall, fair condition-these seem stressed here, flowers but n
1997 (5) 3-4' tall, fair to good condition, flowers but no fruit 
1999 (5) 3-5.5' tall, healthy overall-
2000 (5) 2-6' tall, healthy, slow growth-dense but somew
2001 (5) 3-6' tall, healthy, little size increase, flowers only 
2002 (5) 2.5-6' tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers only
2004 (5) 1=3' tall, poor condition, little growth, 3=4-7' tall, fair to good condition, slow growth
  flowering but no fruit production-perhaps the climate here is too dry as these fruited i
2005 (5) 1=2.5’ tall, fair condition, 4=5’/6’/7’/8’ tall, health
2006 (5) 1=3’ tall, poor condition, 4=6’/6’/6.5’/7’ tall, healthy,
2007 (5) 1=dead-froze, 4=froze to base, variable recovery but all are alive and growing, no flowering 
20 (4 3’/3.5’/6’/6’ tall, healthy, recovered from 2007 freeze 
2009 (4) 
 
Calliandra peninsularis  89-0012  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (2 plan
1990 (2) froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 
1991 (4) 1=dead-froze, 3=2' tall, vigorous, first flowers/fruit in 1
1992 (3) 2-3' tall, minor tip damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
1
1994 (3) 1=dead-froze, 2=2-3' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
1997 (2) 1=dead-froze, 1=2' tall, froze to grou
2001 (1) dead ca. 1999, froze to ground each winter, drought may hav
 
Caragana trag anthoides  90-0287  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (2 plants) 
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001 (2) 6.5' tall, no freeze damage, 1=healthy, 1=fair condition 
ers, 1=7' tall, no  

ught. 

a y 1997 (3 plants)/March 1998 (1 plant)/December 2004 (1 plant) 
ition, little growth 

000 ) air condition, no apparent growth 
001 (1) 1.5' tall, fair condition, no growth 

ting but remains  

h in past year 
owth, 1=2’ tall, froze to base, healthy, vigorous  

all, healthy, no growth 

ensis
mage, some gnawing, healthy 

th and browsing 
hers ca. 1996 

orking leaves 

997 (2) 6'/7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

ves dead-drought?, flowers/fruit 1=7' tall, no freeze  

 drought, 1=7’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy,  

April 1994 (1 plant) 

 
on 

004 (1) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy (leaf-cutter bees working foliage) 

t likely insufficient irrigation or perhaps gophers 

 o ntali

gorous 

1994 (2) 1' tall, no freeze damage, minor browsing, healthy 
1995 (2) 2'/3.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1997 (2) 6.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
2
2004 (2) 1=dead-cause undetermined but probably drought stress and perhaps goph
  freeze damage, poor condition, most stems dead-dro
 
Cassia abbreviat   95-0018  Yuma – planted Februar
1997 (3) 2=died in 1997-cause undetermined, 1=2' tall, poor cond
1999 (2) 1'/2' tall, healthy but little apparent growth 
2 (2 1=died in 2000-cause undetermined, 1(1998 plant)=2' tall, f
2
2002 (1) 1.5' tall, fair condition, no noticeable growth 
2004 (1) 1.5' tall, fair condition, no change in size-this plant has not grown since plan
  alive-cause undetermined 
2005 (2) 1.5’/2.5’ tall, healthy, little apparent growth 
2006 (2) 1.5’/2.5’ tall, healthy, no apparent growt
2007 (2) 1=1’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy but no gr
  regrowth 
2008 (2) 1.5’/3.5’ tall, healthy, slow growth 
2009 (2) 1=1.5’ tall, fair condition, no growth, 1-3.5’ t
 
Cercis canad  var. mexicana  90-0371  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1991 (1 plant) 
1992 (1) 6" tall, no freeze da
1993 (1) 8" tall, no freeze damage, slow grow
1994 (1) 3' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, plant was apparently killed by gop
 
Cercis chingii  90-0291  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
1993 (2) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1994 (2) 2'/4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, leaf-cutter bees w
1995 (2) 4.5'/7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy (1=chlorotic) 
1
2001 (2) 6'/7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but little growth due to reduced irrigation, flowers/fruit 
2004 (2) 1=5' tall, no freeze damage, most lea
  damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 1=5’ tall, died in 2005-cause undetermined but likely
  flowers/fruit 
2007 (1) 7’ tall, no freeze damage, fair condition-insufficient irrigation, no flowers 
 
Cercis glabra  91-0292  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted 
1995 (1) 6" tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1997 (1) 2' tall, no freeze damage, healthy
2001 (1) 2.5' tall, no freeze damage, fair-little growth perhaps due to reduced irrigati
2
2006 (1) 4’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
2007 (1) 4’ tall, died-cause undetermined bu
 
Cercis ccide s  89-0018  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (1 plant) 
1990 (1) no freeze damage, healthy (leafcutter bee damage to leaves) 
1991 (1) 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vi
1992 (1) 9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous 
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993 (1) 9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy (leafcutter bee damage to leaves), first flowers in spring 1993 
g 1994 

s died from drought stress, flowers 
e stems appear to have died from drought stress,  

ress, fair condition 
 to insufficient irrigation 

a gre
amage, healthy, slow growth, flowers 

 fruit 
004 (1) 3' tall, no freeze damage, poor condition-declining probably due to insufficient irrigation 

on?), weak regrowth 
irrigation 

a ser  plants) 

t 
995 (1) 1' across, died back to ground, healthy regrowth 

ia ana ) 

it 
ers/fruit 

993 (1) 1' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth, flowers/fruit 

ia ana 997 (6 plants) 
 this area has an infestation of Bermuda  

a. 2000-2001-perhaps not adapted to heavy soils 

993 ) rowth 

995 (4) 4-7' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 

erate growth, all=flowers/fruit in 1996 
ers/fruit 

lowers/fruit 
it 

 size, flowers/fruit 
 growth, flowers/fruit,  

e leaves and horizontal branches,  

1
1994 (1) 10' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers in fall 1993 and sprin
1997 (1) 14' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers 
2001 (1) 15' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but some stem
2004 (1) 15' tall, no freeze damage, fair condition-som
  flowers 
2006 (1) 14’ tall, no freeze damage, considerable die-back likely due to drought st
2007 (1) 11’ tall, died summer/fall of 2006 likely due
 
Chamaecrist ggii var. greggii  90-0438  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted 1994 (1 plant) 
1995 (1) 1' tall, no freeze d
1997 (1) 2.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, very slow growth, flowers 
2001 (1) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but very slow growth, flowers/few
2
2006 (1) 2.5’ tall, no freeze damage, poor condition-died to base (insufficient irrigati
2007 (1) died in summer/fall of 2006 probably due to insufficient 
 
Chamaecrist pens var. wrightii  89-0304  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1991 (4
1992 (4) data missing 
1993 (4) froze to ground, healthy regrowth, flowers/fruit in 1992, 1993 
1994 (4) 6", froze to ground, 2=healthy regrowth, 2=dead-froze, flowers/frui
1
1997 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined 
 
Clitor mari  88-0062  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (2 plants
1990 (2) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 1=froze to ground, healthy regrowth 
1991 (1) froze to ground, regrowing, low vigor, flowers/fru
1992 (1) froze to ground, healthy regrowth, flow
1
1994 (1) 2' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth, flowers/fruit 
1997 (1) 1.5' tall, froze to ground, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2001 (1) dead in 2000-drought 
 
Clitor mari  88-0062D  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1
2000 (6) 5=dead-missing-may have been accidentally weeded as
  grass, 1=froze to ground, healthy growth 
2004 (1) the last plant died out c
 
Colophospermum mopane  91-0016  Yuma – planted March 1992 (4 plants) 
1992 (4) 1-2' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1 (4 2-4.5' tall x spreading to 6', healthy, slow g
1994 (4) 2.5-4' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1
1996 (4) 5-7.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1997 (4) 6-10' tall, healthy, slow to mod
1999 (4) 6.5-13' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, flow
2000 (4) 7-15' tall, healthy, slow growth, f
2001 (4) 8-17' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fru
2002 (4) 8-17' tall, healthy, little change in
2004 (4) 8-20' tall, healthy (1=tipped over due to gophers feeding on roots), slow
  attractive growth form with beautiful dark green butterfly-lik
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ll, healthy, flowers/fruit 
ear, flowers/fruit 

 

, slow to fast growth, flowers/fruit, largest plant is a beautiful tree 

9

994 (4) 4-7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/few fruit 

ned, but plants had become shaded and may have been senescent, 

ought or age could have been factors,  

ht and excessive shade from adjacent plants 

a   89
000 ) ound following flooding, recovering,  

006 (3) 4’/6’/11’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

olutea persica  (2 plants)/1993 (1 plant) 

age but browsed 

997 (1) 5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
a factor 

tti ltifl t) 
wth 

1.5' tall, fair condition, low vigor 
h 

996 (1) 1.5' tall, fair condition, no growth 

eti illari

 damage, healthy, flowers 

001 (1) 3.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

  fissured bark 
2005 (4) 1=killed by gophers in 2005, 3=10’/14’/20’ ta
2006 (3) 11’/12’/18’ tall, healthy, little change in size in past y
2007 (3) 10’/12’/20’ tall, 2 smaller trees=stems froze back 2-3’ from tips, larger tree=no apparent freeze 
  damage, all=healthy, flowers/fruit 
2008 (3) 12’/14’/25’ tall, healthy
2009 (3) 12’/17’/22’ tall, healthy, slow growth, largest plant only=flowers/fruit 
 
Colutea istria  8 -0385  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (4 plants)/replanted-1991 (4 plants) 
1991 (4) all dead due to rodent burrowing 
1992 (4) 3'5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, first flowers/fruit in 1992 
1993 (4) 4-6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1
1997 (4) 5-9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2001 (2) 2=dead ca. 1999-cause undetermi
  2=6’/7' tall, fair-poor (senescent or drought), flowers/fruit 
2004 (2) 1=6' tall, dead-cause undetermined but shading, dr
  1=6.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 4’/6.5’ tall, no freeze damage, stressed from droug
2007 (2) 1=died-excess shade, 1=4’ tall, no freeze damage, declining due to shade and insufficient irrigation 
 
Colute istria -0385  Tucson  (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (4 plants) 
2 (4 1=dead from flooding in summer 1999, 1=died to gr
  2=7.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (3) 2=3'/4' tall, no freeze damage, low vigor, 1=11' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2
2007 (3) 4’/7’/11’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
C 92-0025  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 
1993 (2) 1' tall, 1=died in 1992-cause undetermined, 1=no freeze damage, healthy 
1994 (2) 1=dead-killed by rodents, 1=3' tall, healthy, no cold dam
1995 (1) 5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1
2001 (1) dead-missing,-probably succumbed to drought, gophers may have also been 
 
Conza a mu ora  90-0352  Yuma – planted March 1993 (2 plants)/March 1994 (1 plan
1993 (2) 8"/10" tall, fair condition, little gro
1994 (3) 1=died in 1994-cause undetermined, 2=1'/
1995 (2) 1=died in 1995-cause undetermined, 1(1994 plant)=1.5' tall, poor condition, no growt
1
1997 (1) died in 1997-cause undetermined but apparently not adapted to this site 
 
Cours a ax s  92-0150  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (1 plant) 
1994 (1) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers in spring 1994 
1995 (1) 4' tall, freeze caused minor stem tip
1997 (1) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2
2004 (1) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, few flowers 
2006 (1) 4’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (1) 4’ tall, minor damage to stem tips only, healthy 
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eti pril 1990 (4 plants) 
us, to 5' tall 

ers/fruit in spring 1992 
gorous recovery, flowers/fruit 

994 (3) 1=dead-killed by gophers, 2=5-7' tall, froze back to near ground, vigorous regrowth 
 flowers in 1997 

eti
growth, healthy 

e damage with many stems killed  

006 (2) 8’/9’ tall, stems froze back 1-3’ from tips, slow recovery, 1=flowers/fruit in 2006 
althy 

rg
993 ) 

996 (1) 7.5' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
 dense foliage 

lowers/fruits in 1999 
, no evidence of flowering 
wth, no flowering 

nce 1999,  

e of flowering 
 from tips to stems 1” thick, healthy, vigorous regrowth 

009 ) o evidence of flowering 

 al ra  

e, vigorous, flowers/fruit, then  
eering in 1991 

992 (4) (volunteer plants from originals), to 3.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
flowers/fruit 

) lowers/fruit 

a  9
hy, flowers/fruit,  

edling  
 noted in 2000 is Dalea greggii 

Cours a glandulosa  89-0168  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted A
1991 (4) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 3=healthy, vigoro
1992 (3) 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flow
1993 (3) 6-7' tall, severe freeze damage to near ground, vi
1
1997 (2) 9' tall, froze back to 5' from stem tips, vigorous regrowth, healthy, no
2001 (2) 8' tall, considerable freeze damage each winter, vigorous regrowth, healthy 
2004 (2) 7' tall, froze back to base-healthy recovery 
2006 (2) 6’/7.5’ tall, froze back 1-3’ from stem tips, healthy recovery 
2007 (2) 6’/7.5’ tall, froze back to near ground, healthy regrowth but needs more irrigation 
 
Cours a glandulosa  89-0168  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (3 plants) 
2000 (3) 1-4.5' tall, froze to near ground, vigorous re
2004 (3) 1=dead-missing-cause undetermined, 2=8' tall, variable freez
  to ground, vigorous recovery, healthy 
2
2007 (2) 8’/9’ tall, froze to base (stems to ½” thick killed), vigorous regrowth, he
 
Dalbe ia melanoxylon  90-0260  Yuma – planted March 1993 (1 plant) 
1 (1 1.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1994 (1) 3' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1995 (1) 5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1
1997 (1) 10' tall, healthy, moderate growth, upright growth form w/
1999 (1) 10' tall, healthy, little height increase, f
2000 (1) 11' tall, healthy, slow growth
2001 (1) 16' tall, healthy, vigorous gro
2002 (1) 18' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2004 (1) 16' tall, healthy, no increase in size, this plant has not been observed to flower si
  beautiful foliage and growth form 
2005 (1) 16’ tall, healthy, no apparent change in size, flowers only 
2006 (1) 16’ tall, healthy, no apparent growth, no evidenc
2007 (1) 15’ tall, stems froze back to 6’
2008 (1) 20’ tall, healthy, vigorous growth, recovered from 2007 freeze 
2 (1 25’ tall, healthy, vigorous growth, n
 
Dalea biflo 88-0052  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (6 plants) 
1990 (6) no freeze damage, healthy, flowers in 1990 
1991 (6) 1=dead in spring 1990-cause undetermined, 5=no freeze damag
  died in September 1990-apparently senescent. Seedlings volunt
1
1993 (4) 3' tall, partial die-back (no freeze damage), healthy, vigorous, 
1994 (@7 2' tall, offspring of original plants, healthy, f
2001 (-) these all appear to have died out due to age and drought. This species is short-lived. 
  
Dalea pulchr 1-0185  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (3 plants) 
2000 (3) 1=died in August 1999-waterlogging, 2=4.5'/5' tall, no freeze damage, healt
  1 seedling 
2004 (2) 2'/4' tall, both died spring 2004-cause undetermined but may have been senescent, se
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ermined, 6=froze back to near base, vigorous regrowth, healthy, flowers/fruit  
90 

991 ) h, flowers/fruit 
992 (6) 1=dead-cause undetemined, 5=froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 

l, froze to ground, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
tress 

r 1997 (5 plants) 
/fruit 

), 3=healthy regrowth, flowers/fruit 

, healthy, 
 flowers/fruit 

althy, flowers/fruit 
 tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 

amage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

a a inic )/March 1995 (1 plant) 

ondition, no apparent growth 

995 (2) 1'/2' tall, fair condition, no growth 

.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 

a c osta h 1996 (1 plant) 

' tall, poor condition, little or no growth 

995 (2) 1.5'/3.5' tall, poor condition but some growth 
t growth 

apted to this site 

c arch 1992 (2 plants) 

995 (1) 6.5' tall, fair condition, considerable die-back each year 

Desmodium cinerascens  88-0027  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted May 1989 (7 plants) 
1990 (7) 1=dead-cause undet
 in 19
1 (6 8' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowt
1
1993 (5) 4-8' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
1994 (5) 6-8' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
1997 (5) 6-10' tal
2001 (5) 3=dead-age/drought?, 2=3' tall, poor condition-drought s
2004 (2) dead ca. 2002-drought likely finished them off 
 
Desmodium cinerascens  88-0027  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summe
2000 (5) 6-8' tall, froze to ground, vigorous growth, healthy, flowers
2004 (5) 8' tall, froze to ground, vigorous growth, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (3) 4.5-7’ tall, froze to ground, 2=dead (senescence?
 
Ebenopsis ebano  89-0179  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (2 plants) 
1991 (2) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage at 19° F 
1992 (2) 2' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, first flowers in 1992 
1993 (2) 3.5' tall, 1=no freeze damage, 1=slight freeze damage (stems killed to ¼" in diameter)
 
1994 (2) 4' tall, a few stems died back to 3' from tips, most undamaged, he
1997 (2) 6' tall, some twigs froze back 1' from
2001 (2) 6'/7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (2) 7'/7.5' tall, some stems froze back to 1' from tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 7’/7.5’ tall, no freeze d
2007 (2) 7’/7’ tall, foliage frozen and stems froze back 1-2’ from tips, healthy regrowth 
 
Entad byss a  90-0261  Yuma – planted March 1992 (2 plants
1992 (2) 1.5'/2.5' tall, fair condition, slow growth 
1993 (2) 1= 3" tall, poor condition-declining, 1=2.5' tall, fair c
1994 (2) 1=died in 1994-cause undetermined, 1=2.5' tall, fair condition, no growth 
1
1996 (2) 1=1' tall, healthy, no growth, 1=3' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1997 (2) 1=died in 1997-cause undetermined, 1=3
1999 (1) 3.5' tall, fair condition, no additional growth 
2000 (1) died in 2000-cause undetermined-may have been killed by gophers 
 
Entad hrys chys  91-0015  Yuma – planted March 1992 (3 plants)/Marc
1992 (3) 2-3' tall, fair condition, slow growth, minor to moderate browsing 
1993 (3) 1=died in 1993-cause undetermined, 2=1'/2.5
1994 (2) 10"/3' tall, poor condition, slow growth 
1
1996 (2) 1=died in 1996-cause undetermined, 2=1'/3.5' tall, poor condition, no apparen
1997 (2) both plants died in 1997-cause undetermined but apparently not ad
 
Enterolobium cy locarpum  89-0412  Yuma – planted M
1992 (2) 6'/6' tall, fair condition, slow growth 
1993 (2) 1=died in 1993=cause undetermined, 1-6' tall, fair condition, considerable die-back 
1994 (1) 7' tall, fair condition, little growth 
1
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in belli 989 (5 plants)/1990 (3 plants) 

ems killed, healthy 
ack to ground, vigorous regrowth, healthy 

993 (5) 1-3.5' tall, most stems froze to ground, healthy regrowth 
; 

hers with no damage, healthy,  

mined, 3=3' tall, fair, little growth  

und and others were undamaged, healthy, 1=flowers/fruit 

March 1992 (2 plants) 

993 ) 

995 (2) 5'/7.5' tall, healthy but some twig die-back, slow growth 
e die-back evident 

ealthy 
 die-back, new growth replaces dead stems. 

m die-back and regrowth 

of Erythrina planted at this site  

egrowth 
e always struggled here with regular die-back 

4' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 

997 (1) 3' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth 
er and perhaps lack of  

h ) – planted May 1989 (3 plants) 
owing 

gorous, flowers/fruit 
994 (3) 12' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

fruit 
owth due to limited irrigation, flowers/fruit 

e to drought stress, fair condition, some  

1996 (1) 6.5' tall, fair condition, trying to grow 
1997 (1) 7' tall, poor condition-mostly dead 
1999 (1) finally died in 1998-cause undetermined 
 
Erythr a fla formis  88-0077  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1
1990 (5) no freeze damage, flower in 1990 
1991 (8) 2=dead-frozen, 6=to 2.5' tall, some st
1992 (6) 1=dead-frozen in 1991, 5=1-3' tall, died b
1
1994 (5) 2-5' tall, most stems froze to ground, 1=some stems undamaged, flowers in spring 1994
  all=vigorous regrowth 
1997 (5) 1=1' tall, 4=5-7.5' tall, some stems froze to ground and ot
  vigorous, flowers/fruit 
2001 (5) 1=dead and gone by 1998, 1=dead in 2000-cause undeter
  due to drought, flower/fruit in some previous years but not 2001 
2004 (3) 3'/6' tall, some stems froze to gro
 
Erythrina lysistemon  91-0011  Yuma – planted 
1992 (2) 3'/4' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
1 (2 4'/6' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1994 (2) 3.5'/7' tall, fair condition, slow growth 
1
1996 (2) 4.5'/8' tall, fair to good condition, slow growth and som
1997 (2) 1=4' tall, poor condition, 1=8' tall, h
1999 (2) 4'/8' tall, fair condition w/ some
2000 (2) 4'/8' tall, fair condition w/ continued ste
2001 (2) 5'/7' tall, poor condition w/ ongoing die-back 
2002 (2) 2'/3' tall, poor condition w/ considerable die-back 
2004 (2) 3'/4.5' tall, poor condition w/ continuing die-back, all species 
  have performed poorly-cause undetermined 
2005 (2) 2’/3’ tall, poor condition w/ continuing die-back and subsequent r
2006 (2) both died in 2006-cause undetermined but thes
 
Erythrina lysistemon  91-0011  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (2 plants) 
1993 (2) 1=1' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover, 1=
1994 (1) 2' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth 
1995 (1) 4' tall, froze to base, vigorous regrowth 
1
2001 (1) died ca. 1999-2000-cause undetermined but froze to ground each wint
  irrigation ultimately killed it 
 
Eysenhardtia ort ocarpa  88-0033  Tucson (CAC field 6
1990 (3) moderate freeze damage, healthy and regr
1991 (3) 6' tall, froze to ground, healthy, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit in 1991 
1992 (3) 7-8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vi
1
1997 (3) 13-17' tall, minor freeze damage to stem tips, healthy, vigorous, flowers/
2001 (3) 13-16' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but little gr
2004 (3) 16-18' tall, no freeze damage, fair condition-drought stress, flowers/fruit 
2006 (3) 14’/15’/15’, no freeze damage but considerable die-back du
  flowers/fruit 
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 and freezing, poor  
  

cson (CAC field 6) – planted May 1989 (1 plant) 

991 ) 
age, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 

993 (1) 9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

em tips, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
 limited irrigation, flowers/fruit 
, flowers/fruit 

ught stress, flowers/fruit 
 regrowth, healthy but some drought stress,  

h ts) 

damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
007 (2) 12’/12’ tall, some stems froze back to 18” from tips, healthy, vigorous growth, flowers/fruit 

 texa ts) 
92, 1993 

s 
997 (4) 6.5-7.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

age, healthy, flowers/fruit 
fruit, 1=7’ tall, no freeze damage, fair  

fruit 

 tex

004 ) 

007 (3) 6’/6.5’/7’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

lbida
ng 

995 (2) 30'/35' tall-each with a 10" diameter trunk, healthy, extremely vigorous growth 
pressive trees with a beautiful upright  

t increase slowing, no evidence of flowering 

2' dbh 

2007 (3) 1=15’ tall, died-drought stress, 1=16’ tall, major die-back due to drought stress
  condition, 1=15’ tall, variable die-back 1-10’ from tips due to drought stress and freezing, fair
  condition 
 
Eysenhardtia orthocarpa  89-0028  Tu
1990 (1) no freeze damage, healthy 
1 (1 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
1992 (1) 8' tall, no freeze dam
1
1994 (1) 12' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1997 (1) 20' tall, minor damage to st
2001 (1) 20' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but little growth due to
2004 (1) 25' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but some drought stress
2006 (1) 23’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy but some dro
2007 (1) 24’ tall, stems froze back 1-4’ from tips, vigorous
  flowers/fruit 
 
Eysenhardtia ort ocarpa  90-0263  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (2 plan
2000 (2) 6.5'/7.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
2004 (2) 9'/10' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 10’/10’ tall, no freeze 
2
 
Eysenhardtia na  91-0500  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (4 plan
1993 (4) 2' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in 19
1994 (4) 3.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1995 (4) 5-6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit, sporadically volunteering in field from seed
1
2001 (4) 8-9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (4) 1=killed by gophers ca. 2001-2002, 3=8-10' tall, no freeze dam
2006 (3) 2=7’/8.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/
  condition-some dead stems (drought?), flowers/fruit 
2007 (3) 7.5’/7.5’/8.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/
 
Eysenhardtia ana  90-0500  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (3 plants) 
2000 (3) 3.5-4.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2 (3 5'-7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (3) 5’/6.5’/7’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2
 
Faidherbia a   91-0047  Yuma – planted March 1992 (2 plants) 
1992 (2) 6.5'/9' tall, healthy, vigorous growth, minor browsi
1993 (2) 12'/14' tall, healthy, vigorous growth 
1994 (2) 25' tall, healthy, extremely vigorous growth 
1
1996 (2) 40'/40' tall, healthy, extremely vigorous, these are im
  growth habit 
1997 (2) 41'/41' tall, healthy, vigorous but heigh
1999 (2) 43'/43' tall, healthy, vigorous 
2000 (2) 45'/45' tall, healthy, vigorous w/ root suckers that can grow to 10' in one season. 
2001 (2) both ca. 50' tall, healthy, vigorous w/ root suckers each year from damaged roots, trunks are 
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y, vigorous w/ root suckers growing to 10' in one season 
ing has  

at this site, a beautiful tree for large spaces 
r 

009 ) 

oe cort

3 
994 (2) 4'/6.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

g slowly, flowers/fruit 
 but essentially no growth due to limited water, flowers/fruit 

em die-back due to drought stress, fair condition, flowers 

sia rph

997 (1) 2' tall, partial die-back-cause undetermined but possibly insufficient water, fair condition 
 on-likely needs more water 

dition-insufficient irrigation 

sia pica 

s 
997 (2) 11'/14' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

nd little growth due to  

, 1=14' tall, no freeze damage, fair condition- 

ition with some die-back due to insufficient irrigation 
ient irrigation 

sia nsis
993 ) 

997 (1) 2' tall, no freeze damage, poor condition-low vigor 
anted 

sia cant ) – planted  June 1989 (3 plants) 

2002 (2) both ca. 50' tall, health
2004 (2) both ca. 50' tall, healthy, vigorous though little apparent increase in height, no flower
  been observed on these plants 
2005 (2) both ca. 55’ tall, healthy, vigorous, root sprouts from both plants are cut each yea
2006 (2) both ca. 55’ tall, healthy, vigorous including root sprouts, both=flowers/fruit in 2006 
2007 (2) both ca. 55’ tall, no apparent freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2008 (2) both ca. 55’ tall, healthy, flowers/fruit, root sprouts grow back each year 
2 (2 both ca. 65’ tall, healthy, vigorous growth, flowers/fruit 
 
Geoffr a de icans  89-0161  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (2 plants)/1991 (1 plant) 
1991 (2) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 1=alive, 14" tall 
1992 (2) 1'/4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1993 (2) 2.5'/4.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, 1=flowers in 199
1
1997 (2) 5'/7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, 1=flowers/fruit in 1996, 1997 
2001 (2) 6'/8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but growin
2004 (2) 6'/7.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy
2006 (2) 6’/8’ tall, no freeze damage, drought stress, fair condition 
2007 (2) 6’/7.5’ tall, no freeze damage, some st
 
Gledit  amo oides  92-0042  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
1993 (2) 1' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1994 (2) 1' tall, no freeze damage, 1=healthy, 1=weak 
1995 (2) 1' tall; 1=dead-apparently gnawed by rabbits, 1=top dead, healthy growth from below 
1
2001 (1) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage, fair condition, slow growing-just hanging
2004 (1) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage, fair con
2006 (1) 2.5’ tall, appears dead-insufficient irrigation 
 
Gledit  cas  92-0026  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
1993 (2) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1994 (2) 4'/8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1995 (2) 7'/10' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorou
1
2001 (2) 11'/15' tall, no freeze damage, fair condition-some limbs dead a
  drought/reduced irrigation 
2004 (2) 1=11' tall, no freeze damage, healthy
  considerable stem die-back due to drought 
2006 (2) 11’/11’ tall, no freeze damage, fair cond
2007 (2) 7’/11’ tall, no freeze damage, apparently healthy but both died in autumn 2007-insuffic
 
Gledit  sine   89-0127  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1991 (2 plants) 
1 (2 1' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1994 (2) 1'/2' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1995 (2) 1'/2' tall, no freeze damage, low vigor 
1
2001 (1) dead ca. 1998-1999, never did well-perhaps root-bound when pl
 
Gledit  tria hos  88-0014  Tucson (CAC field 6
1990 (3) no freeze damage, healthy 
1991 (3) to 7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
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994 (1) 12' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 1993, 1994 (2 plants removed in 1994) 

sia cant e 1989 (3 plants) 

mage, healthy, vigorous 
994 (3) 12' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 1993, 1994 (1 plant removed in 1994) 

18' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
ition-top portion dead due to drought stress, no flowers 

ur onju ts) 

o growth 
996 (4) 6"-1.5' tall, vary from poor to good condition but no apparent growth 

tion-gophers burrowing around plants, 1=1'  

live-some gopher burrowing 
oor condition, no growth 

dead-probably killed by gophers 

oc s dio

997 (1) 3.5' tall, no freeze damage, fair condition-low vigor 

phers seem to have left this plant alone 
 slow 
 little growth due to insufficient irrigation 

at m b ) 

th, 1=flowers/fruit in 1992 
tall, healthy,  

 slow growth, flowers/fruit 
ous, flowers/fruit 

.5' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
ers/fruit 

10' tall, healthy,  

1992 (3) 8-15' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers in 1992 
1
1997 (1) 25' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2001 (1) dead in 1999-drought 
 
Gledit  tria hos var. inermis  88-0067  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Jun
1990 (3) no freeze damage, healthy 
1991 (3) 3-4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1992 (3) 11-16' tall, no freeze da
1
1997 (2) 16-22' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2001 (2) 1=dead in 1999-drought, 1=
2004 (1) 16' tall, no freeze damage, poor cond
2007 (1) died in 2005 due to insufficient irrigation 
 
Guibo tia c gata  91-0065  Yuma – planted March 1993 (4 plan
1993 (4) 6"-2' tall, fair to poor condition, slow growth 
1994 (4) 1-1.5' tall, fair condition, very slow growth 
1995 (4) 6"-1.5' tall, poor to fair condition, little or n
1
1997 (4) 6" -2' tall, poor to fair condition, little growth 
1999 (4) 1=dead in 1998-gophers, 2=2" tall, poor condi
  tall, fair condition-some die-back 
2000 (3) 2"-1 tall, poor to fair condition, little change but still a
2001 (3) 1=died in 2001-appears to have been killed by gophers, 2=2"/5" tall, p
2002 (2) 1 plant may still be alive but the other appears 
2004 (1) the last plant died in 2003-perhaps finished off by gophers 
 
Gymn ladu ica  89-0417  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1991 (1 plant) 
1993 (1) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1994 (1) 2' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1995 (1) 3' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1
2001 (1) 5.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but very slow growth 
2004 (1) 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, go
2006 (1) 6’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy but
2007 (1) 6’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy but
 
Haem oxylu rasiletto  89-0029  Yuma – planted March 1991 (3 plants
1991 (3) all=2' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1992 (3) 1.5-4.5' tall, healthy, slow to moderate grow
1993 (3) 1=dead in 1993-cause undetermined, 1=2' tall, fair condition, little growth, 1=5' 
 
1994 (2) 1=2' tall, poor condition-low vigor, 1=7' tall, healthy, vigor
1995 (2) 1=2' tall, healthy but stunted, 1=7
1996 (2) 1=2' tall, fair condition, no growth, 1=9' tall, healthy, slow growth, flow
1997 (2) 1=1' tall, poor condition-declining but no apparent cause, 1=10' tall, healthy, slow growth,  
  flowers/fruit 
1999 (2) 1=died ca. 1998-cause undetermined but was always stunted (bad roots?), 1=
  slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2000 (1) 11' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
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ze, flowers/fruit 

rs/fruit 
s/fruit 
ems ½” thick, healthy, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 

rs/fruit 

at m b  plants) 

3 

995 (3) all=10' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, flowers/fruit 
 

owers/fruit, attractive upright growth form w/  

uit 

004 ) runks appear to be dead-cause undetermined but no evidence of  
owers/fruit 

/fruit 
h, flowers/fruit 

gorous growth, flowers/fruit 

009 ) 

at m s

001 (2) 3.5'/5' tall, healthy, slow growth, 1=flowers/fruit in 2001 
 

both=flowers/fruit 
s/fruit 
ers/fruit 

th, flowers/fruit 

90 (3 plants) 

irst flowers/fruit in 1992 
wers/fruit 

994 (3) 7-14' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
mage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

 1=22' tall, healthy, flowers/fruit 
, 1=25' tall, healthy,  

2001 (1) 13' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2002 (1) 13' tall, healthy, little change in si
2004 (1) 14' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2005 (1) 15’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowe
2006 (1) 14’ tall, healthy, no apparent growth, flower
2007 (1) 14’ tall, stems froze back 1-5’ from tips to st
2008 (1) 16’ tall, healthy, recovered from 2007 freeze, flowe
2009 (1) 16’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
 
Haem oxylu rasiletto  89-0061  Yuma – planted March 1992 (3
1992 (3) 1.5-3' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 
1993 (3) 4-7' tall, healthy, moderate to fast growth, all=flowers/fruit in 199
1994 (3) 6.5-9' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
1
1996 (3) 10-13' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, flowers/fruit
1997 (3) 12-14' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, fl
  anastomosing trunk and limbs. 
1999 (3) 11-14' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fr
2000 (3) 14-18' tall, healthy, moderate growth, flowers/fruit 
2001 (3) 14-19' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2002 (3) 14-22' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, flowers/fruit 
2 (3 1=25' tall, poor condition-most t
  gophers, 2=16'/18' tall, healthy, slow growth, fl
2005 (3) 15’/18’/25’ tall, 1=fair condition/2=healthy, flowers
2006 (3) 13’/15’/19’ tall, all healthy now, little apparent growt
2007 (3) 13’/15’/19’ tall, stems froze back 1-2’ from tips, healthy, vi
2008 (3) 16’/16’/22’ tall, healthy, recovered from 2007 freeze, flowers/fruit 
2 (3 17’/18’/23’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
 
Haem oxylu p. nov.  s.n.  Yuma – planted February 1996 (2 plants) 
1997 (2) 3'/3.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1999 (2) 3'/3.5' tall, healthy, little apparent growth 
2000 (2) 3'/3.5' tall, healthy but no apparent growth 
2
2002 (2) 3.5'/5' tall, healthy, little change in size, 1=flowers/fruit
2004 (2) 6.5'/8' tall, healthy, slow growth, 
2005 (2) 8.5’/10’ tall, healthy, moderate growth, flower
2006 (2) 7’/9’ tall, healthy, little apparent growth, flow
2007 (2) 8’/10’ tall, no apparent freeze damage, healthy, slow grow
2008 (2) 9’/10’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2009 (2) 10’/13’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
 
Havardia mexicana  89-0159  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 19
1991 (3) 3' tall x 6' spread, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous 
1992 (3) 5-8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, f
1993 (3) 6-8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flo
1
1997 (3) 1=died in 1996-shade/crowding from adjacent trees, 2=no freeze da
2001 (2) no freeze damage, 1=14'tall, fair –impacted by shading,
2004 (2) no freeze damage, 1=15' tall, poor condition-most of plant dead-drought?
  flowers/fruit 
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 and possibly poor root structure, 1=30’ tall, no  

(CAC field 6) – planted September 1990 (6 plants) 

992 ) gorous, first flowers/fruit in 1992 

994 (6) 7-10' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
rs/fruit 

y, flowers/fruit 

iderable stem die-back due to insufficient  
t 

onsiderable  
ealthy, flowers/fruit 

s
991 ) 

993 ) 
994 (4) 7-9' tall, minor twig die-back (to 1' from tips), healthy, flowers/fruit 

st winters, healthy but shows drought stress early,   

me drought stress, flowers/fruit 
fruit 

lowers fruit 

a – planted March 1992 (4 plants) 

owers/fruit in  

994 (3) 3-9' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, flowers/fruit 
ers/fruit 

of stems, little growth, 2=11'/12' tall, healthy,  

lthy, slow to moderate growth, 2=flowers/fruit 

d, 2=14'/15' tall, healthy, little  

 mass, 2=17'/22' tall, healthy, moderate to fast growth,  

' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 

, little apparent growth and small plant remains a sprawling thicket, 2 larger  

008 ) erate growth, 2 larger plants=flowers/fruit 

2006 (2) 1=15’ tall, died in 2005 due to insufficient irrigation
  freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (1) 30’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Havardia mexicana  89-0159  Tucson 
1991 (6) 2-3' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1 (6 5-8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vi
1993 (6) 6-9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1
1997 (6) 1=died in 1996-cause undetermined, 5=no freeze damage, healthy, flowe
2001 (5) 17-20' tall, no freeze damage, health
2004 (5) 18-25' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (5) 10’/16’/23’/26’/28’ tall, no freeze damage, 3=cons
  irrigation, 2=no die-back, overall healthy, flowers/frui
2007 (5) 3-30’ tall, no freeze damage, 2 smallest plant=poor condition, mostly dead with c
  die-back-possibly j-rooted and drought stressed, 3=h
 
Havardia pallen   89-0157  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (4 plants) 
1 (4 1.5'-3' tall, minor twig damage, healthy 
1992 (4) 7-8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit in 1991, 1992 
1 (4 7-8' tall, minor stem tip damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1
1997 (4) 8-12' tall, minor twig freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2001 (4) 7-10' tall, some twig freeze damage in pa
 flowers/fruit 
2004 (4) 7-9' tall, stems froze back to 1' from tips, healthy but so
2006 (4) 7.5’/7.5’/8’/9’ tall, stems froze back to 6” from tips, healthy, flowers/
2007 (4) 7’/7’/8’/8.5’ tall, stems froze back to 1’ from tips, healthy, f
 
Havardia sonorae  89-0066  Yum
1992 (4) 1-3.5' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 
1993 (1) 1=died in 1993-cause undetermined, 3=4-7' tall, healthy, moderate growth, 1=fl
  1993 
1
1995 (3) 7.5-10' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, flow
1996 (3) 1=7' tall, healthy but a ground-hugging mass 
  slow growth, flowers/fruit 
1997 (3) 10-14' tall, hea
1999 (3) 8-15' tall, healthy, slow growth, all=flowers/fruit 
2000 (3) 1=6' tall, healthy, a mass of intertwined stems-heavily prune
  height increase, pruned up to reveal attractive bark, all 3=flowers/fruit 
2001 (3) 1=6.5' tall, healthy but still a twining
  flowers/fruit 
2002 (3) 1=8' tall, healthy, slow growth (twining), 2=18-23
2004 (3) 1=7' tall, healthy but little growth and apparently permanently dwarfed, 2=19'/22' tall,  
  healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2005 (3) 1=6.5’ tall, healthy but still a low thicket, 2=19’/23’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2006 (3) 8’/20’/22’ tall, healthy
  plants=flowers/fruit 
2007 (3) 7’/20’/22’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, 2 larger plants=flowers/fruit 
2 (3 8’/23’/25’ tall, healthy, slow to mod
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AC field 6) – planted June 1989 (3 plants) 

s/fruit in 1991, 1992 
993 (2) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 1=5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit, these   

  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (4 plants) 

993 ) 
994 (4) 4-5' tall, 1=dead (senescent), 3=some stems dead, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit in 1993,  

ted summer 1997 (4 plants) 
ll, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

eucaena greggii  88-0015  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (4 plants) 

me stems died due to rodent gnawing, healthy, vigorous,  
 flowers/fruit 

bits), flowers/fruit 
damaged, healthy, flowers/fruit 

a visco), some die-back 2-4' from stem tips 

mage, healthy 
ruit 

ypical for this species, fair  

h 1991 (1 plant)/March 1992 (1 plant) 

rowth, flowers/fruit 
994 (2) 15'/20' tall, healthy, vigorous growth, flowers/fruit 

ers/fruit 
s/fruit 

it, brittle stems can break in wind 

t 
a was burned but the fire was kept  

h, flowers/fruit 

hick, healthy, vigorous regrowth, no flowering 

2009 (3) 9’/ca. 25’/ca. 25’ tall, healthy, slow growth, 2 larger plants-flowers/fruit 
 
Indigofera sphaerocarpa  88-0059  Tucson (C
1990 (3) data missing 
1991 (3) data missing 
1992 (3) 3-4.5' tall, some twig die-back, healthy, vigorous but brittle stems, flower
1
  subsequently declined and died later in 1993-senescent 
 
Indigofera sphaerocarpa  88-0068
1990 (4) no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in 1990 
1991 (4) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1 (4 3-5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1
  these plants gradually declined and died in 1995-1996-senescent 
 
Indigofera sphaerocarpa  89-0379  Tucson (CAC field 3) – plan
2000 (4) 3=died in 1998-1999-cause undetermined, 1=5' ta
2004 (1) died ca. 2000-2001-short-lived 
 
L
1990 (4) no damage, healthy, flowers in 1990 
1991 (4) 5' tall, minor freeze damage, healthy, flowers 
1992 (4) 4.5-7' tall, minor stem tip damage, so
 
1993 (4) 5'-8' tall, some stems frozen, healthy (some stems girdled by rab
1994 (4) 5-8' tall, some stems frozen, others un
1997 (4) 5-12' tall, 2=healthy, 2=fair (shade from Acaci
2001 (4) 1=dead ca. 1998-cause undetermined, 3=7-14' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (3) 8-14' tall, no freeze da
2006 (3) 1=dead 2005-cause undetermined, 2=9’/13’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy some flowers/f
2007 (2) 8.5’/12’ tall, no freeze damage, some stems with die-back-apparently t
  condition 
 
Leucaena lanceolata  89-0032  Yuma – planted Marc
1991 (1) 6' tall, healthy, fast growth, flowers/fruit in fall 1991 
1992 (2) 5'/8' tall, healthy, fast growth, both=flowers/fruit 
1993 (2) 10'/14', healthy, vigorous g
1
1995 (2) 15'/18' tall, healthy, vigorous though little increase in height, flowers/fruit 
1996 (2) 18'/21' tall, healthy, moderate growth, flowers/fruit 
1997 (2) 20'/25' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, flow
1999 (2) 20'/25' tall, healthy, little height increase, flower
2000 (2) 20'/25' tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/fru
2001 (2) 27'/30' tall, healthy, moderate to rapid growth, flowers/fruit 
2002 (2) 27'/30' tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/frui
2004 (2) 1=appears to have died in 2004-cause undetermined-this are
  away from the trunk of this plant, 1=30' tall, healthy, slow growt
2005 (1) 27’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2006 (1) ca. 27’ tall, healthy, little apparent growth, flowers/fruit 
2007 (1) 27’ tall, stems froze back to 20’ from tips to limbs 5” t
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en coc anted May 1989 (3 plants) 

ck, vigorous regrowth, 
 flowers/fruit 

h, flowers/fruit 
owth, flowers/fruit 

t 

e before ripening 

ut no growth yet, 1=10’ tall, vigorous  

en coc

s growth, flowers/fruit 

994 (2) 30'/30' tall, healthy, extremely vigorous growth, flowers/fruit 

s volunteering in field are a problem 
se, flowers/fruit 

umerous volunteer seedlings are a major problem 
t 

th  

t 

lthy, flowers/fruit 

ear to have grown in past year, flowers/fruit 

e growth, minor browsing 

995 (2) 9'/10' tall, healthy, vigorous but slow height increase 

ering 
e 

 observed on these plants 
in size, no evidence of flowering 

wth, no flowering 

2008 (1) died in 2008-cause undetermined, had been recovering from 2007 freeze 
 
Leuca a leu ephala  88-0016  Tucson (CAC field 6) – pl
1990 (3) froze to near ground, vigorous regrowth 
1991 (3) 12' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
1992 (3) 15' tall, some stems froze back 8' from tip but others had only slight die-ba
 
1993 (3) 12-18' tall, froze to ground (to stems 5" in diameter), vigorous regrowt
1994 (3) 12-15' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regr
1997 (3) 15-20' tall, froze to ground, healthy, vigorous, flowers/frui
2001 (3) 1=dead 2001-drought, 2=8.5'/15 tall, freeze to ground each winter, healthy regrowth, some   
 flowering but pods usually freez
2004 (2) 12'/22' tall, froze to base-regrowing, fair condition-drought stress 
2006 (2) both froze to ground, 1=4.5’ tall, poor condition, base green b
  regrowth, healthy 
2007 (2) 4’/9’ tall, froze to base, both died-insufficient irrigation with repeated freezing 
 
Leuca a leu ephala  89-0031  Yuma – planted March 1991 (2 plants) 
1991 (2) both 10' tall, healthy, vigorous growth, flowers/fruit in fall 1991 
1992 (2) 15'/15' tall, healthy, vigorou
1993 (2) 20'/20' tall, healthy, vigorous growth, flowers/fruit 
1
1995 (2) 30'/30' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
1996 (2) 30'/30' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
1997 (2) 32'/35' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit-seedling
1999 (2) 30'/30' tall, healthy, vigorous but little height increa
2000 (2) 30'/30' tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/fruit 
2001 (2) 35'/35' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit, n
2002 (2) both ca. 40' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/frui
2004 (2) both ca. 40' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit, this species is a serious weed in areas wi
  sufficient moisture 
2005 (2) both ca. 40’ tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/frui
2006 (2) both ca. 40’ tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) both ca. 40’ tall, no apparent freeze damage, hea
2008 (2) both ca. 40’ tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/fruit 
2009 (2) both ca. 45’ tall, healthy, app
 
Leucaena pulverulenta  90-0382  Yuma – planted March 1992 (2 plants) 
1992 (2) 1=1' tall, fair condition-severe browsing, 1=4' tall, healthy, moderat
1993 (2) 4'/6' tall, healthy, moderate growth, some browsing 
1994 (2) 7.5'/9.5' tall, healthy, vigorous growth 
1
1996 (2) 12'/13' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
1997 (2) 14'/15' tall, healthy, slow growth, no evidence of flowering 
1999 (2) 15'/15' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2000 (2) 18'/18' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
2001 (2) 20'/20' tall, healthy, slow growth, no evidence of flow
2002 (2) 20'/20' tall, healthy, little change in siz
2004 (2) 25'/25' tall, healthy, moderate growth, no flowering has been
2005 (2) 25’/25’ tall, healthy, little change 
2006 (2) 22’/25’ tall, healthy, little apparent gro
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ze 
th in the past year 

1 plant) 

ers in 1994 
997 (1) 14' tall, froze back approx. 8' from stem tips (to limbs 2" in diameter), healthy, vigorous,  

gorous 
r, vigorous recovery 

en usa s) 

ng them to die - 1 plant  
 resprouting from base, flowers/some fruit 1991, flowers on 1 plant in 1992 

its 

en usa 7 (2 plants) 

004 ) lthy, flowers/fruit 

007 (2) 4.5’/6.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

en usa s) 

ll, girdled by rabbits-regrowing but   

994 (1) 7' tall, no freeze damage, girdled by rabbits, healthy regrowth from base 

 to  

 some dead stems typical for this species, flowers/fruit 
 damage, healthy with typical twig death 

lanted March 1992 (6 plants) 
 growth 

995 (6) 1=5' tall, fair condition-chlorotic, little growth, 5=8-11' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 
 

 tall, healthy, vigorous growth, flowers/fruit in 1996 
 tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 

-23' tall, healthy, little size increase, flowers/fruit 

2007 (2) 22’/25’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy but little change in si
2008 (2) both ca. 30’ tall, healthy, substantial grow
2009 (2) ca. 30’/ca. 35’ tall, healthy, height increasing, no evidence of flowering 
 
Leucaena pulverulenta  90-0382  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (
1993 (1) 3' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers 
1994 (1) 6.5' tall, froze to ground, rapid regrowth 
1995 (1) 8' tall, minor freeze damage with twig-tips killed, healthy, vigorous, flow
1
  flowers/fruit 
2001 (1) 16' tall, froze back to stems 1" in diameter, healthy, vi
2004 (1) 17' tall, froze back to stems 2" in diamete
2006 (1) 22’ tall, most stems froze back 1-2’ from tips, healthy, vigorous 
2007 (1) 20’ tall, froze back to limbs 3” thick, fair condition, healthy regrowth 
 
Leuca a ret  88-0017  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (2 plant
1990 (2) no freeze damage, healthy 
1991 (2) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in 1990 
1992 (2) 4' tall, no freeze damage, extensive gnawing girdled many stems causi
 
1993 (2) both plants died in 1992 due to girdling damage caused by rabb
 
Leuca a ret  90-0414  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 199
2000 (2) 2'/3.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, 1=flowers in spring 2000 
2 (2 1=3.5' tall, no freeze damage, fair condition, 1=6' tall, no freeze damage, hea
2006 (2) 4’/7’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2
 
Leuca a ret  04-0011  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted August 1991 (2 plant
1992 (2) data missing 
1993 (2) no freeze damage, 1=5' tall, healthy, flower, 1=3' ta
 subsequently died 
1
1995 (1) 6' tall, healthy, no freeze damage 
1997 (1) data missing 
2001 (1) data missing-this plant has been killed to the ground by rabbits several times and appears  have 
  been overlooked 
2004 (1) 5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
2006 (1) 6’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy but
2007 (1) 5.5’ tall, no freeze
 
Lonchocarpus capassa  90-0493  Yuma – p
1992 (6) 2-5' tall, healthy, slow to moderate
1993 (6) 3-7' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 
1994 (6) 5-11' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
1
1996 (6) 4-14' tall, fair (1) to good (5) condition, moderate growth
1997 (6) 1=5' tall, healthy but slow growth, 5=14-18'
1999 (6) 1=7.5' tall, healthy but slow growth, 5=15-23'
2000 (6) 1=8' tall, healthy, slow growth, 5=16
2001 (6) 1=9' tall, healthy, slow growth, 5=17-25' tall, healthy, slow growth, 3=flowers/fruit 
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, little change in size,  

ers/fruit,  
llent  

006 ) flowers/fruit 
 

008 ) flowers/fruit 
erate growth, 3=flowers/fruit 

004 (1) 2' tall, froze to ground, recovering 

mazing plant struggled for many years before dying 

plants) 
low growth 

995 (6) 1-9' tall, healthy, slow growth 

te growth, 2=flowers/fruit in 1996 
slow growth, 3=flowers/fruit 

, 3=flowers/fruit 
n size, 3=flowers/fruit 

ers/fruit 

ck to 1’ from tips and only minor leaf damage,  

est tree, 4=flowers/fruit 
4=flowers/fruit 

wr ii  8
ight die back, healthy 

993 (1) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 1=froze to ground, recovering, flowers/fruit 1992 

ma idu ts) 

o moderate growth 
996 (5) 6-17' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 

2002 (6) 1=9' tall, healthy, little or no growth, 5=17-25' tall, healthy
  3=flowers/fruit (other 2 to north may be shaded by the trees to south) 
2004 (6) 1=12' healthy, slow growth, 5=25-30' tall, healthy, moderate to fast growth, 3- flow
  despite their large leaves, these plants have done exceptionally well here and make exce
  shade trees with a dense canopy and have an attractive appearance 
2005 (6) 13’/17’/20’/25’/25’ tall, healthy, vigorous, 4 largest=flowers/fruit 
2 (6 14’/18’/25’/25’/25’/30’ tall, healthy, vigorous, 3 southern plants only=
2007 (6) 14’/18’/25’/25’/25’/30’ tall, some twigs froze back to 3’ from tips and foliage froze, healthy, 
  vigorous regrowth, 3=flowers/fruit 
2 (6 16’/20’/22’/28’/28’/30’ tall, healthy, recovered from 2007 freeze, 3=
2009 (6) 16’/ca. 28’/ca. 28’/ca. 30’/ca. 35’/ca. 35’ tall, healthy, slow to mod
 
Lonchocarpus capassa  90-0493  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (1 plant) 
1995 (1) 1.5' tall, froze to ground, chlorotic regrowth 
1997 (1) 2' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 
2001 (1) 2' tall, freezes to ground each winter, healthy growth-an amazing survivor 
2
2006 (1) 6” tall, froze to ground, new growth is chlorotic this year 
2007 (1) 1.5’ tall, died-froze and did not recover, this a
 
Lonchocarpus hermanii  90-0023  Yuma – planted March 1992 (3 plants)/January 1994 (3 
1992 (3) 6" -1.5' tall, fair to poor condition, s
1993 (3) all=3' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1994 (6) 1-7' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 
1
1996 (6) 1-10' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1997 (6) 1-14' tall, fair to good condition, slow to modera
1999 (6) 2-15' tall, fair to good condition, 
2000 (6) 2-18' tall, fair to good condition, slow to moderate growth, 4=flowers/fruit 
2001 (6) 2-20' tall, healthy, slow growth
2002 (6) 2-20' tall, healthy, little change i
2004 (6) 3-26' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, 3=flowers/fruit 
2005 (6) 3’/10’/14’/15’/17’/20’ tall, healthy, little change in size, 4=flow
2006 (6) 3’/12’/15’/17’/19’/22’ tall, healthy, slow growth, 5=flowers/fruit 
2007 (6) 1.5’/12’/15’/17’/19’/22’ tall, some stems froze ba
  healthy, 4=flowers/fruit 
2008 (6) 2’/12’/15’/18’/18’/30’ tall, healthy, substantial growth on larg
2009 (6) 6’/14’/15’/25’/25’/ca. 35’ tall, healthy, vigorous growth in the past year, 
 
Lotus ight 8-0039  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted May 1989 (8 plants) 
1990 (8) 3=dead-cause undetermined, 5=sl
1991 (5) froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
1992 (5) 3=dead-cause undetermined, 2=froze to ground, healthy regrowth, flowers/fruit 
1
1994 (1) dead-senescent? 
 
Lysilo  cand m  91-0249  Yuma – planted March 1993 (6 plan
1993 (6) 2-7' tall, healthy, moderate to fast growth 
1994 (6) 1=died in 1994-cause undetermined, 5=4-10' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
1995 (5) 5-13' tall, healthy, slow t
1
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ering 
owth 

rs/fruit in 2000 
hy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 

ll, healthy, moderate growth, perhaps some  

ned but trunk may have been scorched by fire,  
g  

lanted,  

12’/35’/35’ tall, healthy overall 
ng 

007 ) 2’  
 damage, 

7 with no damage, 1=15’ tall,  

 
Lysiloma divarica ucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (4 plants) 

992 )  regrowth 
growth 

994 (3) 6" tall, all dead-repeated browsing and freezing, and shade from adjacent trees 

m arica

th 

994 (4) 1.5-5' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 

1=flowers/fruit in 1995 
h, 2-flowers/fruit in 1996 

flowers/fruit 
derate growth, 3=flowers/fruit 

, 3=flowers/fruit 

 tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 

ma onii 10 plants) 
 

d, vigorous regrowth 
us, flowers/fruit in 1992 

993 (5) 4-6' tall, froze back to near ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
s/fruit 

rous, flowers/fruit 

1997 (5) 7.5-15' tall, healthy, slow growth, no evidence of flow
1999 (5) 1=8' tall/4=20' tall, healthy, slow to fast gr
2000 (5) 1=8.5' tall, healthy, slow growth, 4=24' tall, healthy, moderate growth, flowe
2001 (5) 1=10' tall, healthy, slow growth, 4=ca. 25' tall, healt
2002 (5) 1=10' tall, healthy, little size change, 4=30' ta
  flowers/fruits in summer 
2004 (5) 1=appears to have died in 2004-cause undetermi
  1=30' tall, poor condition-top is mostly dead-may have been damaged by fire, stems sproutin
  from base, 1=10' tall, fair condition, little apparent growth-perhaps j-rooted when p
  2=30' tall, healthy (no fire damage), little change in size, flowers/fruit 
2005 (5) 1=died-cause undetermined, 4=10’
2006 (4) 1=30’ tall, fair condition, 3=11’/12’/30’ tall, healthy, no apparent growth, no evidence of floweri
2 (4 highly variable response to freeze: 1=30’ tall, dead-apparently froze, 1=10’ tall, dead-froze, 1=1

tall, froze to base to stems 4” thick, healthy, vigorous regrowth, 1=30’ tall, no apparent freeze
healthy 

2008 (2) 1=dead-cause undetermined-30’ tall plant that had survived the 200
  healthy, vigorous growth following 2007 freeze 
2009 (1) 12’ tall, healthy, little growth 

tum  89-0067  T
1991 (4) to 5.5' tall, froze back to near ground, vigorous regrowth 
1 (4 1=dead-froze, 3=5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous
1993 (3) 4' tall, froze to ground, slow re
1
 
Lysilo a div tum  89-0067  Yuma – planted March 1991 (4 plants) 
1991 (4) all=2' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1992 (4) 1.5-2.5' tall, healthy, little or slow grow
1993 (4) 1-3' tall, fair to good condition, slow growth, some browsing 
1
1995 (4) 2-6' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1996 (4) 2-7.5' tall, healthy, slow growth, 
1997 (4) 2-8' tall, fair to good condition, slow growt
1999 (4) 4-11' tall, fair to good condition, slow to moderate growth, 3=
2000 (4) 6.5-13' tall, fair to good condition, slow to mo
2001 (4) 7-12' tall, healthy, slow growth
2002 (4) 8-12' tall, healthy, slow growth, 3=flowers/fruit 
2004 (4) 11-15' tall, healthy, slow growth, all=flowers/fruit 
2005 (4) 11’/12’/13’/15’ tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/fruit 
2006 (4) 12’/14’/16’/16’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2007 (4) 10’/12’ /17’/20’ tall, stems froze back to 1’ from
2008 (4) 13’/15’/15’/15’ tall, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2009 (4) 15’/18’/20’/20’ tall, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Lysilo  wats   88-0018  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted May 1989 (
1990 (10) 1=dead-froze, 9=froze to ground, healthy regrowth 
1991 (9) 4=removed, 5=3.5' tall, froze to near groun
1992 (5) 3-6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigoro
1
1994 (5) 4-7' tall, froze back 1-3' from stem tips, vigorous regrowth, flower
1997 (5) 4-9' tall, froze back 2-6' from stem tips, healthy, vigo
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wers/fruit 

-9’ from tips, healthy  

 little new growth, 1 plant 9’  
to stems 2.5” thick with  

anted August 1991/April 1992 
y) 

997 ew) 

lthy, flowers/fruit in spring 
995 (2) 3.5'-5' tall, no freeze damage, 1=healthy, flowers/fruit, 1=mostly dead-cause undetermined,  

a. 1996-cause undetermined. This species does not do well in heavy soils and  

ag orea
000 ) age, 1=died following flooding in July 1999, 1=died back following  

004 ) rhaps short-lived 

mer 1997 (3 plants) 

004 ) 

007 (3) 6’ tall mass, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

sa rata ts) 

ll, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth,  

94 (3) 8-11' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth, flower/fruit 

round, 2=dead-froze, 1=slow regrowth 
t plant 

sa rata 7 (3 plants)/2002 (2 plants) 
 tall, froze to ground,  

006 (3) 6’/7.5’/7.5’ tall, froze to ground, vigorous recovery, flowers/fruit 

ield 6) – planted April 1990 (4 plants) 
0, 1991 

2001 (5) 6-11' tall, some freeze damage, healthy, vigorous-many stems, flo
2004 (5) 5-13' tall, most stems froze to ½" in diameter, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (5) 5’/6’/6.5’/7.5’/12’ tall, considerable damage with stems frozen back 2
  regrowth, some flowers/fruit 
2007 (5) 3 plants (5’/5’/6’ tall) froze to base, 2 with vigorous regrowth and 1with
  tall froze to stems 1” thick, vigorous regrowth, healthy, 1 plant 11’ tall froze 
  some stems killed to ground, vigorous regrowth, healthy 
 
Macroptilium atropurpureum  s.n.  Tucson (CAC field 6) – pl
1993    (man freeze to ground in winter, vigorous regrowth and seedlings 
1 (f these gradually died out, perhaps due to insufficient irrigation. The last of these seem to have  
  disappeared ca. 1998 
 
Medicago arborea  90-0594  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted 1991 (2 plants) 
1992 (2) data missing 
1993 (2) 2'/4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, some browsing, flowers/fruit 
1994 (2) 3'/5' tall, no freeze damage, hea
1
  some growth from base 
1997 (2) both plants died c
  the plants were frequently browsed by rabbits. 
 
Medic o arb   90-0594  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (3 plants) 
2 (3 2'–2.5' tall, no freeze dam
  flooding but is recovering-subsequently died later in 2000, 1=healthy, vigorous 
2 (1 died ca. 2001-not adapted to heavy soils and pe
 
Mimosa aculeaticarpa var. biuncifera  89-0349  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted sum
2000 (3) 4-4.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit from 1999. 
2 (3 4-6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (3) 4’/5’/5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2
   
Mimo  aspe   90-0380  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted August 1991 (4 plan
1992 (4) data missing 
1993 (4) 1=dead-froze to ground and did not recover, 3=7-8' ta
  flowers/fruit in 1992, 1993 
19
1995 (3) 9-11' tall, froze to base, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
1997 (3) 5-8' tall, froze to g
2001 (1) dead and gone ca. 1998, froze to ground each winter, reduced irrigation may have finished las
 
Mimo  aspe   90-0380D  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 199
2000 (3) 2=dead-froze to ground in winter 1998-1999 and did not recover, 1=9'
  vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
2004 (1 + 2 replacements)  7-8' tall, froze to ground, vigorous recovery, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2
2007 (3) 6’/8’/9’ tall, froze to ground, vigorous recovery, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Mimosa distachya var. laxiflora  89-0293  Tucson (CAC f
1991 (4) 1=dead-froze, 3=to 5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 199
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 healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
 ground, healthy regrowth, 

 flowers/fruit 
owers/fruit 

uit 

k to 1’ from tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 

chy
ealthy, flowers/fruit from 1999 

ery, healthy, flowers/fruit 

007 (2) 7’/8’ tall, all outer stems froze back to 6’ from tips (to 1” thick), vigorous recovery 

sa carp

ts removed 

993 (5) 3-5' tall, some die-back in winter, healthy, vigorous growth, flowers/fruit 
uit 

ack 1-2" from tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 

ers/fruit 
05 

ems frozen back 1=2’ from  

sa carp

 back 1-3’ from tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 
007 (3) 6.5-7.5’ tall, stems froze back to near base (to 1.5” thick), vigorous regrowth 

sa ryan

 

997 (2) 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

wers/fruit 
cient irrigation (?),  

ruit 

sa ryan er 1997 (3 plants) 

, flowers/fruit 
it 

007 (3) 6.5’/7’/7’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

1992 (3) 1=died in 1991-cause undetermined, 2=6-8' tall, slight tip damage,
1993 (2) 7'/8' tall, severe freeze damage (stems killed to 1" in diameter), froze to
 
1994 (2) 7' tall, 1=stems froze back 1-3' from tips, 1=froze to ground, healthy regrowth, fl
1997 (2) 8' tall, 1=froze to ground, regrowing, 1=die-back 1-2" from stem tips, healthy, flowers/fr
2001 (2) 1=dead in 1999-gophers?, 1=6' tall, freezes to near ground each winter, flowers/fruit 
2004 (1) 6' tall, stems froze back 1' from tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (1) 7’ tall, stems froze bac
2007 (1) 7.5’ tall, froze to ground, died-cause undetermined as it has survived previous freezes 
 
Mimosa dista a var. laxiflora  90-0244  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (2 plants) 
2000 (2) 7' tall, stems froze back 1-6' from tips, vigorous regrowth, h
2004 (2) 7'/8' tall, most stems froze back to near ground, vigorous recov
2006 (2) 7’/8’ tall, some stems froze back to 2’ from tips, healthy, flowers/fruit in 2005 
2
 
Mimo  dyso a  88-0026  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted May 1989 (9 plants) 
1990 (9) no freeze damage, healthy 
1991 (9) 2-4' tall x to 6' spread, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit, 4 plan
1992 (5) 3-5' tall, some natural die-back of stems 1-1.5' from tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1
1994 (5) 3-5' tall, some stems killed back to 2' from tips, healthy, flowers/fr
1997 (5) 3-5' tall, some stems died b
2001 (5) 4-6' tall, 3 of original plants still alive + volunteers, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (8) 4-7' tall, 3 of original plants + volunteers, fair condition-drought stress, few flow
2006 (8) 3-7’ tall, stems froze back 1-3’ from tips, fair condition, flowers/fruit in 20
2007 (8) 3-6’ tall, several have died-drought stress, variable damage w/ some st
  tips, fair condition 
 
Mimo  dyso a  88-0026  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (3 plants) 
2000 (3) 6' tall, some stems froze back 2-4' from tips, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
2004 (3) 7-8' tall, no apparent freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (3) 6-7.5’ tall, most stems froze
2
 
Mimo  emo a  91-0231  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
1993 (2) 2'/2.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1994 (2) 3' tall by 5' wide, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in 1993, 1994
1995 (2) 4'/5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1
2001 (2) 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (2) 6'/8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flo
2006 (2) 5.5’/7.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy but with some dead stems-insuffi
  flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 6.5’/7’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/f
 
Mimo  emo a  91-0231  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summ
2000 (3) 4-5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit from 1999 
2004 (3) 7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy
2006 (3) 6.5’/7’/7’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fru
2
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a droi ) 
hy, flowers in 1994 

lant only, healthy, flowers/fruit 

004 (2) 6'/7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

sa droi  summer 1997 (3 plants) 
m 1999 

/fruit 
007 (3) 6’/7’/7.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

sa osa ants) 
efoliated, vigorous growth, flowers in  

995 (2) 8' tall, no freeze damage, vigorous, flowers/fruit-seedlings coming up in field 
umerous seedlings are 

amage, healthy, flowers/fruit-no new seedlings since irrigation was curtailed 
ngs continue to establish in field, flowers/fruit 

t 

sa osa

007 (2) 11’/11’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

a ami ) 

993 (1) 2' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

mage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
n due to browsing and drought 

rowsing and drought 
rowsing and drought stress 
rs 

a ami

imosa malacophylla  90-0415  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted March 1998 (2 plants) 

 
Mimos  ephe des  91-0487  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted 1994 (2 plants
1995 (2) 2.5' tall, minor freeze damage to stem tips, healt
1997 (2) 4'/5' tall, some stems froze back to 2' from tips on one p
2001 (2) 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2
2006 (2) 6.5’/7.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 6.5’/7’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Mimo  ephe des  91-0487D  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted
2000 (3) 5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit fro
2004 (3) 6-7.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (3) 6.5’/7.5’/7.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers
2
 
Mimo  farin   91-0482  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 pl
1993 (2) 2' tall, some die-back of stems to 1/8" in diameter, d
  spring 1993 
1994 (2) 5'/7' tall; no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1
1997 (2) 10'/11' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit-n
  germinating in the field 
2001 (2) 12'/13' tall, no freeze d
2004 (2) 14'/17' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, some seedli
2006 (2) 13’/16’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, some surviving seedlings, flowers/frui
2007 (2) 11’/14’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Mimo  farin   91-0482D  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (2 plants) 
2000 (2) 6.5'/7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit from 1999 
2004 (2) 10' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 10’/11’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2
 
Mimos  grah i  88-0036  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (1 plant
1990 (1) no freeze damage 
1991 (1) 2' tall, no freeze damage, flowers/fruit 
1992 (1) 2' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1
1994 (1) 2' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1997 (1) 3' tall, no freeze da
2001 (1) 1' tall, no freeze damage, poor conditio
2004 (1) 1' tall, no freeze damage, fair condition due to b
2006 (1) 1’ tall, no freeze damage, fair condition due to b
2007 (1) 8” tall, apparently died-drought stress and gophe
 
Mimos  grah i  88-0036  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (1 plant) 
2000 (1) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in spring 2000  
2004 (1) died ca. 2001-cause undetermined 
 
M
2000 (2) 3'/4' tall, froze to ground, healthy, vigorous recovery 
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fruit 
overy, healthy, flowers/fruit in 2005 

007 (2) 4’ tall mass, froze to ground, vigorous recovery, healthy 

sa eri 

995 (3) 10-13' tall, healthy, moderate growth, flowers/fruit 

it 

rs/fruit 
ndance each year 

/fruit 
fruit 
/fruit 

 to 4’ from tips, all=healthy,  

flowers/fruit 

sa illos
age but leaves browned-out in winter, vigorous, flowers/fruit 

fruit 
997 (4) 20' wide, brown-out with cold, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 

reas, some flowers 

rhaps too much shade 

sa illos lants) 

wers/fruit 

007 (4) mass 10’ x 20’, stems brown out in winter, vigorous growth, flowers/fruit 

sa i  8

994 (2) 6.5'/9' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
ed sprawling thickets, both=flowers/fruits in 1995 

rs/fruit 
rs/fruit 

le height increase, flowers/fruit 
owers/fruit 

 

2004 (2) 6' tall, most stems froze to ground, vigorous recovery, healthy, flowers/
2006 (2) 6’ tall, froze to ground, vigorous rec
2
 
Mimo  palm  90-0022  Yuma – planted March 1992 (3 plants) 
1992 (3) 4-6.5' tall, healthy, moderate to fast growth 
1993 (3) 7-9' tall, healthy, vigorous, all=flowers/fruit in 1993 
1994 (3) 7.5-11' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
1
1996 (3) 11-15' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
1997 (3) 12-15' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fru
1999 (3) 14-17' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2000 (3) 14-17' tall, healthy, little size increase, flowe
2001 (3) 15-18' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit in abu
2002 (3) 15-20' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2004 (3) 15-20' tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers
2005 (3) 15’/18’/20’ tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/
2006 (3) 15’/15’/15’ tall, healthy, no apparent growth, flowers
2007 (3) 2=15’/16’ tall, no apparent freeze damage, 1=18’ tall, stems froze back
  flowers/fruit 
2008 (3) 16’/17’/20’ tall, healthy, recovered from 2007 freeze, 
2009 (3) 16’/17’/20’ tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/fruit 
 
Mimo  strig a  90-0513  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (4 plants) 
1993 (4) 8' across, no stem dam
1994 (4) 15' across, no freeze damage, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
1995 (4) 25' across, brown-out in winter, healthy, vigorous, flowers/
1
2001 (4) mostly died out from drought but small patches persist in shaded a
2004 (4) small but healthy patches persist in shaded areas 
2006 (4) appears to have died out-insufficient irrigation and pe
 
Mimo  strig a  90-0513  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (4 p
2000 (4) 8-10' across, stems brown out in winter, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (4) 15' across, stems brown out in winter, healthy, flo
2006 (4) mass 15’ across, stems brown out in winter, vigorous growth, flowers/fruit 
2
 
Mimo  xant 9-0038  Yuma – planted March 1991 (2 plants) 
1991 (2) 1.5'/2' tall, healthy, spreading growth habit 
1992 (2) 2.5'/6' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
1993 (2) 5'/8' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
1
1995 (2) 8'/8' tall, healthy, slow growth-these have form
1996 (2) 10'/12' tall, healthy, moderate growth, flowe
1997 (2) 9'/11' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowe
1999 (2) 10'/11' tall, healthy, vigorous but litt
2000 (2) 10'/12' tall, healthy, little change in size, fl
2001 (2) 6'/9' tall, fair to good condition, smaller due to heavy pruning to remove Baccharis shrubs  
  growing within these plants, flowers/fruit 
2002 (2) 6'/9' tall, healthy, slow growth, 1=flowers/fruit
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007 ) ick, healthy regrowth 
no flowering 
ring 

sa 89-0

 

997 (1) 10' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers 
ers may have killed it 

sa s.n. 

it in 1995 

997 (2) 10'/10' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
rs/fruit 

owth, flowers/fruit-several seedlings nearby 
ers/fruit 

/fruit 
lowers/fruit 
uit 

wering 

ul ricea

ll=flowers in 1993 and 1=fruit 

995 (4) 3.5-7' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
ive multiple-stemmed shrubs 

onsible, 2=5'/9' tall, healthy, slow growth,  

ps short-lived 

ni esce

s, slow recovery 

997 (4) apparently died out-cause undetermined but seems to need regular irrigation. Plants may also  

ia ttii   1989 (3 plants) 
age, vigorous growth 

992 ) 

2004 (2) 8'/9' tall, healthy, slow growth, 1=flowers/fruit 
2005 (2) 8’/9’ tall, healthy, little change in size, 1=flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 7’/8’ tall, healthy, no apparent growth, both-flowers/fruit 
2 (2 5’/7’ tall, stems froze to base to stems 2” th
2008 (2) 6’/9’ tall, healthy, recovered from 2007 freeze, 
2009 (2) 7’/8’ tall, healthy, little change in size, no flowe
 
Mimo  sp.  107  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1991 (1 plant) 
1993 (1) 7' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth 
1994 (1) 8' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth, flowers in summer 1993
1995 (1) 8' tall, froze to ground, resprouting, flowers 
1
2001 (1) dead and missing ca. 1999-cause undetermined but goph
 
Mimo  sp.   Yuma – planted March 1994 (2 plants) 
1994 (2) 6'/6' tall, healthy, vigorous 
1995 (2) 8'/8' tall, healthy, moderate growth, both=flowers/fru
1996 (2) 9'/10' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
1
1999 (2) 10'/11' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowe
2000 (2) 10'/12' tall, healthy, slow gr
2001 (2) 8'/11' tall, healthy, somewhat smaller due to broken stems, flow
2002 (2) 8'/11' tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers
2004 (2) 8'/11' tall, healthy, no apparent change in size, f
2005 (2) 8’/11’ tall, healthy, no change in size, flowers/fr
2006 (2) 12’/14’ tall, healthy, moderate growth, flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 10’/11’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2008 (2) 11’/12’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2009 (2) 12’/13’ tall, fair condition-both plants appear stressed, no flo
 
Mund ea se   91-0072  Yuma – planted March 1992 (4 plants) 
1992 (4) 2-3' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 
1993 (4) 2.5-5.5' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, a
1994 (4) 3-5' tall, healthy, moderate growth, flowers/fruit 
1
1996 (4) 4-8' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit, attract
1997 (4) 2=died in 1996-gophers may have been resp
  1=flowers/fruit 
1999 (2) last 2 plants died in 1998/1999-gophers and perha
 
Neptu a pub ns  90-0508  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (4 plants) 
1993 (4) 10' across, stems partially froze, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
1994 (4) 10' across, killed back to root
1995 (4) data missing 
1
  have been smothered by adjacent Mimosa strigillosa. 
 
Nissol  scho 88-0088  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June
1990 (3) minor freeze dam
1991 (3) vines to 3' long, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
1 (3 froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
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993 (3) froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, rodent problems-1=dead in 1993 
ers 

d by rabbits and this may have killed them 

ia ttii  r 1997 (6 plants) 

overy, flowers/fruit 
a nearby shrub. 

993 (1) 4' tall, some stem tips frozen (to 1/8" in diameter), healthy 

inor freeze damage to twigs, healthy 
cent years 

ack 1-4” from tips, healthy 

 b osa

996 (2) 1'/1' tall, poor to fair condition, no growth 
lthy but no growth 

 
hese may have had poor roots when planted 

993 (4) 9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

flowers/fruit 
y, flowers/fruit 

flowers/fruit 
ers/fruit 

so ) – planted April 1990 (2 plants) 

 
er), 1=minor freeze damage  

 (stems killed to ¼" in diameter), healthy regrowth 

y, vigorous, flowers/fruit 

1
1994 (2) 2' across, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, browsed, no flow
1997 (2) dead-these plants were regularly browse
 
Nissol  scho 89-0406  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summe
2000 (6) froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (6) 5=dead-missing-cause undetermined, 1=froze to ground, healthy rec
2006 (1) apparently dead, but a volunteer plant with flowers and fruit was present in 2010 on 
 
Olneya tesota  89-0152  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted September 1989 (1 plant) 
1990 (1) no freeze damage, healthy 
1991 (1) 14" tall, minor freeze damage, healthy 
1992 (1) 3.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous 
1
1994 (1) 6' tall, twig die-back to 1' from tip, healthy 
1997 (1) 12' tall, foliage froze and m
2001 (1) 18' tall, healthy, no freeze damage in re
2004 (1) 20' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
2006 (1) 19’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, first flowers 2006 
2007 (1) 18’ tall, leaves froze and some stems froze b
 
Parkia iglob   91-0446  Yuma – planted March 1993 (2 plants) 
1993 (2) 1' tall, fair condition, no growth 
1994 (2) 6"/1' tall, poor condition, no growth 
1995 (2) 1'/1' tall, poor condition, no growth 
1
1997 (2) 1=died in 1997-cause undetermined, 1=1' tall, hea
1999 (1) 6" tall, poor condition-declining 
2000 (1) 6" tall, poor condition-still struggling
2001 (1) died in 2001 after a heroic struggle-t
 
Parkinsonia florida  88-0084  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (4 plants) 
1990 (4) no freeze damage, healthy 
1991 (4) 4-7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1992 (4) 8-9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, first flowers/fruit 1991 
1
1994 (4) 10-11' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1997 (4) 14-17' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, 
2001 (4) 13-20' tall, no freeze damage, health
2004 (4) 14-20' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (4) 12’/13’/15’/15’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, 
2007 (4) 12’/14’/17’/19’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flow
 
Parkin nia praecox subsp. praecox  89-0137  Tucson (CAC field 6
1991 (2) 2.5' tall x 4' spread, no freeze damage, healthy 
1992 (2) 5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, first flowers in 1992
1993 (2) 6'/7' tall, 1=severe freeze damage (stems killed to 1" in diamet
 
1994 (2) 6'/8' tall, very minor freeze damage to a few twigs, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1997 (2) 12'/17' tall, minor (6") freeze tip damage, health
2001 (2) 14'/15' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
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006 ) t 
 

son tember 1989 (6 plants) 

 flowers in 1992 
993 (6) 3-7' tall, 2=minor twig damage, 2=moderate freeze damage (stems killed to ¼" in diameter),  

mage, 3=no damage, healthy 
s froze back 1-3' from tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 

7- 

004 ) 
tems-cause undetermined, fair condition,  

 

so texan
 

994 ) 
997 (2) 4'/7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

, flowers/fruit 
ral dead stems, flowers/fruit 

it 

so texa ) – planted 1994 (2 plants) 

vere browsing, 1=5' tall, healthy, some  
 browsing, flowers/fruit 

flowers/fruit 
it  

AC field 6) – planted August 1991 (2 plants) 

ers 

995 (2) 15' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 

, vigorous, flowers/fruit 

uit 

ho  afri

2004 (2) 18' tall, some stems froze back 6" from tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2 (2 14’/16’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/frui
2007 (2) 16’/19’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit, 1 volunteer seedling
 
Parkinsonia x orae  89-0110  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Sep
1990 (6) no freeze damage, healthy 
1991 (6) 8"-3' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1992 (6) 2-7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, some vigorous/some not vigorous, first
1
  2=severe freeze damage (stems killed to 3" in diameter), recovering 
1994 (6) 2-7.5' tall, 3=minor twig da
1997 (6) 2.5-11' tall, some stems of some plant
2001 (6) 1=dead ca. 1998-cause undetermined but had low vigor-perhaps rootbound when planted, 5=
  14' tall, no freeze damage, healthy-fair condition, flowers/fruit 
2 (5 7-20' tall, some stems froze back to 2' from tips, healthy 
2006 (5) 8’/11’/11’/14’/17’ tall, no freeze damage but some dead s
  flowers/fruit 
2007 (5) 1=11’ tall, died-apparently froze, 1=11’ tall, main stem died-cause undetermined, flowers/fruit, 
  3=7’/11’/15’ tall, some stems tips died back, healthy 
 
Parkin nia a subsp. macra  90-0381  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1991 (2 plants) 
1992 (2) 2' tall, no freeze damage, healthy
1993 (2) 2' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but browsed 
1 (2 2'/3' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but browsed 
1
2001 (2) 7'/8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (2) 8'/9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy
2006 (2) 8’/9’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy overall but 1 plant has seve
2007 (2) 8’/9.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fru
 
Parkin nia na subsp. texana  90-0378  Tucson (CAC field 6
1995 (2) 8"/1' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1997 (2) 3'/4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2001 (2) No freeze damage, 1=6" tall, poor condition due to se
 
2004 (2) 2.5'/7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 3’/7’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, 
2007 (2) 8’/9.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fru
 
Parkinsonia x 'Desert Museum'  s.n.  Tucson (C
1992 (2) no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous 
1993 (2) 7'/8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flow
1994 (2) 11' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1
1997 (2) 20' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2001 (2) ca. 25' tall, no freeze damage, healthy
2004 (2) ca. 30' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 25’/25’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fr
2007 (2) 30’/30’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Peltop rum canum  90-0494  Yuma – planted March 1992 (4 plants) 
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browsing 

995 (4) 6-9' tall, healthy, slow growth, all=flowers/fruit in 1995 

rs/fruit, dense foliage w/ many stems from base 
ers/fruit 

ers/fruit this year 
/fruit 

eavy fruit set 

ll-flowers/fruit 

t year, flowers/fruit 
t 

ho  afri nt) 

997 (1) 9.5' tall, froze to ground, healthy, vigorous 

rous regrowth 
vigorous regrowth 

ho  afri h 1998  (2 plants) 
owth, healthy 

tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 
lowers/fruits in 2005 

007 (2) 12’/14’ tall, all foliage froze, 1=stems froze back to 1’ from tips, 1=stems froze back to 6’ from tips  

994 ) 12-20' tall, healthy, slow to fast growth 
995 (3) 11-17' tall, healthy, slow growth 

th large leaves at the ends of the sparse  

 slow to moderate growth 

, slow to fast growth 
ts at this site 

uit 

1992 (4) 2-3' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, 1=minor 
1993 (4) 2.5-6.5' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth 
1994 (4) 7-9' tall, healthy, moderate to fast growth 
1
1996 (4) 9-12' tall, healthy, moderate growth, flowers/fruit 
1997 (4) 9-12' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
1999 (4) 10-12' tall, healthy, slow height increase, flowe
2000 (4) 10-12' tall, healthy, little size increase, flow
2001 (4) 12-15' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, only 2=flow
2002 (4) 12-15' tall, healthy, little change in size, 3=flowers
2004 (4) 16-19' tall, healthy, slow growth, all=flowers/h
2005 (4) 14’/16’/17’/18’ tall, healthy, little change in size, 3=flowers/fruit 
2006 (4) 14’/16’/17’/18’ tall, healthy, little apparent growth, a
2007 (4) 14’/16’/18’/20’ tall, no apparent freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2008 (4) 20’/25’/25’/25’ tall, healthy, substantial growth in the pas
2009 (4) 20’/22’/22’/25’ tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/frui
 
Peltop rum canum  90-0494  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (1 pla
1993 (1) 5.5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 
1994 (1) 8' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 
1995 (1) 8' tall, minor freeze damage to stem tips, healthy, vigorous 
1
2001 (1) 6' tall, freezes to ground each winter, healthy, vigorous 
2004 (1) 8' tall, froze to base, healthy recovery 
2006 (1) 9’ tall, froze to ground, fair condition, vigo
2007 (1) 7.5’ tall, froze to ground (to stems 1” thick), fair condition, 
 
Peltop rum canum  91-0132  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted Marc
2000 (2) 4'/5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regr
2004 (2) 9' tall, foliage killed and some stems froze back to 2' from 
2006 (2) 13’/14’ tall, 1=no freeze damage, 1=stems froze back to 1’ from tips, healthy, f
2
  (to stems 2” thick), vigorous regrowth 
 
Peltophorum dubium  91-0154  Yuma – planted March 1992 (4 plants) 
1992 (4) 2.5-7' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
1993 (4) 1=4' tall, fair condition, slow growth, 3=13-14' tall, healthy, vigorous growth 
1 (4 1=died in 1994-cause undetermined, 3=
1
1996 (3) 15-20' tall, healthy, moderate growth, unusual trees wi
  branches 
1997 (3) 18-22' tall, fair to good condition, moderate growth, no evidence of flowering 
1999 (3) 15-17' tall, fair to good condition (1 plant partially tipped over), slow growth 
2000 (3) 15-20' tall, fair to good condition,
2001 (3) 15-20' tall, fair to good condition (1 has some sunburn on bark), little overall change in size 
2002 (3) 18-25' tall, healthy
2004 (3) 20-25' tall, healthy, slow growth, no flowering has been observed on these plan
2005 (3) 22’/24’/28’ tall, healthy, slow growth, 1=flowers 
2006 (3) all ca. 25’ tall, healthy, little change in size, 1=flowers 
2007 (3) all ca. 25’ tall, no apparent freeze damage, healthy, little growth 
2008 (3) ca. 25’/25’/30’ tall, healthy, 1=flowers/fr
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ia is  8 ant) 

994 (1) 4.5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 
hy 

r, healthy, vigorous regrowth 
y, recovering 

very, healthy 
hick, vigorous recovery, healthy 

ia ula

999 (1) 4' tall, healthy, slow growth 

ie-back-cause undetermined 
ed 

el ed March 1991 (2 plants) 

ined but may have been waterlogged from water leaking  
 from adjacent irrigation canal, 1=16' tall, healthy, vigorous 

vigorous 
s/fruit in 1995 

 low-hanging branches, flowers/fruit 

re a maintenance issue 

it 
unteering beneath canopy 

 from tips to stems 1” thick, healthy, vigorous regrowth 
e past year, flowers/fruit 
wers/fruit 

el m u

997 (1) 7' tall, healthy, slow growth with many stems growing downward and forming a thicket 

e, flowers/fruit 

e, flowers/fruit 

2009 (3) ca. 35’/ca. 35’/ca. 40’ tall, healthy, vigorous growth in the past year, no flowering 
 
Piscid moll 9-0044  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (1 pl
1990 (1) moderate freeze damage, vigorous regrowth 
1991 (1) 3' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 
1992 (1) 5' tall, minor stem tip damage (to 6" from tips), healthy, vigorous 
1
1997 (1) 9' tall, froze back 6' from stem tips, vigorous regrowth, healt
2001 (1) 8' tall, considerable freeze damage each winte
2004 (1) 9' tall, stems froze to 2" in diameter, health
2006 (1) 8’ tall, froze back 1-3’ from tips (to stems ½” thick), vigorous reco
2007 (1) 8.5’ tall, froze to main trunks (to stems 3.5” t
 
Piscid piscip   93-0018  Yuma – planted February 1995 (1 plant) 
1995 (1) 2.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1996 (1) 2.5' tall, healthy, little growth 
1997 (1) 2' tall, fair condition, little growth 
1
2000 (1) 4' tall, healthy, no apparent growth 
2001 (1) 3' tall, fair condition w/ some d
2002 (1) died in 2002-cause undetermin
 
Pithec lobium dulce  89-0046  Yuma – plant
1991 (2) 7' tall, healthy, vigorous growth 
1992 (2) 11'/12' tall, healthy, vigorous 
1993 (2) 1=died in fall 1993-cause undeterm
 
1994 (1) 15' tall, healthy except for a major trunk that split out, 
1995 (1) 20' tall, healthy, vigorous, flower
1996 (1) 22' tall, healthy, vigorous with
1997 (1) 28' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
1999 (1) 25' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit-numerous seedlings 
2000 (1) 25' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit, low-hanging branches a
2001 (1) 25' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
2002 (1) ca. 30' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
2004 (1) ca. 30' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fru
2005 (1) ca. 30’ tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/fruit, seedlings vol
2006 (1) ca. 30’ tall, healthy, little apparent change in size but vigorous, flowers/fruit 
2007 (1) ca. 30’ tall, many stems froze back to 3’
2008 (1) ca. 40’ tall, healthy, substantial growth in th
2009 (1) ca. 35’ tall, healthy, little change in size, flo
 
Pithec lobiu nguis-cati  93-0012  Yuma – planted March 1994 (1 plant) 
1994 (1) 4' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
1995 (1) 3.5' tall, healthy, slow growth but spreading outward 
1996 (1) 6' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
1
1999 (1) 7' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit in 1999 
2000 (1) 7' tall, healthy, little change in siz
2001 (1) 9' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2002 (1) 9' tall, healthy, little change in siz
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nded form with arching stems 
owth, flowers/fruit 

id um g
althy 

fruit in 1993, 1994 
 

997 (3) 6-7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

ondition-many dead stems due to  

s/fruit 

is nis  ) 

 vertical growth and moderate lateral growth 
y 

999 (2) 8.5'/9.5' tall, healthy, moderate growth 
owers/fruit in 2000 

r condition, 1=13' tall, healthy, slow growth but  

 
wth, 1=16' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 

nge in size, no flowers 
rs 

007 )  damage to twig tips, fair condition, little apparent growth 

pis   89

g and thorny 
s 

993 (4) 12-14' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
4 

flowers/fruit 

eaves drying/falling, limbs splitting and  

s have died, flowers/fruit 

is dulo

s/fruit in 1991, 1992 

2004 (1) 11' tall, healthy, slow growth, no evidence of flowering this year 
2005 (1) 9’ tall, healthy, little growth, flowers/fruit 
2006 (1) 12’ tall, healthy, flowers/fruit, this plant has a mou
2007 (1) 13’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, slow gr
2008 (1) 15’ tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2009 (1) 18’ tall, healthy, moderate growth, flowers/fruit 
 
Prosop astr lobosum  92-0014  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted August 1992 (4 plants) 
1993 (4) 1=dead-cuase undetermined, 3=1-1.5' tall, no freeze damage, he
1994 (3) 3-4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/
1995 (3) 4-6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit
1
2001 (3) 6-8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (3) 5-7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (3) 4’/6’/6’ tall, no freeze damage, 2=healthy, flowers/fruit, 1=fair c
  shade from Acacia salicina, some flowers/fruit 
2007 (3) 4.5’/5.5’/7’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flower
 
Prosop  affi 93-0068  Yuma – planted February 1995 (2 plants
1995 (2) 1'/3' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1996 (2) 3'/5' tall x 10' spread on the ground, healthy, slow
1997 (2) 5'/7' tall, healthy, slow upward growth but spreading laterall
1
2000 (2) 8.5'/11' tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth, 1=fl
2001 (2) 1=5' tall following heavy pruning, fai
  developing into a tree 
2002 (2) 1=5', poor condition, little growth, 1=14', healthy, slow growth
2004 (2) 1=4' tall, fair condition, no apparent gro
2005 (2) 1=4’ tall, fair condition, no change in size, 1=14’ tall, healthy, little cha
2006 (2) 1=4’ tall, poor condition, declining, 1=13’ tall, healthy, little apparent growth, no flowe
2 (2 3’/12’ tall, minor freeze
2008 (2) 6’/13’ tall, fair condition with some growth 
2009 (2) 5’/11’ tall, fair condition, no apparent growth 
 
Proso  alba -0109  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (4 plants) 
1990 (4) no freeze damage, healthy 
1991 (4) 6-8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, spreadin
1992 (4) 12-14' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorou
1
1994 (4) 15' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in 1993, 199
1997 (4) 20-25' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, 
2001 (4) 20-25' tall, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (4) 22-24' tall, no freeze damage, 2=dying-disease (l
  oozing), 2=healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (4) 25-30’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy overall though some limb
2007 (4) 18-26’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Prosop  glan sa var. torreyana  89-0049  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (4 plants) 
1990 (4) no freeze damage, healthy 
1991 (4) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1992 (4) 8-9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flower
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993 (4) 9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

flowers/fruit 
thy, flowers/fruit 

e damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
/fruit 

is dulo – planted April 1990 (2 plants) 

994 (2) 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, first flowers/fruit 1994 

y, flowers/fruit 
hy, flowers/fruit 
thy, flowers/fruit 

pis igat 1 (1 plant) 

995 (1) 7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, weeping growth habit 

ealthy 

rst flowers in 2006 

is a  9 anted July 1992 (2 plants) 

 from base, 1=healthy 
freeze damage, healthy, vigorous 

997 (1) 10' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

 

is esce e 1989 (5 plants) 
s 

ers/fruit 
igorous, flowers/fruit, many seedlings coming up in field 

993 (5) 14-16' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

, flowers/fruit 
' tall, no freeze damage, fair condition,  

h some dead limbs-drought stress, flowers/fruit 

1
1994 (4) 9-12' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1997 (4) 14-18' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, 
2001 (4) 15-19' tall, no freeze damage, heal
2004 (4) 20-22' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but drought stressed, flowers/fruit 
2006 (4) 1=removed in 2005, 3=21’/22’/24’ tall, no freez
2007 (3) 15’/18’/19’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers
 
Prosop  glan sa var. torreyana  89-0156  Tucson (CAC field 6) 
1991 (2) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1992 (2) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1993 (2) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1
1997 (2) 8'/10' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
2001 (2) 11'/12' tall, no freeze damage, health
2004 (2) 9'/10' tall, no freeze damage, healt
2006 (2) 9’/10’ tall, no freeze damage, heal
2007 (2) 9’/11’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Proso  laev a  90-0440  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 199
1992 (1) no freeze damage, healthy 
1993 (1) 3.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1994 (1) 5.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1
1997 (1) 11' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
2001 (1) 17' tall, no freeze damage, h
2004 (1) 20' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
2006 (1) 22’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, fi
2007 (1) 25’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
 
Prosop  nigr 2-0052  Tucson (CAC field 6) – pl
1993 (2) 2' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1994 (2) 4'/5' tall, no freeze damage, 1=girdled by rabbits-regrowth
1995 (2) 1=dead-rabbit damage, 1=7' tall, no 
1
2001 (1) 12' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (1) 15' tall, no freeze damage, healthy
2006 (1) 14’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, no flowers 
2007 (1) 17’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
 
Prosop  pub ns  89-0051  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Jun
1990 (5) no freeze damage, healthy, vigorou
1991 (5) 8-11' tall, no damage, extremely vigorous, flow
1992 (5) 15' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, v
1
1994 (5) 15-18' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1997 (5) 20-25' tall, no freeze damage, healthy
2001 (5) 2=died in 1999-cause undetermined (drought?), 3=15-20
  flowers/fruit 
2004 (3) 18-20' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (3) 16’/19’/20’ tall, no freeze damage, fair condition wit
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 much of canopy dead-insufficient irrigation,  

is reptans  planted April 1994 (5 plants) 

ny) 
001 any) ith numerous plants from root suckers, flowers/fruit 
004 (many) 1' tall, no freeze damage, healthy-continuing to spread by root suckers, flowers/fruit 

ny) eading further, flowers/fruit 

pis
ruit from 1998 

04-root suckers have spread  

006 (many) original plants removed but root suckers continue to spread and appear in new areas, and are difficult  

y) 

pis
eze damage to twigs 

althy but slow growth 
994 (2) 2'/4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but very slow growth 

 but no new growth 
fall 1998-possible drought stress though the plant  

g for several years-may have been root bound. 

is tina ants) 

992 ) 
993 (2) 10'/11' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

flowers/fruit 
y, flowers/fruit 

pril 1990 (2 plants)/September 1990 (2  
 

ers/fruit in 1991, 1=8" tall (from  
 replant), healthy, 2 other plants died shortly after planting 

(2) 3'/7' tall, minor twig tip burn only, healthy, flowers/fruit 
twig tip burn only, healthy, flowers/fruit 

001 ) jor twig die-out, flowers/fruit 

2007 (3) 20-25’ tall, no freeze damage, 2=poor condition with
  1=healthy but no flowers in 2007 
 
Prosop var. cinerascens  90-0376  Tucson (CAC field 6) –
1995 (5) 1' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers 
1997 (ma 1' tall, no freeze damage, healthy-several plants from root suckers, flowers/fruit 
2 (m 1' tall, no freeze damage, healthy w
2
2006 (many) 1.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy and spreading, flowers/fruit 
2007 (ma 1.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy and spr
 
Proso  reptans var. cinerascens  90-0376  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (10 plants) 
2000 (10) 1-1.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy-spreading vigorously by root suckers, flowers/f
2004 (10 + root suckers) 1-1.5' tall, no freeze damage, removal in progress in 20
  over 50' from original plants, flowers/fruit 
2
  to eradicate 
2007 (man root suckers continue to appear despite physical removal and use of herbicides, no freeze damage,  
  vigorous, flowers/fruits 
 
Proso  tamarugo  89-0119  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (2 plants) 
1991 (2) 1.5'/2.5' tall, some fre
1992 (2) 3' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1993 (2) 2.5'/3.5' tall, no freeze damage, he
1
1997 (2) 1=dead in spring 1997-cause undetermined, 1=5' tall, fair condition
1999 (1) 3' tall, some die-back then died in summer-
  was in poor condition and declinin
 
Prosop  velu   88-0085  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (2 pl
1990 (2) no freeze damage, healthy 
1991 (2) 3'/6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1 (2 10' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, first flowers in 1992 
1
1994 (2) 11'/13' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1997 (2) 12'/16' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, 
2001 (2) 13'/19' tall, no freeze damage, health
2004 (2) 14'/20' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 15’/22’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 12’/18’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Psorothamnus spinosus  89-0185  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted A
plants)
1990 () data missing 
1991 (2) 1=2.5' tall, healthy (from original planting), first flow
 
1992 (2) 3'/6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
1993 
1994 (2) 7.5'/9' tall, minor 
1997 (2) 12' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2 (2 12'/14' tall, no freeze damage, healthy though periods of ma
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out (drought?), few flowers/fruit 
ie-back-this seems to be a typical condition,  

’tall, fair condition with major die-out of twigs 

ined, 1= 11' tall, no freeze damage, died suddenly in June 2004  

006 (1) root sucker 3’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

991 ) 

994 (4) 10-15' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 

th, flowers/fruit 
owth, flowers/fruit 

ble die-back of small branches, flowers/fruit 
y have been senescent, 3=18-20' tall, poor to good  

no information on flowering 
 tall, fair to good condition, no information  

ng  

005 ) 

 

009 ) s 

ar luce

995 (1) 6' tall, healthy, slow growth 

tractive upright growth with rounded crown 
, appears to have flower buds 

 increase, gophers are tunneling near this plant 
 also have had a bad root system, never fruited, and attractive  

tens  6) – planted August 1991 (2 plants) 

995 ) , healthy, vigorous 

2004 (2) 12'/13' tall, no freeze damage, fair condition-major twig die-
2006 (2) 8’/10’ tall, no freeze damage, fair condition-major twig d
  flowers/fruit in 2005 
2007 (2) 1=6.5’ tall, mostly dead-cause undetermined, 1=8
 
Psorothamnus spinosus  89-0185  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (2 plants) 
2000 (2) 4.5'/7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit from 1999 
2004 (2) 1 died ca. 2001-cause undeterm
  while flowering-cause undetermined, root sucker developing fall 2004 
2
2007 (1) 4.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers in June 2007 
 
Psorothamnus spinosus  90-0684  Yuma – planted March 1991 (4 plants) 
1 (4 all=4' tall, healthy, vigorous 
1992 (4) 6-7' tall, healthy, vigorous 
1993 (4) 7.5-10' tall, healthy, vigorous, all=flowers/fruit in 1993 
1
1995 (4) 12-17' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
1996 (4) 12-18' tall, healthy, slow grow
1997 (4) 14-19' tall, healthy, slow gr
1999 (4) 12-19' tall, healthy, little height increase, flowers/fruit 
2000 (4) 12-19' tall, fair to good condition-considera
2001 (4) 1=died in 2001-cause undetermined but ma
  condition, little growth w/ significant die-back, 
2002 (3) 1=4' tall, poor condition, mostly dead, 2=18-20'
  on flowering 
2004 (3) 1=died in 2003-senescent?, 1=died in 2004-senescent?, 1=20' tall, poor condition-declini
  with much die-back, some live stems with new growth 
2 (1 8’ tall, fair condition, some vigorous new growth 
2006 (1) 12’ tall, healthy, regenerating well after major dieback 
2007 (1) 8’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy
2008 (1) 11’ tall, healthy though has never recovered to previous size 
2 (1 11’ tall, fair condition, low vigor with areas of dead twig
 
Pteroc pus ns  91-0014  Yuma – planted March 1992 (1 plant) 
1992 (1) 2.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1993 (1) 4' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1994 (1) 4.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1
1996 (1) 7' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1997 (1) 9' tall, healthy, slow growth, at
1999 (1) 10' tall, healthy, slow growth
2000 (1) 12' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2001 (1) 12' tall, fair condition, no size
2002 (1) 12' tall, killed by gophers-may
  tree worthy of further evaluation 
 
Pterogyne ni  90-0358  Tucson (CAC field
1993 (2) 2.5' tall, froze to ground (1" diameter trunk), healthy regrowth 
1994 (2) 3' tall, froze to ground, 1=vigorous regrowth, 1=barely growing 
1 (2 1.5'/7' tall, minor twig freeze-back
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997 (2) 6'/10' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth 
erves further evaluation 

tens 
lthy, slow growth 
low growth 

w vigor 
996 (1) 2.5' tall, fair condition, slow growth 

 likely root-bound when planted 

o change in size 

a m  6) – planted April 1993 (3 plants) 
age, healthy 

lthy 
001 (2) 3'/6.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit from 1998 

t stress?, flowers/fruit 
fficient irrigation,  

ing from inner stems, fair condition, no flowers 

 
egrowth, flowers/fruit 

 fruit 
993 (7) 3=dead-cause undetermined, 4=froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 

ngs), flowers/fruit 
993 (4) froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 

growth, flowers/fruit 

993 ( ) data missing 

1
1999 (2) both plants dead-killed by gophers-an attractive small tree that des
 
Pterogyne ni  90-0358  Yuma – planted March 1993 (2 plants) 
1993 (2) 1=4" tall, poor condition, little growth, 1=1.5' tall, hea
1994 (2) 1=4" tall, fair condition, no growth, 1-2' tall, healthy, s
1995 (2) 1-died in 1995-cause undetermined but may have had poor roots, 1=2' tall, fair condition-lo
1
1997 (1) 2.5' tall, fair condition, little apparent growth 
1999 (1) 2' tall, fair condition, no apparent growth 
2000 (1) 2' tall, fair condition, no apparent growth 
2001 (1) 2' tall, healthy, little change in size 
2002 (1) 2' tall, healthy, no apparent growth 
2004 (1) 3' tall, healthy, slow growth, these plants were
2005 (1) 3’ tall, apparently healthy but no growth 
2006 (1) 4’ tall, healthy, slow growth 
2007 (1) 4’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, n
2008 (1) 6’ tall, healthy, slow growth 
2009 (1) 7.5’ tall, healthy, slow growth 
 
Retam reata 92-0084  Tucson (CAC field 
1994 (3) 1=died summer 1993-cause undetermined, 2=1' tall, no freeze dam
1995 (2) 2.5'/2.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1997 (2) 2'/4' tall, no freeze damage, hea
2
2004 (2) 3'/7' tall, no freeze damage, 1=healthy, 1=fair condition-drough
2006 (2) 3.5’/6.5’ tall, no freeze damage, fair condition-considerable die-back due to insu
  few flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 3’/6.5’ tall, outer stems dead-regrow
 
Rhynchosia edulis  88-0050  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (11 plants) 
1990 (11) froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, 1=died-cause undetermined 
1991 (10) froze to ground, vigorous r
1992 (10) 3=dead-cause undetermined, 7=froze to ground, healthy, vigorous regrowth, flowers/
1
1994  (4) 2' across, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
1997 (4) all dead by 1997-insufficient irrigation or senescence? 
 
Rhynchosia precatoria  88-0073  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (4 plants) 
1990 (4) 2=dead-cause undetermined, 2=minor freeze damage, vigorous growth 
1991 (2) froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
1992 (4) froze to ground, vigorous regrowth (2 new plants-seedli
1
1994 (2) 2=dead-cause undetermined, 2=2' across, froze to ground, vigorous re
1997 (2) all dead by 1997-insufficient irrigation or senescence? 
 
Rhynchosia pyramidalis  89-0052  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (2 plants) 
1990 (2) froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 
1991 (2) froze to ground, regrowing, flowers/fruit 
1992 ( ) data missing 
1
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r senescence? 

 Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (6 plants) 
igorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 

cinerascens, 1=froze to  

006 (1) large mass freezes to the ground in winter, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 

enn
990 ) 

ers/fruit 
993 (3) froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 

ers/fruit 
owers/fruit 

lowers/fruit 

enn planted summer 1997 (6 plants) 

s reptans var. cinerascens, 1+volunteer plants,  

006 (1) mass freezes to ground in winter, vigorous regrowth, healthy, flowers/fruit 

ia neomexi
990 ) 

ge, healthy,  vigorous  

993 (1) 16' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers 

ealthy, flowers/fruit 

ia pseudoac July 1992 (2 plants) 
orous 

997 (1) 20' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 since irrigation reduced  

 drought stress, flowers/fruit 
derably due to insufficient irrigation 

ient irrigation, flowers 

obinia   92-0 y 1992 (2 plants) 

1994 (1) 2' across, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
1997 (1) died by 1997-insufficient irrigation o
 
Rhynchosia pyramidalis  89-0052 
2000 (6) froze to ground, v
2004 (6) 5=dead ca. 2003 due to efforts to remove Prosopis reptans var. 
  ground, vigorous growth, flowers/fruit 
2
2007 (1) mass freezes to ground in winter, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
 
Rhynchosia s a var. texana  88-0070  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (3 plants) 
1 (3 froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 
1991 (3) froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
1992 (3) froze to ground, vigorous regrowth – twining stems to 4' long, flow
1
1994 (2) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 2=2' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth, flow
1997 (2) froze to ground, healthy, vigorous, fl
2001 (2) freezes to ground each winter, healthy, vigorous, f
 
Rhynchosia s a var. texana  88-0070  Tucson (CAC field 3) – 
2000 (6) froze to ground, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
2004 (6) 5=dead in 2003 due to efforts to remove Prosopi
  froze to ground, vigorous growth, flowers/fruit 
2
2007 (1 + 1 volunteer) mass froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Robin cana  88-0076  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (4 plants)/June 1990 (1 plant) 
1 (4 no freeze damage, healthy 
1991 (5) 4 original plants died in 1990-cause undetermined, 1=8' tall, no freeze dama
1992 (1) 15' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers in spring 1992-no fruit 
1
1994 (1) 15' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1997 (1) 20' tall, no freeze damage, h
2001 (1) 20' tall, healthy but lost some limbs due to drought, little growth, flowers/fruit 
2004 (1) declined and died during 2002 due to insufficient irrigation 
 
Robin acia  90-0200  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted 
1993 (2) 1=6" tall, 1=5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vig
1994 (2) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 1=15' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1995 (1) 18' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous 
1
2001 (1) 18' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers only in 2001, lower vigor
  but made it through 1999-2000 drought 
2004 (1) 12' tall, no freeze damage, fair condition-significant die-back due to
2006 (1) 13’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy but has died back consi
2007 (1) 11’ tall, no freeze damage, fair condition-insuffic
 
R  sp. 031  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Jul
1993 (2) 4'/5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy (leafcutter bee damage), vigorous 
1994 (2) 9'/15' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit in spring 1994 
1995 (2) 10'/15' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
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997 (2) 14'/15' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
r vigor since irrigation reduced but  

=healthy but low  

freeze damage, healthy but some die-back due  

uit 

ed December 1995 (4 plants) 

growth 

000 (3) 2-3' tall, fair to good condition, little change in size 

 
ar 

=5’/9’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

te growth, developing into attractive small trees 

nk stric 991 (6 plants) 

etermined, 2=froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 

995 (2) 1' tall, froze to ground, resprouting 
y have finished them off 

 a lla 
in 1993 

, flowers/fruit in spring 1994 

997 (2) 4'/4.5' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 a lla 
ecover, 1=1.5' tall, froze to  

 
en 

997 ) 

004 (1) 8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit, one volunteer seedling from 2002-2003 
fruit 

 a a  9 1998 (1 plant)/2002 (2 plants - 91-0486D) 

1
2001 (2) 13'/17' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit, lowe
  made it through 1999-2000 drought 
2004 (2) no freeze damage, 1=12' tall, poor condition-much die-back due to drought, 1
  vigor, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 1=died in 2005-insufficient irrigation, 1=16’ tall, no 
  to insufficient irrigation, flowers/fruit 
2007 (1) 17’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fr
 
Schotia brachypetala  95-0022  Yuma – plant
1996 (4) 1=died in 1996-cause undetermined, 3=1.5-2.5' tall, fair to good condition, slow growth 
1997 (3) 2-2.5' tall, fair to good condition, slow 
1999 (3) 2-3' tall, fair to good condition, slow growth 
2
2001 (3) 2-2.5' tall, fair to good condition, no apparent growth 
2002 (3) 2-3' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2004 (3) 3.5-7' tall, healthy, slow growth 
2005 (3) 6’/7’/8’ tall, healthy, slow to moderate growth
2006 (3) 6.5’/7’/8’ tall, healthy, little change in size in past ye
2007 (3) 1=6.5’ tall, stems froze back to 1’ from tips, healthy, 2
2008 (3) data missing 
2009 (3) 7’/9’/15’ tall, healthy, slow to modera
 
Schra ia hi ina  90-0511  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted August 1
1992 (6) data missing 
1993 (6) 4=dead-cause und
1994 (2) 1' tall, healthy but some browsing, flowers in 1993, 1994 
1
1997 (2) dead-missing-cause undetermined but animal damage and freezing ma
 
Senna ciphy  90-0150  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (2 plants) 
1993 (2) 1.5' tall, minor freeze die-back, healthy, vigorous, flowers 
1994 (2) 3' tall, healthy, slight freeze damage
1995 (2) 3' tall, minor freeze damage to stem tips and foliage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1
 
Senna ciphy  90-0150  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted March 1998 (3 plants) 
2000 (3) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 1=dead-froze to ground and did not r
  ground except 1 stem which was undamaged, healthy, flowers/fruit in 2000
2004 (1) died ca. 2001-cause undetermined but may have froz
 
Senna aphylla  91-0486  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted 1994 (1 plant) 
1995 (1) 3' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, first flowers/fruit in 1994 
1 (1 6' tall, minor freeze damage to stem tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2001 (1) 9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2
2006 (1) 7.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, masses of flowers/
2007 (1) 8.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Senna phyll 1-0486  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted March 
2001 (3) 5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit from 1999 
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ealthy, flowers/fruit 
007 (3) 7’/8’/8’ tall, 10% of stems froze back to 2” from tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 

 a a   
irst flowers/fruit in 1992 

ass flowering in spring  

995 (2) 5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
s/fruit 

e damage, healthy, masses of flowers/fruit 
ruit 

isioid  (4 plants) 
ring 1990 

t 
94 (4) 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

s. This area has become shady  
e plants 

g-sparse stems and foliage, 

o freeze damage, fair condition-too much  

007 ) rowth 

  90-0262  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (3 plants) 

per portion of plants and some stem tips killed, healthy, flowers/fruit 

007 (3) 7’ tall, most foliage and many twigs and some major stems froze, recovering, flowers/fruit 

isioi nted 1990 (4 plants) 

ers/fruit in 1991, 1992 

994 (4) 7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
t 

ition-some decline w/ dead stems, flowers/fruit 
eeze damage, healthy,  

aining original plant=5’ tall, no  freeze damage,  

AC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (3 plants) 

2004 (3) 5-6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (3) 7’/8’/8’ tall, no freeze damage, vigorous growth, h
2
 
Senna phyll s.n.  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
1993 (2) 2' tall, stems frozen back 2-6" from tips, healthy, f
1994 (2) 3' tall, minor freeze damage to stem tips, healthy, flowers in fall 1993, m
  1994/fruit 
1
1997 (2) 7' tall, minor freeze damage to stem tips, healthy, flower
2001 (2) 6'/7' tall, no freeze damage, fair condition with some dead stems, flowers/fruit 
2004 (2) 8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 6.5’/8’ tall, no freez
2007 (2) 7’/8.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/f
 
Senna artem es subsp. xartemisioides  88-0007  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989
1990 (4) slight freeze damage, healthy, first flowers in sp
1991 (4) 3' tall, minor freeze damage, flowers/fruit 
1992 (4) 5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/frui
19
1997 (4) 7' tall, minor stem  tip die-back, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2001 (4) 2=dead by 1998-shade, 2=3'/4' tall, poor with few live stem
  which may have lead to the decline of thes
2004 (2) 5.5'/6' tall, no freeze damage, poor condition due to shadin
  1=flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 1=died in 2006-most likely too much shade, 1=6’ tall, n
  shade, flowers/fruit 
2 (1 6.5’ tall, froze to base, poor condition with weak reg
 
Senna artemisioides subsp. xartemisioides
2000 (3) 5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
2004 (3) 7-8' tall, foliage frozen on up
2006 (3) 7’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2
 
Senna artem des subsp. filifolia  89-0100  Tucson (CAC field 6) – pla
1991 (4) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1992 (4) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flow
1993 (4) 5-6' tall, minor foliar and stem tip damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1
1997 (4) 1=dead-blew over ca. 1996, 3=9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/frui
2001 (3) 6-9' tall, no freeze damage, fair cond
2004 (3) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 2 original plants + 1 volunteer=5' tall, no fr
  healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (3) 1 original plant died-cause undetermined, 1 rem
  flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 4.5’/5.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Senna artemisioides subsp. filifolia  89-0100  Tucson (C
2000 (3) 5-6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
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age, healthy, flowers/fruit 

007 (3) 6.5’/7.5’/8’ tall, minor damage to foliage and a few stems froze back to 2’ from tips, healthy,  

isioid C field 6) – planted April 1993 (4 plants) 
 from base 

d, healthy growth 
001 (3) 1-1.5' tall, freeze to ground each winter, fair-poor condition 

owth 

isioid – planted summer 1997 (2 plants) 

, slow growth 
althy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 

999 (1) 3' tall, healthy, little size increase, flowers/fruit 

uit 

uit 

isioi ield 6) – planted April 1991 (4 plants) 
ruit killed by freeze) 

er), healthy regrowth, flowers/fruit 1992 
th, flowers fall 1993 

997 (4) 3=died ca. 1996-repeated freezing, 1=1.5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 

isioi

wers/fruit 
993 (8) 4' tall, severe freeze damage (stems killed to 1/4" in diameter), vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 

rotected by  

 recovery 
ced vigor due to limited irrigation,  

ers/fruit 
e, flowers/fruit 

2004 (3) 4-9' tall, no freeze dam
2006 (3) 6’/8’/8’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2
  flowers/fruit 
 
Senna artem es subsp. hamersleyensis  91-0404  Tucson (CA
1994 (4) 1' tall, all froze to ground; 1=dead-froze, 3=recovering
1995 (3) 1.5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, 1=flowers/fruit in 1995 
1997 (3) 1.5' tall, froze to groun
2
2004 (3) 1=dead ca. 2002-drought and freezing, 2=2' tall, froze to ground, fair condition, recovering 
2006 (2) 2’/2’ tall, froze to ground, fair condition, recovering 
2007 (2) 1=died-cause undetermined, 1=1.5’ tall, froze to ground, healthy regr
 
Senna artem es subsp. hamersleyensis  91-0404  Tucson (CAC field 3) 
2000 (2) 1=dead, froze to ground and did not recover, 1=2.5' tall, froze to ground, slow recovery,  
  flowers/fruit in 1999 
2004 (1) 2' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 
 
Senna artemisioides subsp. helmsii  90-0157  Yuma – planted February 1995 (2 plants) 
1995 (2) 2'/2' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers in fall of 1995 
1996 (2) 2'/3' tall, fair to good condition
1997 (2) 1=died in 1996-cause undetermined, 1=3' tall, he
1
2000 (1) 3.5' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2001 (1) 4' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2002 (1) 4' tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/fr
2004 (1) 1' tall, poor condition-mostly dead-cause undetermined 
2005 (1) 4’ tall, recovered to healthy condition, flowers/fr
2006 (1) died during 2006-cause undetermined 
 
Senna artem des subsp. oligophylla  90-0161  Tucson (CAC f
1992 (4) 2' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit in 1991 (f
1993 (4) 2' tall, froze to ground (stems killed to 1/3" in diamet
1994 (4) 2.5' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrow
1
2001 (1) dead by 1999-cause undetermined (gophers?) 
 
Senna artem des subsp. petiolaris  88-0010  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (8 plants) 
1990 (8) slight freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in 1990 
1991 (8) 3' tall, some freeze damage, healthy, flower/fruit 
1992 (8) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flo
1
1994 (8) 3-4.5' tall, some froze considerably (2' back from stem tips), others minor damage (p
  trees), healthy, flowers/fruit 
1997 (8) 4-6.5' tall, froze to near ground, healthy, vigorous
2001 (8) 4=dead by 1999-2000-shade, 4=5-7' tall, healthy-fair-redu
  flowers/fruit 
2004 (4) 1=dead-shading?, 3=freeze damage to foliage and some stem tips, poor condition due to  
  shading from adjacent plants, few flow
2006 (3) 5’/5’/6’ tall, no freeze damage, fair condition-too much shad
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isioi
000 ) ers/fruit 

 tips, healthy  

006 (2) 6.5’/8’ tall, stems froze back to 1’ from tips, vigorous recovery, healthy, flowers/fruit 
ng, fair  

ick killed, healthy regrowth 

cson (CAC field 6) – planted  April 1990 (3 plants) 

993 ) rs/fruit 
994 (3) 4' tall, some stems killed to ground, other stems slightly damage; flowers/fruit 

t recover 

isioi
1 ) 

 back up to 4' from tips, healthy  

004 (2) 4'/7.5' tall, foliage frozen and most stems froze back 2-3' from tips, healthy recovery, flowers/fruit 

4’/7’ tall, froze-killed (stems to 3” thick froze) 

ield 6) – planted April 1991 (3 plants) 

997 (3) dead-cause undetermined but may have been too cold 

isioi d 1994 (3 plants) 

/fruit 
004 (3) 6-7' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

o freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

 a ria  

994 (1) 7.5' tall, healthy, moderate growth 

flowers/fruit in 1999 
rs/fruit 

t growth, flowers/fruit 

2007 (3) 5’/5’/5’ tall, foliage froze and some twigs froze, fair condition, flowers/fruit 
 
Senna artem des subsp. petiolaris  88-0010  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (2 plants) 
2 (2 5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, flow
2004 (2) 7.5' tall, foliage mostly frozen and most stems of 1 plant froze back to 3' from
  recovery, flowers/fruit 
2
2007 (2) 6’/7.5’ tall, all foliage killed, 1=froze to near base with stems to 1” thick killed, recoveri
  condition, 1=froze back 1-3’ from tips with stems to ½” th
 
Senna artemisioides subsp. xsturtii  89-0169  Tu
1991 (3) 1.5' tall, froze to ground, healthy, regrowing 
1992 (3) 3.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in 1992 
1 (3 4' tall, froze to near ground (stems killed to 6mm in diameter), vigorous regrowth, flowe
1
1997 (3) 6' tall, froze to ground, vigorous recovery, flowers/fruit 
2001 (3) dead by 2000-winter freezing/drought, did no
 
Senna artem des subsp. xsturtii  89-0169  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (1 plant)/summer  
1998 ( plant
2000 (2) 1.5'/6' tall, severe freeze damage with many stems killed
  recovery, larger plant=flowers/fruit 
2
2006 (2) 5’/7’ tall, froze to base, weak recovery, flowers/fruit in 2005 
2007 (2) 
 
Senna artemisioides subsp. xsturtii  90-0154  Tucson (CAC f
1992 (3) 2-2.5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers in 1991 
1993 (3) 2' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers in 1992 
1994 (3) 2-2.5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 
1
 
Senna artem des subsp. zygophylla  91-0147  Tucson (CAC field 6) – plante
1995 (3) data missing 
1997 (3) 3-4' tall, froze to ground, healthy recovery 
2001 (3) 4-6' tall, no subsequent freeze damage, healthy, flowers
2
2006 (3) 6.5’/7’/8’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (3) 6.5’/8’/8.5’ tall, n
 
Senna toma 89-0015  Yuma – planted March 1991 (1 plant) 
1991 (1) 1.25' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1992 (1) 3' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1993 (1) 4.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1
1995 (1) 7' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1996 (1) 7' tall, healthy but little growth 
1997 (1) 8' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1999 (1) 9.5' tall, healthy, slow growth, 
2000 (1) 11' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowe
2001 (1) 10' tall, healthy, little apparen
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fruit 
wth, flowers/fruit 

ers/fruit 
 thick, healthy, vigorous regrowth 

7 freeze, no flowering 

 c is  (5 plants) 

ny) lings, flowers/fruit 
ny) /fruit 

994 (many) 1-6' tall, numerous seedlings, some healthy, some declining, flowers/fruit 

ny) 
rs/fruit 

ealthy, flowers/fruit 

8 7 (6 plants) 

 
l overy, flowers/fruit 

007 (several volunteers) short-lived, froze to base, recovering, healthy, flowers/fruit 

 c bosa
ze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

hy regrowth, flowers/fruit 
994 (2) 1=dead-undetermined causes, 2=4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

 c a  91 4 (2 plants) 

flowers/fruit 
004 (1) 6' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth, flowers/fruit 

 c a  9 2 plants) 
ase 
h, healthy 

001 (1) 4' tall, freezes to ground each winter, healthy but some drought stress, flowers/fruit 

 c a  9 98 (3 plants)/2002 (1 plant) 

t 

2002 (1) 11' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/
2004 (1) 17' tall, healthy, moderate gro
2005 (1) 20’ tall, healthy, moderate growth, flowers/fruit 
2006 (1) 17’ tall, healthy, little apparent growth, flow
2007 (1) 10’ tall, stems froze back to 12’ from tips to stems 3”
2008 (1) 20’ tall, healthy, mostly recovered from 200
2009 (1) 25’ tall, healthy, vigorous growth, no flowering 
 
Senna onfin 89-0014  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 
1991 (5) 5' tall, minor freeze damage, vigorous, rust fungus on herbage in fall 1990, flowers/fruit 
1992 (ma 5' tall, died to ground, original plants dead (senescence), many seed
1993 (ma 3' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth, flowers
1
1997 (many) 3-4' tall, froze back to near ground, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2001 (ma all dead-short lived and did not reseed during drought 
2004 (few) a few plants continue to volunteer, freezing back to the ground in winter, healthy, flowe
2006 (few) a few plants still coming up in area of original plants, h
2007 (few) froze to base-recovering, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Senna confinis  9-0014D  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 199
2000 (6) all original plants dead–short-lived + waterlogging in July 1999, some seedlings 
2004 (many) froze to base, healthy recovery, flowers/fruit 
2006 (severa volunteers) short-lived, froze to base, healthy rec
2
 
Senna orym   89-0102  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (4 plants) 
1991 (4) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 3=2' tall, no free
1992 (3) 3.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1993 (3) 3,5' tall, moderate freeze damage (stems killed to ¼" in diameter), healt
1
1997 (2) declined and died by 1996-senescent? 
 
Senna ostat -0400  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 199
1995 (2) 1=died in 1994-cause undetermined, 1=3.5' tall, froze to base, healthy regrowth 
1997 (1) 4.5' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
2001 (1) freezes to ground each winter, healthy, 
2
2006 (1) 6’ tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth, flowers/fruit 
2007 (1) 6’ tall, froze to ground (to stems ½“ tall), healthy growth, flowers/fruit 
 
Senna ostat 1-0402  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (
1994 (2) 2.5' tall, froze to ground, resprouting vigorously from b
1995 (2) 4' tall, froze to ground, 1=dead-froze, 1=vigorous growt
1997 (1) 5.5' tall, froze to ground, healthy, vigorous growth 
2
2004 (1) 5' tall, froze to ground, healthy recovery, flowers/fruit 
2006 (1) 4’ tall, died-cause undetermined 
 
Senna ostat 1-0400D  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted March 19
2000 (3) 4' tall, froze to ground, 1=dead-froze, 2=vigorous recovery, healthy 
2004 (3) 3-5' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth, flowers/frui
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rous regrowth, healthy, flowers/fruit 
007 (3) 4’/5.5’/6.5’ tall, froze to ground (to stems ¼” thick), vigorous regrowth, healthy, flowers/fruit 

 c i  89

ny) any seedlings, healthy,  

993 (20+) 1' tall, some die-back in winter, healthy, flowers/fruit 

ny) lthy, flowers/fruit 

ed in the field 
 fruit 

e 

, healthy and flowers/fruit prior to dying, new seedlings  

006 (many) reseeding, healthy, flowers/fruit 

n (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (10 plants) 
d, flowers/fruit in 1998,1999, several seedlings 

/fruit 
ed 

g (2 plants) 

o ¼" in diameter), vigorous regrowth 
) wth 

997 (2) 3' tall, 1=dead-froze; 1=froze to ground, poor regrowth, subsequently died 

 va 0 plants) 
 
 , soot evident on stems, flowers/fruit, 2=removed  

992 (6) 6' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit, 2 more plants removed in late 1991 

growth, flowers/fruit 

ing, vigorous reseeder-volunteer plants removed 

 va mmer 1997 (4 plants) 
gorous regrowth, healthy,  

006 (3) 4-4.5’ tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, healthy, flowers/fruit 

d 6) – planted April 1994 (1 plant) 

2006 (3) 3’/5’/7’ tall, froze to ground, vigo
2
 
Senna ovesi -0312  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (6 plants) 
1991 (6) 1.5' tall, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1992 (ma 1.5' tall, die-back in winter, original plants mostly dead (short-lived) - m
  flowers/fruit 
1
1994 (@12) 1' tall, some freeze-back, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1997 (ma 1-2' tall, no freeze damage, hea
2001 (many) all plants in this area have died out-short-lived + shade, reseeded elsewhere in field 
2004 (many) plants continue to rese
2006 (many) plants continue to reseed in the field, healthy, flowers/
2007 (many) volunteer plants continue to thrive and reproduc
 
Senna covesii  90-0433  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (10 plants) 
2000 (10) all died in summer 1999-waterlogging
  emerging 
2004 (many) reseeding, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2
2007 (many) reseeding, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Senna durangensis  96-0104  Tucso
2000 (10) original plants all dead–short-live
2004 (several) some reseeding, healthy, flowers
2006  appears to have died out–short-liv
 
Senna glutinosa subsp. ferraria  90-0155  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planting data missin
1992 (2) 18" tall as of June 1992, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, healthy 
1993 (2) 2.5' tall, froze to ground (stems killed t
1994 (2 2' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regro
1
 
Senna hirsuta r. glaberrima  88-0061  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted May 1989 (1
1990 (10) froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 
1991 (10) 5-7' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth
  in 1991 
1
1993 (6) 6' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
1994 (6) 5-7' tall, froze to ground, vigorous re
1997 (6) 4-6' tall, froze to ground, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit 
2001 (6) all dead-age/shad
 
Senna hirsuta r. glaberrima  88-0061  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted su
2000 (4) 2=dead in 1999-cause undetermined, 2=froze to ground, vi
  flowers/fruit in 1999 
2004 (2) 4' tall, froze to ground, vigorous growth, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2
2007 (2) 4’ tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Senna holwayana  92-0069  Tucson (CAC fiel
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9 (6 plants) 
owers/fruits in 1990 

5'tall, froze back, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
ous regrowth, healthy, flowers/fruit 

993 (5) 6-7' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
ngs in field) 

ny) ng 
ny) oved 

997 (3 plants) 
s  

006 (many) 4-6’ tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 

enna m rilandic 92 (4 plants) 
roze to ground and presumed dead 

997 (1) data missing 

ground, healthy, vigorous regrowth, apparently overlooked in previous years 
ound, recovering 

0 lanted March 1992 (2 plants)/ March 1993 (2 plants) 
moderate growth, flowers in fall 1992 

, flowers/fruit 
995 (4) 4-6' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 

 growth, 1=6' tall, slow growth,  

ers/fruit 
nge, flowers/fruit 

t 

, some increase in size, flowers/fruit 

wers/fruit 
lthy, flowers/fruit 

 p   9 planted April 1993 (4 plants) 

1995 (1) 3' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth 
1997 (1) 4.5' tall, froze to ground, healthy 
2001 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined 
 
Senna lindheimeriana  89-0056  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted September 198
1990 (6) minor freeze damge, healthy, vigorous, fl
1991 (6) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 5=4.
1992 (5) 6-8' tall, died to ground in winter, vigor
1
1994 (5) 5-6' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit, (numerous seedli
1997 (ma 6' tall, froze to ground, vigorous, healthy, flowers/fruit, widely reseedi
2001 (ma all original plants gone-short-lived? + gophers, widely reseeded but many of these rem
 
Senna lindheimeriana  91-0451  Tucson, (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1
2000 (3) 2=died-cause undetermined but apparently short-lived, 1=3' tall, froze to ground, vigorou
  regrowth, flowers/fruit, several volunteer seedlings 
2004 (many) to 3' tall, froze to ground, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2
2007 (several) 4-5’ tall, froze to base, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
 
S a a  91-0430  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 19
1993 (4) 3=dead-froze to ground and did not recover, 1=f
1994 (1) data missing 
1995 (1) data missing 
1
2001 (1) data missing 
2004 (1) data missing 
2006 (1) 7.5’ tall, froze to 
2007 (1) 3’ tall, froze to gr
 
Senna pallida  9 -0351  Yuma – p
1992 (2) 4'/5' tall, healthy, 
1993 (4) 2-4.5' tall, healthy, slow growth, 2 larger plants =flowers/fruit 
1994 (4) 3.5-6' tall, healthy, moderate growth
1
1996 (4) 3-6' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
1997 (4) 2=killed in 1996 by gophers, 1=3' tall, fair condition, slow
  flowers/fruit 
1999 (2) 3'/4' tall, fair condition, little apparent growth, flow
2000 (2) 3'/4' tall, fair to good condition, little size cha
2001 (2) 2'/4' tall, healthy, little size change, flowers/frui
2002 (2) 3'/4' tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/fruit 
2004 (2) 4'/5' tall, fair condition
2005 (2) 2’/4’ tall, healthy, smaller this year, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 4’/5’ tall, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 2’/3’ tall, stems froze to base, healthy growth, flo
2008 (2) 1=dead in 2008-cause undetermined, 1=4.5’ tall, hea
2009 (2) 5’ tall, fair condition, little growth, no flowering 
 
Senna allida 0-0351  Tucson (CAC field 6) – 
1994 (4) 4' tall, froze to ground, vigorous recovery, flowers/fruit 
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rs/fruit 
001 (4) 3-5' tall, freeze to ground each winter, healthy but some drought stress, flowers/fruit 

s/fruit 
fruit 

 p   9

und, healthy regrowth,  
 flowers/fruit 

nted April 1991 (4 plants) 

ze damage (stems killed to ½" in diameter), healthy regrowth, flowers/fruit 

997 (2) 2=died 1996-cause undetermined (age?), 2=7-10' tall, dead-froze (short-lived?) 

 p tha 
e damage, healthy, flowers/fruit from 1999 

enna polyantha  91-0008  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted August 1991 (4 plants) 

m tips, healthy, flowers/fruit in 1994 
995 (3) 3-6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous; flowers/fruit 

cause undetermined, 2=3'/7' tall, some freeze damage in winter, healthy  

t 

 field 6) – planted July 1992 (5 plants) 
owth, flowers/fruit in 1992 

 in field 
ny) ts around field 

997 (many) healthy, flowers/fruit, plants continue to volunteer in field 
t 

ny) 

ngs, flowers/fruit 

007 (hundreds) reseeding, some stems froze, healthy, flowers/fruit 

1995 (4) 4.5-7' tall, froze to ground, vigorous recovery, flowers/fruit 
1997 (4) 6-7' tall, froze to ground, healthy, vigorous, flowe
2
2004 (4) 5-6' tall, froze to ground, healthy but drought-stressed, flower
2006 (4) 4’/5’/5’/6’ tall, froze to ground, healthy growth, flowers/
2007 (4) 4.5-6’ tall, froze to ground, 2=dead-froze, 2=weak regrowth 
 
Senna allida 0-0351 (4)  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (4 plants) 
2000 (4) 3.5-6' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth, flowers/fruit 
2004 (4) 5-6.5' tall, froze to ground, healthy regrowth, flowers/fruit 
2006 (4) 1=4’ tall, dead-cause undetermined, 3=4.5’/5.5’6’ tall, froze to gro
 
2007 (3) 4’/4’/5’ tall, froze to ground (stems to ¼” thick), vigorous recovery 
 
Senna pleurocarpa var. pleurocarpa  90-0243  Tucson (CAC field 6) – pla
1992 (4) 4-6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, first flowers/fruit in spring 1992 
1993 (4) 5-7' tall, moderate free
1994 (4) 6.5-8' tall, minor leaf burn only, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1
2004 (1) 1 volunteer seedling observed in summer 2004 ca. 2' tall, healthy. 
 
Senna olyan  89-0292  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (2 plants) 
2000 (2) 1=died following July 1999 flooding, 1=4' tall, no freez
2004 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined 
 
S
1992 (4) data missing 
1993 (4) 2-4' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 
1994 (3) 3-4' tall, some stems froze back 1-2' fro
1
1997 (3) 3-7' tall, froze back to 3' from stem tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2001 (3) 1=dead ca. 2000-
  (1=flowers/fruit) 
2004 (2) 3.5'/7.5' tall, minor freeze damage to stem tips, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (2) 6’/8’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2007 (2) 6’/8’ tall, stems froze back 1-3” from tips, healthy, flowers/frui
 
Senna roemeriana  90-0422  Tucson (CAC
1993 (5) 2=died in 1992-cause undetermined, 3=froze to ground, vigorous regr
1994 (3) 1.5' tall, healthy, flowers/fruit-seedlings coming up
1995 (ma 1.5' tall, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit, numerous volunteer plan
1
2001 (many) original plants long dead but volunteer plants persist, flowers/frui
2004 (ma plants continue to volunteer in the field, flowers/fruit 
 
Senna roemeriana  90-0423  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (10 plants) 
2000 (10) original plants all dead-short-lived, numerous mature seedli
2004 (many) reseeding, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (many) reseeding, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2
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i  ts for original plants) 

althy, flowers/fruit 

amage, healthy, vigorous, flowers/fruit in 1993 
igorous growth; flowers/fruit 

ort-lived species, flowers/fruit, died in 1997-1998 

s) 

993 (3) 3-4' tall, no freeze damage but considerable die-back in winter of 1992-1993, not healthy- 

onic s) 
ering), flowers/fruit 

994 )  in 1993), healthy, flowers/fruit 
997 (2) 2.5'/3.5' tall, no freeze damage, moth defoliation, healthy, some flower/fruit 

s), flowers/fruit 

ase of plant 

alia

rs 1993, 1994=?, died out in 1994-1995- 

lant) 

thy, flowers/fruit in 1992 
993 (1) 5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 

healthy, flowers/fruit (defoliated by caterpillars in 1996) 
fruit 

 drought 
drought, 2 stems to 3’ tall are still healthy 
tional die-back evident 

ento ant) 

997 (1) 3.5' tall, healthy, slow growth but spreading growth form, flowers/fruit 

Senna wislizen 91-0259  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted August 2001 (2 plants - replacemen
2004 (2) data missing 
2006 (2) 4’/5.5’ tall, no freeze damage, he
2007 (2) 4’/6’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
 
Sesbania drummondii  90-0369  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (1 plant) 
1994 (1) 5' tall, no freeze d
1995 (1) 8' tall, some winter die-back but not freeze damage, v
1997 (1) 10' tall, no freeze damage, declining/senescent-a sh
 
Sesbania punicea  89-0057  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted September 1989 (4 plant
1990 (4) no freeze damage, healthy 
1991 (4) 4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in 1990, 1991 
1992 (4) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 3=no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1
  declining, all dead by fall 1993-apparently short-lived 
 
Sophora ariz a  90-0202  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (2 plant
1991 (2) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy (1=defoliated by caterpillars but recov
1993 (2) 2.5'/3' tall, no freeze damage, healthy (partial defoliation by caterpillars), flowers/fruit 
1 (2 2.5'/3' tall, no freeze damage (defoliated by caterpillars
1
2001 (2) 3'/4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy (caterpillar damage some year
2004 (2) 1=dead in 2002-gophers, 1=4' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2006 (1) 4.5’ tall, no freeze damage, healthy but no flowering 
2007 (1) 4.5’ all, died-cause undetermined but possibly drought and rodents burrowing around b
 
Sophora nutt na  90-0308  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted August 1991 (5 plants) 
1992 (5) 2=dead-did not establish, 3=3" tall, died back to ground, healthy regrowth 
1994 (3) 6" tall, new stems in spring, die-back in winter; flowe
  cause undetermined 
 
Sophora secundiflora  88-0014  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted September 1989 (1 p
1990 (1) no freeze damage, healthy 
1991 (1) 2.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 
1992 (1) 5' tall, no freeze damage, heal
1
1994 (1) 6' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1997 (1) 6.5' tall, no freeze damage, 
2001 (1) 8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/
2004 (1) 8' tall, no freeze damage, poor condition-top died due to
2006 (1) 8’ tall, no freeze damage, poor condition due to 
2007 (1) 3’ tall, no freeze damage, fair condition, no addi
 
Sophora tom sa  92-0033  Yuma – planted March 1994 (1 pl
1994 (1) 2' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit in 1994 
1995 (1) 2' tall, healthy, slow growth-spreading habit, flowers/fruit 
1996 (1) 2.5' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
1
1999 (1) 4.5' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2000 (1) 4.5' tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/fruit 
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e, flowers/fruit 

s/fruit 

althy, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 

ndetermined 

rla  frut ember 1989 (4 plants) 

ne 1992 and died later in the year,  
 heavy flowers/fruit, many seedlings germinating 

s/fruit 

3 plants) 

1 
vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 

993 (3) 2'/4' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrwoth, flowers/fruit 

 flowers/fruit 

ssed, flowers/fruit 

car 4 plants) 

roze to ground, vigorous regrowth, healthy, flowers/fruit 
007 (3) 3-4’ tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, healthy, flowers/fruit 

 zam

le growth 
996 (2) both died in 1996-cause undetermined-did poorly at this site 

 field 3) – planted summer 1997 (6 plants) 

overy,  

006 (5) 3-4’ tall, many stems froze back 1-2’ from tips, healthy growth, flowers/fruit 
lowers/fruit 

2001 (1) 4.5' tall, healthy, little size change, flowers/fruit 
2002 (1) 4.5' tall, healthy, little apparent change in siz
2004 (1) 6' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 
2005 (1) 5.5’ tall, healthy, little change in size, flower
2006 (1) 6’ tall, healthy, little change in size, flowers/fruit 
2007 (1) 4.5’ tall, stems froze to base to stems 2” thick, he
2008 (1) 4.5’ tall, healthy, recovered from 2007 freeze, flowers/fruit 
2009 (1) 4’ tall, poor condition-mostly dead-cause u
 
Suthe ndia escens  89-0104  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Sept
1990 (4) 1=dead-cuase undetermined, 3=no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in early 1990 
1991 (3) 3.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit 
1992 (3) 1=died-senescence, 2=no freeze damage, declining by Ju
 
1993 (3) 1=4' tall–died in fall 1992, 2 healthy seedlings. 
1994 (2) 2' tall, original plants died (senescence), 2 offspring, no freeze damage, healthy, flower
1997 ( ) died out-short-lived 
 
Tephrosia leiocarpa  88-0028  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted May 1989 (
1990 (3) froze to near base, healthy, vigorous regrowth 
1991 (2) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 2=froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit in 1990, 199
1992 (2) 3'/4' tall, froze to ground, 
1
1994 (3) 2'/4' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
1997 (2) 2.5'/6.5' tall, froze to ground, healthy, vigorous,
2001 (2) 1=dead ca. 1999-drought?, 1=5' tall, freezes to ground each winter, healthy, flowers/fruit 
2004 (1) 4' tall, froze to ground, recovering, healthy but drought stre
2006 (1) 3’ tall, died-drought stress or senescence 
 
Tephrosia leio pa  88-0028  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (
2000 (4) 2.5-3' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
2004 (4) 4' tall, froze to ground, vigorous recovery, flowers/fruit 
2006 (3) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 3=3-4’ tall, f
2
 
Xanthocercis besiaca  91-0137  Yuma – planted March 1993 (4 plants) 
1993 (4) 1.5-4.5' tall, fair condition, little growth 
1994 (4) 1-3' tall, poor condition-declining with some die-back, little or no growth 
1995 (4) 2=died in 1995-cause undetermined, 2=1.5'/4' tall, poor condition, litt
1
 
Zapoteca formosa subsp. schottii  89-0405  Tucson (CAC
2000 (6) 2.5-3' tall, froze to ground, vigorous growth 
2004 (6) 1=dead-missing-cause undetermined, 5=2.5-3.5' tall, froze to ground, healthy rec
  flowers/fruit 
2
2007 (5) 3-5’ tall, most stems froze to base but some stems undamaged, vigorous regrowth, f
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s ivi
brus precatorius  90-0491  Yuma – planted March 1992 (6 plants) 

5=vines to 2' long, fair condition-browsed somewhat- 
reenhouse but do not appear to have done so  

993 ) 

eri  1996 (4 plants) 
997 (4) all died during 1996-cause undetermined 

 acradenia d April 1993 (2 plants) 
994 (2) 2.5' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 a pho /April 1993 (2 plants) 
993 (1) 1.5' tall, foliar and stem tip damage, poor health 

 adunca  9 992 (1 plant) 
993 (1) 1' tall, minor tip damage, healthy then died by October 1993-cause undetermined 

 a ho
995 (2) 2' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 a troca pril 1994 (3 plants) 
995 (3) 2-2.5' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 andrewsii 3 (1 plant) 
994 (1) 6" tall, dead-browsed by rabbits, subsequently froze to ground and did not recover 

 angusta  
993 (2) dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 a   90 gust 1992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 1' tall, froze to ground, regrowing 

 recover 

 a ulifo April 1994 (1 plant) 
995 (1) dead-missing in 1994-cause undetermined 

 b ana  July 1992 (2 plants)/April 1994 (1 plant) 
993 (2) 1' tall, minor tip die-back from freeze, 1=healthy, 1=chlorotic 

, low vigor 
. Not adapted to soil at this site and 

cacia baileyana  – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

radual decline-not adapted here 

Plant surv ng for fewer than three years 
A
1992 (6) 1=died in 1992-cause undetermined, 
  these had flowered and fruited in containers in the g
  in the field 
1 (5 all died during 1993-cause undetermined 
 
Abrus schimp subsp. africanus  95-0011  Yuma – planted February
1
 
Acacia   90-0043  Tucson (CAC field 6) – plante
1
 
Acacia deno ra  91-0301  Tucson – planted July 1992 (1 plant)
1
1994 (3) all dead by summer 1993-cause undetermined 
 
Acacia 1-0303  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1
1
 
Acacia methyt phylla  90-0500  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (2 plants) 
1
 
Acacia ncis rpa  90-0046  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted A
1
 
Acacia   91-0305  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 199
1
 
Acacia 91-0306  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
1
 
Acacia rida -0047  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Au
1
1994 (2) 6" tall, froze to ground, 1=dead, 1=possibly alive 
1995 (1) 1' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not
 
Acacia uric rmis  92-0241  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted 
1
 
Acacia ailey   91-0310  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted
1
1994 (2) 1=dead summer/fall 1993-cause undetermined, 1=1' tall, no freeze damage, chlorotic
1995 (1) dead-declined and died, cold hardy but chlorotic with die-back
  perhaps sensitive to summer heat and humidity 
 
A  var. purpurea  91-0311  Tucson (CAC field 6)
1
1994 (2) 1.5' tall, minor die-back, chlorotic, low vigor 
1995 (2) 1.5'-2' tall, dead in 1994, chlorotic, g
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 b ckii
000 (1) 3' tall, some freeze damage to stems, healthy growth, subsequently died-cause undetermined 

 b   9
995 (3) 1-2.5' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 b i  91 2 plants) 
995 (2) 6" tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 b lyi   1992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 1.5' tall, froze to ground, 1=dead-froze, 1=6" tall, regrowing but browsed 

 1996 (2 plants) 
997 (2) 4'/4.5' tall, poor condition, little or no growth 

 boormani pril 1994 (1 plant) 
995 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined 

2 l 1994 (1 plant) 
994 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined 

ted July 1992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 1' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 c ifol gust 1992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 1' tall, froze to ground 

und and did not recover 

 c phy ly 1991 (2 plants) 
992 (2) both died shortly after planting in summer 1991-cause undetermined 

 c rifol
993 (1) 1.5' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

  9  (1 plant) 
993 (1) 3' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 c ata  1991 (4 plants) 
993 (4) all died in 1992-cause undetermined 

 c ioide planted April 1994 (2 plants) 
995 (2) 1=dead and gone-cause undetermined, 1=1' tall, no freeze damage, low vigor 

 ted April 1991 (1 plant) 
993 (1) dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 
Acacia ilime   92-0066  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted July 1998 (1 plant) 
2
 
Acacia inata 0-0050  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (3 plants) 
1
 
Acacia lake -0313  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (
1
 
Acacia lake 90-0314  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted August
1
1995 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined 
 
Acacia bonariensis  94-0143  Yuma – planted February
1
1999 (2) both plants died in 1998-cause undetermined 
 
Acacia i  93-0001  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted A
1
 
Acacia caesia  9 -0242  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Apri
1
 
Acacia caesiella  91-0316  Tucson (CAC field 6) – plan
1
 
Acacia alam ia  91-0317  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Au
1
1994 (2) 2' tall, minor leaf-burn from freeze, chlorotic 
1995 (1) 2' tall, dead-froze to gro
 
Acacia ardio lla  90-0054  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Ju
1
 
Acacia elast ia  90-0056  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1991 (1 plant) 
1
 
Acacia cheelii 0-0057  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992
1
 
Acacia incin  90-0059  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April
1
 
Acacia ollet s  91-0240  Tucson (CAC field 6) – 
1
1997 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined 
 
Acacia conferta 90-0062  Tucson (CAC field 6) – plan
1
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 c ana l 1991 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 6'/9' tall (2" diameter trunk), dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 c loid
995 (2) 3" tall, dead-cause undetermined 

form ) – planted April 1991 (1 plant)/April 1992 (1 plant) 
993 (2) 1 (1992)=1' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover, 1 (1991)=2.5' tall, severe freeze  

– planted April 1991 (2 plants) 
993 (2) both plants died in 1992-cause undetermined 

 c ertso l 1991 (2 plants)/April 1992 (1 plant) 
993 (3) 2.5'-6' tall (4" diameter trunk), all dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 c s  9
000 (2) 4'/6' tall, both died following July 1999 flooding, had been vigorous prior to this 

 d ata 
994 (1) 6" tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 decurrens lanted April 1990 (4 plants) 
991 (4) to 3.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

 chlorosis and   

 dictyophle  plants) 
995 (3) 2=dead in 1994-cause undetermined, 1=2.5' tall, froze back 2' from stem tips, poor vigor 

l lanted April 1994 (1 plant) 
995 (1) Data missing 

 d noca ril 1992 (1 plant) 
993 (1) 2' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 e ata plant) 
993 (1) 2' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 e da 991 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 3'/4.5' tall (1" diameter trunk), dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 e carp
995 (1) 1.5' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 e stii  93 (2 plants) 
994 (2) 1=died in summer 1993-cause undetermined, 1=dead–missing in spring 1994 

Acacia owle   90-0064  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Apri
1
 
Acacia rassu es  90-0066  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (2 plants) 
1
 
Acacia cultri is  90-0067  Tucson (CAC field 6
1
  damage, chlorotic, poor condition 
1994 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined 
 
Acacia cunninghamii  90-0094  Tucson (CAC field 6) 
1
 
Acacia uthb nii  90-0095  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Apri
1
 
Acacia yclop 1-0323  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (2 plants) 
2
 
Acacia eclin  91-0324  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (1 plant) 
1
 
Acacia  var. mollis  89-0389  Tucson (CAC field 6) – p
1
1992 (4) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 3=5-9' tall, no freeze damage, healthy but some
 tip die-back in summer 1991, vigorous 
1993 (3) 6-9' tall, froze to ground, dead-did not recover (senescent?) 
 
Acacia ba  91-0325  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (3
1
1997 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined 
 
Acacia doratoxy on  93-0003  Tucson (CAC field 6) – p
1
1997 (1) 2.5' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 
 
Acacia repa rpa  90-0100  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Ap
1
 
Acacia long  90-0102  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (1 
1
 
Acacia riopo  90-0105  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1
1
 
Acacia uthy a  91-0329  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (1 plant) 
1
 
Acacia vere 91-0330  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 19
1
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 e sis  
993 (2) 2' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 f a  9 92 (1 plant) 
993 (1) 2.5' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 f sa  8 (1 plant) 
000 (1) dead-frozen to ground in winter of 1998-1999 and did not recover 

 f leroy
994 (2) 1-2' tall, minor leaf burn - chlorotic, low vigor 

w vigor 

i lanted April 1993 (1 plant) 
994 (1) died in summer 1993-cause undetermined 

 g gsii pril 1994 (1 plant) 
995 (1) 4' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 g form y 1992 (1 plant)/April 1994 (1 plant) 
993 (1) dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 g opte gust 1991 (2 plants) 
92 (2) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, vigorous, first flowersin 1992 

93 
d in 1993 

 gonophyll  plant) 
993 (1) 1' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 granitica 2 plants) 
993 (2) 6" tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 gregorii  91 (2 plants) 
992 (2) data missing 

 ground and did not recover 

 g   
994 (1) died in summer 1993-cause undetermined 

 h rsley anted July 1992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 6"/1' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 h rsley ly 1998 (1 plant) 
000 (1) 1' tall, froze to ground, recovering slowly. Subsequently died ca. 2001-cause undetermined 

 
Acacia xten 91-0331  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
1
 
Acacia alcat 0-0107  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 19
1
 
Acacia arino 94-0078  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted July 199
2
 
Acacia aunt i  91-0344  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (2 plants) 
1
1995 (2) 1-3' tall, 1=dead-gnawed by rabbits, 1=die-back to 6" from base, lo
1997 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined 
 
Acacia genistifol a  91-0366  Tucson (CAC field 6) – p
1
 
Acacia ittin  91-0337  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted A
1
 
Acacia ladii is  91-0338  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Jul
1
1995 (1) 1' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 
 
Acacia lauc ra  90-0068  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Au
19
1993 (2) 1.5' tall x 3' across, minor tip damage, healthy, flowers/few fruit in 19
1994 (2) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage but both plants died spring 1994-browse
 
Acacia a  91-0342  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (1 plant)/April 1993 (1
1
1994 (1) 1' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 
 
Acacia  90-0069  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (
1
 
Acacia 90-0070  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 19
1
1993 (2) 1=dead-missing in 1992-cause undetermined, 1=dead-froze to
 
Acacia uinetii 91-0343  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 
1
 
Acacia ame ensis  91-0344  Tucson (CAC field 6) – pl
1
 
Acacia ame ensis  91-0344  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted Ju
2
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993 (2) 1' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 h phy ril 1994 (2 plants) 
995 (2) 6" tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

  9 d 1993 (1 plant) 
994 (1) 2' tall, dead-cause undetermined-two other plants of this accession in another part of the same  

 6) – planted April 1991 (2 plants) 
992 (2) data missing, extremely fast growth 

over 

 h
995 (1) died in 1994-cause undetermined 

 h clita  – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 2' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 h clita il 1994 (1 plant) 
995 (1) 2.5' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 h erice  1991 (2 plants) 
992 (2) data missing, rapid growth, flowers prior to planting while in container 

er. This species is reported  

d 6) – planted April 1993 (1 plant) 
994 (1) 1.5' tall, died in summer 1993-cause undetermined 

 i uilat  1992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 2' tall, 1=dead-froze to ground and did not recover, 1=froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 

AC field 6) – planted April 1993 (2 plants) 
994 (2) 1=died in summer 1993-cause undetermined, 1=2' tall, dead-froze in winter 1993-1994 

 j lia
994 (2) 10" tall, died in summer 1993-cause undetermined 

 k nen  1993 (2 plants) 
994 (2) died in summer 1993-cause undetermined 

 l arpa  July 1992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 1' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 l ens 992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

Acacia hammondii  91-0345  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
1
 
Acacia arpo lla  91-0346  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Ap
1
1997 (2) dead–killed by December 1996 freeze 
 
Acacia harveyi 1-0347  Tucson (CAC field 6) – plante
1
  field remain healthy 
 
Acacia hemsleyi  90-0072  Tucson (CAC field
1
1993 (2) 14' tall (6" diameter trunk), dead-froze to ground and did not rec
 
Acacia emignosta  91-0349  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (1 plant) 
1
 
Acacia etero   91-0350  Tucson (CAC field 6)
1
 
Acacia etero   91-0350  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Apr
1
 
Acacia olos a  90-0073  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April
1
1993 (2) 10' tall (4" diameter trunk), dead-froze to ground and did not recov
  to be short-lived. 
 
Acacia howittii  91-0351  Tucson (CAC fiel
1
 
Acacia naeq era  91-0352  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July
1
1994 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined 
 
Acacia julifera subsp. gilbertensis  91-0435  Tucson (C
1
 
Acacia uncifo   91-0355  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (2 plants) 
1
 
Acacia ybea sis  91-0357  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April
1
 
Acacia asioc   91-0358  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted
1
 
Acacia atesc  91-0359  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1
1
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 l   9 pril 1993 (2 plants) 
994 (2) 1=died in summer 1993-cause undetermined, 1=6" tall, heavily browsed, regrowing but chlorotic 

9 d July 1992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 1.5' tall, dead–froze to ground and did not recover 

 l im 992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 1.5' tall, both plants froze to ground, 1=dead-froze, 1=healthy regrowth, flowers in 1993 

 l ritzii  planted April 1992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 2.5' tall, 1=dead-froze to ground and did not recover, 1=froze to ground, slow regrowth but  

l 1993 (2 plants) 
994 (2) 2'/3' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 mabellae 2 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 3'/4' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 m  1998 (2 plants) 
000 (2) 1=dead-missing-cause undetermined, 1=4' tall, died in summer 1999-waterlogging. 

 m erii 
993 (2) dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 menzellii y 1998 (1 plant) 
000 (1) dead-froze to ground in winter of 1998-1999 and did not recover 

 m thop ants) 
994 (2) 1=died in summer 1993-cause undetermined, 1=1' tall, slight freeze damage, healthy 

 m botr ed April 1994 (1 plant) 
994 (1) 2' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

resprouted 

 m lia
995 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined 

t anted April 1993 (2 plants) 
994 (2) 2' tall, both plants died in summer 1993-cause undetermined 

 mucronat ) 
995 (1) 4.5' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 m lia 92 (2 plants) 
993 (2) dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

Acacia ineata 1-0360  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted A
1
1995 (1) 1' tall, no freeze damage, low vigor 
1997 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined 
 
Acacia littorea  1-0406  Tucson (CAC field 6) – plante
1
 
Acacia ongiss a  91-0361  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1
1
1994 (1) 2.5' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 
 
Acacia uede  var. luederitzii  91-0142  Tucson (CAC field 6) –
1
  subsequently died-cause undetermined 
 
Acacia lysiphloia  91-0362  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Apri
1
 
Acacia  91-0363  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 199
1
 
Acacia aitlandii  91-0364  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted March
2
 
Acacia eisn  91-0365  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
1
 
Acacia  94-0086  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted Jul
2
 
Acacia erin hora  91-0366  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (2 pl
1
1995 (1) dead-missing in 1994-cause undetermined 
 
Acacia icro ya  89-0098  Tucson (CAC field 6) – plant
1
1995 (1) 3' tall, froze to base-no regrowth, base is green but the plant never 
 
Acacia ollifo   91-0368  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (1 plant) 
1
 
Acacia mucrona a  90-0089  Tucson (CAC field 6) – pl
1
 
Acacia a  90-0089  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (1 plant
1
 
Acacia yrtifo   91-0369  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 19
1
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 n olia y 1992 (1 plant)/April 1994 (1 plant) 
993 (1) 18" tall, some freeze damage, chlorotic 

 not recover 

 n
992 (3) 6”–1.5' tall, poor condition, severe browsing 

 browsing may have been a contributing factor 

 n ans
995 (1) dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 n lora anted April 1994 (1 plant) 
995 (1) 4" tall, dead-cause undetermined 

 o ata  planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 1' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 o il 1992 (1 plant) 
993 (1) 2' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover (severe foliage damage at 26° F) 

 o dii  
995 (1) 6" tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 p matt July 1992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 1' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 penninerv ril 1993 (2 plants) 
994 (2) 10" tall, both plants died in summer 1993-cause undetermined 

 p opet ants) 
994 (2) 1=died in summer 1993-cause undetermined, 1=1' tall, browsed by rabbits, froze to ground in  

cacia phlebopet planted April 1994 (1 plant) 
995 (1) 4' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 p cant ril 1994 (1 plant) 
995 (1) 7' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover, vigorous growth in summer 1994 

 prominen
994 (2) 1' tall, both plants died in summer 1993-cause undetermined 

 prominen ) 
995 (1) died later in 1994-probably not adapted to local soil 

 p la  9 2 plants) 
993 (2) 1=died in summer 1992-cause undetermined, 1=1.5' tall, minor freeze damage to foliage and  

Acacia eriif  91-0370  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Jul
1
1994 (1) 18" tall, no freeze damage, chlorotic and unhealthy 
1995 (2) 1'/2.5' tall, dead-froze to ground and did
 
Acacia igrescens  91-0144  Yuma – planted March 1992 (3 plants) 
1
1993 (3) all died during 1993-cause undetermined but severe
 
Acacia igric   90-0091  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (1 plant) 
1
 
Acacia odif var. ferox  91-0371  Tucson (CAC field 6) – pl
1
 
Acacia btus  91-0373  Tucson (CAC field 6) –
1
 
Acacia rthocarpa  90-0092  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Apr
1
 
Acacia swal 92-0208  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (1 plant) 
1
 
Acacia arra ensis  91-0374  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted 
1
 
Acacia is  90-0124  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Ap
1
 
Acacia hlob ala  91-0375  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (2 pl
1
  winter 1993-1994 and did not recover 
 
A ala  91-0375  Tucson (CAC field 6) – 
1
 
Acacia olya ha  90-0253  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Ap
1
 
Acacia s  90-0125  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (2 plants) 
1
 
Acacia s  90-0125  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (1 plant
1
 
Acacia ustu 1-0378  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (
1
  stem tips, chlorotic 
1995 (1) dead-missing in 1994-cause undetermined 
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 p lia uly 1992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 1.5'/2' tall, both plants froze to ground, 1=dead-froze, 1=regrowing 

 r ides 92 (1 plant) 
993 (1) 3' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 r nia plants) 
994 (2) 1.5' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 r phyl il 1993 (2 plants) 
994 (2) both plants died in summer 1993-cause undetermined 

 r ophl 92 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 1=died in summer 1993-cause undetermined, 1.5' tall, froze to ground, recovering but browsed  

 r a  9 2 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 6" tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 r ola  994 (1 plant) 
995 (1) 3.5' tall; dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 s rm ant) 
993 (1) dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 s a – planted December 1995 (3 plants) 
996 (3) all=1' tall, fair condition, little or no growth 

 s phyl planted July 1992 (1 plant) 
993 (1) 2.5' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 s is  9 nted summer 1997 (1 plant) 
000 (1) died summer 1999-rotted following waterlogging in July 1999, low vigor prior to dying 

 s ispic
993 (1) 1' tall, minor freeze damage to foliage, healthy 

rowsing in 1993 

 sophorae 
994 (1) 1' tall, died in summer 1993-cause undetermined 

 s ii 994 (1 plant) 
995 (1) 1' tall, no freeze damage, low vigor 

o planted July 1998 (1 plant) 
000 (1) 4' tall, died in summer 1999-waterlogging 

Acacia yrifo  91-0379  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted J
1
1994 (1) 3' across, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 
 
Acacia etino   90-0130  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 19
1
 
Acacia etive  91-0380  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (2 
1
 
Acacia higio la  91-0381  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Apr
1
 
Acacia hodi oia  91-0382  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 19
1
  by rabbits 
1994 (1) 2' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 
 
Acacia ubid 1-0384  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 199
1
 
Acacia upic 90-0132  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1
1
 
Acacia alicifo is  91-0385  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (1 pl
1
 
Acacia chweinfurthii var. scheweinfurthii  95-0115  Yum
1
1997 (3) all=died in 1996-cause undetermined 
 
Acacia clero la  91-0387  Tucson (CAC field 6) – 
1
 
Acacia essil 1-0389  Tucson (CAC field 3) (CAC field 6) – pla
2
 
Acacia essil a  91-0390  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (1 plant) 
1
1994 (1) 3" tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover, severe rabbit b
 
Acacia  91-0391  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (1 plant) 
1
 
Acacia owden  91-0243  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1
1
1997 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined 
 
Acacia spathulif lia  94-0095  Tucson (CAC field 3) – 
2
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 s ylop anted July 1992 (1 plant)/April 1994 (1 plant) 
993 (1) dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 – planted March 1998 (2 plants) 
000 (2) both died in summer 1999-waterlogging 

 subulata y 1992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 s ta  9 lant) 
995 (1) died after planting in 1994-cause undetermined 

 s ta va – planted April 1994 (1 plant) 
995 (1) 2.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in 1995 

 s 2 (2 plants) 
992 (2) both=1" tall, severely browsed and in poor conditon 

e plants never did well here. 

 s . (
993 (1) 9' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover (2" diameter trunk), vigorous growth in 1992 

 t lensi
995 (1) 4' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 t   9
991 (2) both 3' x 6' spread, had done very well until December 1991 then mostly died back-cause  

termined-these grew vigorously but declined and died rapidly 

 t  sub
993 (2) 3'/5' tall (2" diameter trunks), dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 t sa  
995 (1) 6" tall, dead-cause undetermined 

 t ucen ) – planted April 1994 (2 plants) 
995 (2) 1.5' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 tr ra  9 2 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 1' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 tumida  9 92 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 3' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 u olia 2 plants) 
994 (2) both plants died in summer 1993-cause undetermined 

Acacia pond hylla  91-0392  Tucson (CAC field 6) – pl
1
1995 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined 
 
Acacia spondylophylla  91-0392  Tucson (CAC field 3)
2
 
Acacia  91-0395  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Jul
1
 
Acacia ulca 0-0137  Tucson – planted April 1994 (1 p
1
 
Acacia ulca r. platyphylla  90-0111  Tucson (CAC field 6) 
1
1997 (1) 2.5' tall, dead-may have frozen 
 
Acacia p.  90-0319  Yuma – planted March 199
1
1993 (2) both died in 1993-cause undetermined-thes
 
Acacia p.  s.n Peru)  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (1 plant) 
1
 
Acacia arcu s  92-0214  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (1 plant) 
1
 
Acacia ortilis 0-0255  Yuma – planted March 1991 (2 plants) 
1
  undetermined 
1992 (2) 1=dead-never recovered, 1=8' tall x 10' tall, recovered/apparently healthy, vigorous growth 
1993 (1) died in 1993-cause unde
 
Acacia ortilis sp. heteracantha  91-0056  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (2 plants) 
1
 
Acacia orulo 90-0256  Tucson – planted April 1994 (1 plant) 
1
 
Acacia ransl s  90-0115  Tucson (CAC field 6
1
 
Acacia ipte 0-0117  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 199
1
 
Acacia 0-0257  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 19
1
 
Acacia licif  91-0398  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (
1
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 u ata l 1992 (1 plant) 
993 (1) 2' tall, some (to 1' from tips) die-back on some stems, healthy 

 u ata  field 3) – planted summer 1997 (2 plants) 
000 (2) both dead-missing by 1999-cause undetermined but likely not adapted to heavy wet soils 

 u lia  
994 (2) both plants died in summer 1993-cause undetermined 

 v illata  (2 plants) 
994 (2) 1'/2' tall, 1=dead-froze to ground and did not recover, 1=froze to ground, recovering, healthy 

 v   9 plants) 
994 (2) both plants died in summer 1993-cause undetermined 

 w lmia 8 (1 plant) 
000 (1) dead-froze to ground in winter of 1998-1999 and did not recover 

nt  pav
993 (2) both died in 1993-cause undetermined 

6) – planted July 1992 (1 plant) 
993 (1) 1' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, then died in summer 1993-cause undetermined 

yn ne se
993 (6) 1' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

a b olia  1994 (2 plants) 
995 (2) 5'/6' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

a harveyi  2 (1 plant) 
993 (1) 4.5' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

ith  sch pril 1993 (3 plants) 
993 (3) these all died in summer 1993-cause undetermined 

al ril 1992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) died in 1992-cause undetermined 

 m aien d March 1994 (6 plants) 
994 (6) 1-1.5' tall, fair condition, slow growth 

ined 

ni ersia arch 1992 (5 plants)/February 1995 (2 plants) 
992 (5) 2=died in 1992-cause undetermined, 3=6"-1' tall, poor condition, little growth 

is site 

Acacia ncin var. humilis  90-0119  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Apri
1
1994 (1) 2.5' tall, slight freeze damage, chlorotic, low vigor 
1995 (1) 1.5' tall, dead-cause undetermined 
 
Acacia ncin var. humilis  90-0119  Tucson (CAC
2
 
Acacia nifo 90-0250  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (2 plants) 
1
 
Acacia ertic   90-0145  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993
1
1995 (1) dead–missing-cause undetermined but probably froze 
 
Acacia estita 1-0440  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (2 
1
 
Acacia ilhe na  94-0096  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted July 199
2
 
Adena hera onina  91-0233  Yuma – planted March 1993 (2 plants) 
1
 
Adenocarpus decorticans  92-0103  Tucson (CAC field 
1
 
Aesch ome nsitiva  91-0157  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (6 plants) 
1
 
Albizi revif   91-0046  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April
1
 
Albizi 90-0492  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 199
1
 
Amph alea leiteri  89-0421  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted A
1
 
Astrag us garboncillo  91-0158  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Ap
1
 
Baphia ass sis subsp. obovata  Yuma – plante
1
1995 (6) 2-6" tall, poor condition-declining, no growth 
1996 (6) all 6 plants died in 1996-cause undeterm
 
Bauhi a pet na subsp serpae  91-0068  Yuma – planted M
1
1993 (3) 2=died in 1993-cause undetermined, 1=1' tall, poor condition, no growth 
1994 (1) died in 1994-cause undetermined-these plants do not appear to be adapted to th
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rmined-these plants do not appear to be adapted to this site 

993 (2) 2' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

lpi oria pril 1994 (1 plant) 
995 (1) 5.5' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

lpi pino ts) 
992 (5) 3=died in 1992-cause undetermined, 2=1" tall, poor condition 

ly here 

lpi 1 plant) 
000 (1) died in summer 1999-waterlogging, low vigor prior to dying 

lpi p.  ) 
993 (2) 3'/5' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover, flowers in 1992 

lpi p.  
000 (1) 1.5' tall, froze to ground in winter of 1998-1999 and did not recover, flowers/fruit in fall 1998 

nd umil
990 (6) slight freeze damage, healthy 

ater in  

AC field 6) – planted August 1991 (2 plants) 
992 (2) 3" tall, died to ground, regrowth in spring 

iana
995 (4) 1' tall, all dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

n ua er 1989 (5 plants) 
990 (5) froze to ground, no recovery evident 

ae  fas il 1992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 1.5' tall, dead-froze and did not recover, flowers/fruit in 1992, reseeding in 1993 

a des 990 (1 plant) 
991 (1) died in 1990 soon after planting-did not establish 

a ser 6) – planted April 1990 (5 plants) 
991 (5) 4=accidentally killed by rototiller, 1=died by June 1991-cause undetermined 

991 (4) 6-10" tall, poor condition, no apparent growth but new leaves emerging 

1995 (2) 1'/1' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1996 (2) 6"/9" tall, fair condition but declining, low vigor 
1997 (2) both died in 1997-cause undete
 
Bauhinina thonningii  91-0071  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted August 1992 (2 plants) 
1
 
Caesa nia c ria  90-0268  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted A
1
 
Caesa nia s sa  89-0117  Yuma – planted March 1992 (5 plan
1
1993 (2) both died in 1993-cause undetermined-these did poor
 
Caesa nia virgata  91-0266  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (
2
 
Caesa nia s 90-0210  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (2 plants
1
 
Caesa nia s 92-0285  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted July 1998 (1 plant) 
2
 
Callia ra h is var. humilis  88-0040  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted September 1989 (6 plants) 
1
1991 (6) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 5=6" tall, no freeze damage, low vigor, plants died out l
  the year-cause undetermined 
 
Calliandra humilis var. reticulata  89-0370  Tucson (C
1
1993 (2) froze to ground, slow regrowth, severe browsing, plants died out later in year 
 
Cassia seiber   91-0457  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (4 plants) 
1
 
Cerato ia siliq   88-0012  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Septemb
1
1991 (5) all dead-froze in winter of 1989-90 as small transplants 
 
Cham crista ciculata  90-0510  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Apr
1
1994 (2) 2' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover, flowers/fruit in 1993 
 
Chamaecrist vauxii var. glauca  89-0194  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1
1
 
Chamaecrist pens var. wrightii  89-0304  Tucson (CAC field 
1
 
Chloroleucon mangse var. leucospermum  89-0064  Yuma – planted March 1991 (4 plants) 
1
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te 

94 (1 plant) 
995 (1) 1' tall, no freeze damage, healthy 

a ca  mer 1997 (3 plants) 
000 (3) all died-rotted following July 1999 flooding 

au duli  plants) 
991 (38) on 01 June 1991: “mostly very stressed and yellow or even worse, but 1 looks very green and  

ter in 1991-cause undetermined 

ourseti axilaris
000 (1) 6" tall, dead-cause undetermined, this plant never grew following planting 

eti lants) 
990 (4) minor freeze damage, healthy 

 March 1993 (4 plants) 
993 (4) 1=died in 1993-cause undetermined, 3=1.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 

ari anti – planted April 1990 (1 plant) 
991 (1) dead–froze to ground and did not recover 

ari .  8 pril 1992 (4 plants) 
993 (4) died in 1992-cause undetermined 

s c icans – planted July 1998 (2 plants) 
000 (2) 4' tall, both died in summer 1999-waterlogging, low vigor since planting and probably not  

99. 

albergi  martin
992 (2) 1=died in 1992-cause undetermined, 1=6" tall, poor condition 

e 

rg plants) 
004 (2) both plants died in 2003-cause undetermined 

 to tosa planted April 1994 (2 plants) 
995 (2) 4' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover, flower/fruit 1994 

 to tosa 
995 (2) both died in 1995-cause undetermined but likely not adapted to this site 

sia assa
993 (3) all died in summer 1992-cause undetermined but likely not adapted to local soil 

1992 (4) 1=died in 1992-cause undetermined, 3=6" tall, poor condition, no growth 
1993 (3) all died in 1993-cause undetermined but apparently not adapted to this si
 
Colutea arborescens subsp. arborescens  92-0255  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 19
1
1997 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined (gophers?) 
 
Colute persi 92-0025  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted sum
2
 
Corde xia e s  90-0040  Yuma – planted March 1991 (38
1
  about 2 are trying to put out new growth” - all died la
 
C a   92-0150  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted July 1998 (1 plant) 
2
 
Cours a caribaea var. sericea  88-0072  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planting date missing (4 p
1
1992 (4) all dead-cause undetermined 
 
Crotalaria capensis  s.n. (BTSA)  Yuma – planted
1
1994 (3) all died in 1994-cause undetermined 
 
Crotal a gr ana  89-0208  Tucson (CAC field 6) 
1
 
Crotal a sp 9-0202  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted A
1
 
Cytisu and   90-0293  Tucson (CAC field 3) 
2
  adapted to heavy soils but no freeze damage in winter of 1998-19
 
D a ii  91-0066  Yuma – planted March 1992 (2 plants) 
1
1993 (1) died in 1993-cause undetermined-never did well her
 
Dalbe ia purpurascens  99-0032  Yuma – planted December 2002 (2 
2
 
Dalea men var. mota  89-0022  Tucson (CAC field 6) – 
1
 
Dalea men var. mota  89-0022  Yuma – planted February 1995 (2 plants) 
1
 
Davie  incr ta  91-00211  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (3 plants) 
1
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sia ophy
994 (2) died in summer 1993-cause undetermined but likely not adapted to local soil 

ix   88
990 (1) dead-froze, a frost-sensitive tropical species 

anted June 1989 (4 plants) 
990 (4) froze to ground, regrowing 

 

l anted April 1990 (2 plants) 
991 (2) 2' tall, no damage, healthy, flowers/fruit in 1990 

ting, healthy 

n frut d 6) – planting date missing 
990 ( ) minor tip die back, healthy 

n  velu anted April 1994 (2 plants) 
995 (2) dead-missing-cause undetermined 

) – planted April 1992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) dead-froze to ground and did not recover (annual?), flowers/fruit in 1992, 1 seedling  

anted June 1989 (3 plants) 
990 (3) 1=died in 1989-cause undetermined, 2=slight die back, healthy 

ndetermined 

d
992 (2) died-cause undetermined. This is a high elevation species likely not adapted here. 

ense
994 (2) both died in 1994-cause undetermined 

ni irsu  planted July 1992 (1 plant) 
993 (1) died in 1992-cause undetermined but likely not adapted to local soil 

na nts) 
992 (2) both died in 1992-cause undetermined 

 
1' tall, poor condition, no growth 

 

r
993 (3) all died in summer 1992 shortly after planting-likely not adapted to heavy, wet soil 

ffra 
994 (1) froze to ground-may be dead 

Davie  lept lla  91-0212  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (2 plants) 
1
 
Delon  regia -0018  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted May 1989 (1 plant) 
1
 
Desmanthus bicornutus  89-0024  Tucson (CAC field 6) – pl
1
1991 (4) 6' tall, froze to ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit in 1990 
1992 (4) all dead-cause undetermined
 
Desmanthus coo eyi  89-0363  Tucson (CAC field 6) – pl
1
1992 (2) 1=dead-cause undetermined, 1=3" tall, died back to ground, resprou
1993 (1) dead in 1992-cause undetermined 
 
Desma thus icosus  89-0025  Tucson (CAC fiel
1
1991 ( ) dead-missing, cause undetermined 
 
Desma thus tinus  91-0525  Tucson (CAC field 6) – pl
1
 
Desmodium adscendens  91-0156  Tucson (CAC field 6
1
  volunteered and subsequently died 
 
Desmodium batocaulon  88-0034  Tucson (CAC field 6) – pl
1
1991 (2) grew vigorously until July 1990, then both plants suddenly died-cause u
 
Desmo ium grahamii  89-0364  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted August 1991 (2 plants) 
1
 
Dialium guin   91-0468  Yuma – planted March 1994 (2 plants) 
1
 
Doryc um h tum  90-0011  Tucson (CAC field 6) –
1
 
Entada africa  90-0349  Yuma – planted March 1992 (2 plants)/March 1993 (3 pla
1
1993 (3) 1=died in 1993-cause undetermined, 2=1' tall, poor condition, no growth
1994 (2) 1=died in 1994-cause undetermined, 1=
1995 (1) died in 1995-cause undetermined-does not appear to be adapted to this site
 
Errazu izia megacarpa  89-0027  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (3 plants) 
1
 
Erythrina ca  91-0215  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (1 plant) 
1
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C field 6) – planted April 1990 (1 plant) 
991 (1) dead-accidentally killed by rototiller in 1990 

1 plant) 
992 (1) 1' tall, fair condition but little growth 

ta-g rch 1992 (1 plant) 
992 (1) 1’ tall, fair condition, no growth 

ed to this site 

in belli s) 
000 (4) All accidentally killed (weeded) in 1998 as they were covered with weeds. Replanted in summer  

et soil. 

995 (2) 6" tall, dead-cause undetermined 

issim ) – planted April 1994 (1 plant) 
995 (1) 6" tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

istem ants) 
992 (2) both dead-cause undetermined 

in d 6) – planted April 1994 (1 plant) 
995 (1) dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

in pert 92 (2 plants) 
992 (2) 1'/1' tall, fair condition, little growth 

ll plants of this genus have done  
ndy soil 

rythrin   88
992 (1) 1' tall, poor condition, no growth 

ts of this genus have done poorly here–perhaps not  

rythrophleum a uma – planted March 1994 (3 plants) 
994 (3) 2=died in 1994-cause undetermined, 1=6" tall, poor condition, no growth 

ted here 

tia htii 
990 (1) moderate freeze damage, regrowing 

 ed August 1991 (1 plant) 
992 (1) data missing 

1995 (1) dead-killed by freezing 
 
Erythrina crista-galli  89-0317  Tucson (CA
1
 
Erythrina crista-galli  89-0317  Yuma – planted March 1992 (
1
1993 (1)  died in 1993-cause undetermined 
 
Erythrina cris alli  90-0636  Yuma – planted Ma
1
1993 (1) died in 1993-cause undetermined but apparently not adapt
 
Erythr a fla formis  88-0077  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (4 plant
2
  2000 but these were dead by summer 2001, probably due to excessively w
 
Erythrina herbacea  91-0424  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (2 plants) 
1
 
Erythrina lat a  91-0174  Tucson (CAC field 6
1
 
Erythrina lys on  89-0318  Yuma – planted March 1992 (2 pl
1
 
Erythr a variegata  91-0443  Tucson (CAC fiel
1
 
Erythr a ves illio  89-0316  Yuma – planted March 19
1
1993 (2) both plants died during 1993-cause undetermined but a
  poorly here-perhaps not adapted to sa
 
E a sp. -0064  Yuma – planted March 1992 (1 plant) 
1
1993 (1) died in 1993-cause undetermined but all plan
  adapted to sandy soil 
 
E fricanum  91-0062  Y
1
1995 (1) died in 1995-cuase undetermined-does not appear to be adap
 
Galac  wrig  88-0079  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (1 plant) 
1
1991 (1) froze back, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
1992 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined 
 
Galactia striata 90-0224  Tucson (CAC field 6) – plant
1
1993 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined as plant disappeared 
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tia htii  plants) 
990 (2) froze back, regrowing 

ed 

 ) – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) died in 1992-cause undetermined but likely not adapted to local soil 

rh labr
990 (4) some leaf burn, fair condition 

90 

ur
994 (4) 2=died in 1994-cuase undetermined, 2=2"/6" tall, poor condition, little growth 

apted to this site 

at m b
990 (2) dead - froze, planted in location where sulfuric acid had been dumped and did poorly 

997 (2) both died in 1996-cause undetermined 

lanted April 1990 (1 plant) 
991 (1) died shortly after planting-did not establish 

an ia s y 1992 (4 plants) 
993 (4) 6" tall, fair condition, herbaceous stems freeze back in winter 

fe rsut plants) 
993 (3) all dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

fe ffru nted May 1989 (5 plants) 
990 (5) dead-froze to ground and did not recover, flowers/fruit in 1989, volunteering from seeds 

fe ffru
991 (3) 5.5' tall, froze to near ground, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit. Subsequently died later in  

1994 (2 plants) 
994 (2) 1=died in 1994-cause undetermined, 1=1.5' tall, poor condition, no growth 

s not appear to be adapted to this site 

di icun
993 (4) all dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

e ceol d April 1993 (1 plant) 
994 (1) data missing 

993 

 
Galac  wrig  89-0026  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (2
1
1991 (2) froze back, vigorous regrowth, flowers/fruit 
1992 (2) dead-cause undetermin
 
Goodia lotifolia 91-0216  Tucson (CAC field 6
1
 
Glycyr iza g a  88-0042  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (4 plants) 
1
1991 (4) all dead by August 1990-cause undetermined, flowers in spring 19
 
Guibo tia coleosperma  91-0017  Yuma – planted March 1994 (4 plants) 
1
1995 (2) died in 1995-cuase undetermined-does not appear to be ad
 
Haem oxylu rasiletto  89-0029  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (2 plants) 
1
 
Harpalacye arborescens  93-0130  Yuma – planted February 1996 (2 plants) 
1
 
Hedysarum boreale  90-0004  Tucson (CAC field 6) – p
1
 
Hoffm segg p.  91-0250  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Jul
1
1994 (2) 2=dead in 1993-cause undetermined 
1997 (2) both remaining plants dead ca. 1995-cause undetermined 
 
Indigo ra hi a  89-0233  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (3 
1
 
Indigo ra su ticosa  89-0030  Tucson (CAC field 6) – pla
1
 
Indigo ra su ticosa  89-0108  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (3 plants) 
1
  1991-senescent. 
 
Inga fuelleri  s.n.  Yuma – planted March 
1
1995 (1) died in 1995-cause undetermined but doe
 
Kenne a rub da  91-0218  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (4 plants) 
1
 
Labich a lan ata  90-0158  Tucson (CAC field 6) – plante
1
1995 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined, may have died in 1994 or late 1
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nu agy
995 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined 

ma – planted March 1994 (2 plants)/February 1995 (1 plant) 
994 (2) both died in 1994-cause undetermined 

wth but died later in 1997 

) 
993 (3) all died in 1993-cause undetermined 

des ed April 1990 (7 plants)/August 1991 (2 plants) 
991 (7) all dead-4 accidentally killed by rototiller, others died of undetermined cause in fall 1991 

rig   91
993 (5) died in 1992-cause undetermined 

pt  gib C field 6) – planted June 1989 (5 plants) 
990 (5) dead-cause undetermined 

C field 6) – planted June 1989 (3 plants) 
990 (3) dead-missing-cause undetermined 

9 d July 1992 (6 plants) 
993 (6) all died later in 1992-cause undetermined but may not be adapted to heavy, wet soil. 

chy
990 (1) dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

sa ca  April 1990 (5 plants) 
991 (5) all alive in spring 1991, flowered, died later during 1991-cause undetermined 

sa i  8
990 (1) dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

lli gen ed April 1993 (1 plant) 
994 (1) died in summer 1993-cause undetermined but likely not adapted to local soil 

ul ricea
993 (2) 1.5' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

l 1993 (1 plant) 
994 (1) 2.5' tall; died-cause undetermined 

lanted July 1992 (5 plants) 
993 (5) all died in 1992 after planting-cause undetermined but likely not adapted to local soil 

p aria

 
Labur m an roides  92-0047  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (1 plant) 
1
 
Lonchocarpus eriocalyx subsp. wankiensis  91-0057  Yu
1
1995 (1) 1.5' tall, healthy, slow growth 
1996 (1) 1.5' tall, appears healthy but no growth 
1997 (1) 2' tall, fair condition, some gro
 
Lonchocarpus laxiflorus  91-0456  Yuma – planted March 1993 (3 plants
1
 
Lotus oroboi  89-0301  Tucson (CAC field 6) – plant
1
1992 (2) all dead shortly after planting-did not establish and died in fall 1991 
 
Lotus idus -0117  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (5 plants) 
1
 
Macro ilium bosifolium  88-0055  Tucson (CA
1
 
Macroptilium supinum  88-0024  Tucson (CA
1
 
Marina parryi  1-0193  Tucson (CAC field 6) – plante
1
 
Mimosa dista a var. laxiflora  89-0037  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (1 plant) 
1
 
Mimo  pudi 89-0230  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted 
1
 
Mimo  xant 9-0038  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (1 plant) 
1
 
Mirbe a pun s  90-0173  Tucson (CAC field 6) – plant
1
 
Mund ea se   91-0072  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted August 1992 (2 plants) 
1
 
Otholobium hirtum  89-0419  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted Apri
1
 
Otholobium virgatum  89-0418  Tucson (CAC field 6) – p
1
 
Oxytro is rip   89-0054  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (1 plant) 
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991 (1) dead-cause undetermined 

ucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1991 (1 plant) 
992 (1) 4" tall, no freeze damage, severe gnawing, poor condition, plant died in 1992 from effects of  

sty bich
ed in summer and fall 1992-cause undetermined but likely not adapted to local soil, browsing  

iscidia mollis  8 arch 1991 (1 plant)/March 1992 (3 plants) 
991 (1) 10" tall, poor condition, no growth 

wth 
parently not adapted to this site 

pid um g  plants) 
000 (3) all dead-these did well until the July 1999 flooding, after which they rotted 

pis   89
990 (1) no freeze damage, healthy 

althy in spring then some tip die-back in May-June, subsequently  
rmined 

– planted September 1989 (1 plant) 
990 (1) data missing 

ied due to browsing 

is rari
995 (2) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage, low vigor, subsequently died-froze winter of 1995-1996 

991 (4) 1=died in 1991-cause undetermined, 3=3-4' tall, healthy, flowers/fruit in spring 1991 
 healthy but little growth 

lanted April 1992 (2 plants) 
993 (2) 2' tall, 1=died in 1992-cause undetermined, 1=died in winter 1992-1993-may have froze 

994 (1) 4' tall, healthy, moderate growth, flowers/fruit in 1994 

a m  lanted summer 1997 (2 plants) 
000 (2) both died-rotted following July 1999 flooding, these had grown vigorously prior to this 

990 (5) all dead shortly after planting-cause undetermined but possibly insufficient irrigation 

tiden
995 ( ) dead-missing-cause undetermined 

1
 
Parkinsonia texana subsp. texana  90-0377  T
1
  
Petalo lis la ioides  90-0174  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
1993 (2) di
  by rabbits was a problem 
 
P 9-0063  Yuma – planted M
1
1992 (4) 3=died in 1992-cause undetermined, 1=6" tall, poor condition, no gro
1993 (1) died in 1993-cause undetermined-ap
 
Proso astr lobosum  92-0114  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (3
2
 
Proso  alba -0136  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted 1989 (1 plant) 
1
1991 (1) data missing 
1992 (1) 4' tall, no freeze damage, he
  died-cause undete
 
Prosopis chilensis  89-0183  Tucson (CAC field 6) 
1
1991 (1) 1.5' tall, no freeze damage, heavily browsed by rabbits, subsequently d
 
Prosop  cine a  92-0086  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (2 plants) 
1
 
Psorothamnus schottii  89-0336  Yuma – planted March 1991 (4 plants) 
1
1992 (3) 2=died in 1992-cause undetermined, 1=4' tall, apparently
1993 (1) last one died in 1993-cause undetermined 
 
Psorothamnus schottii  91-0162  Tucson (CAC field 6) – p
1
 
Psorothamnus schottii  91-0162  Yuma – planted March 1994 (1 plant) 
1
1995 (1) died in 1995-cause undetermined 
 
Retam raeta 92-0084  Tucson (CAC field 3) – p
2
 
Rhynchosia precatoria  88-0073  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted September 1989 (5 plants) 
1
 
Schrankia la s  90-0523  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 
1
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isioi son (CAC field 6) – planted September 1989 
990 ( ) severe freeze damage - planted late in the year, died-insufficiently established to withstand  

Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1994 (3 plants) 
995 (3) 1.5-2.5' tall, no freeze damage, healthy, flowers 

anted April 1991 (4 plants) 
992 (4) all died in summer 1991-cause undetermined 

 b is v anted April 1990 (3 plants) 
991 (3) 1.5' tall, froze to ground and did not recover-not adapted 

 b is v 5 (2 plants) 
995 (2) both died in 1995-cause undetermined 

 c bosa ted summer 1997 (3 plants) 
000 (3) all dead-waterlogging in summer 1999, flowers/fruit in spring 1999 

 c a  9
000 (2) both died following July 1999 flooding 

 d obot lanted April 1993 (4 plants) 
994 (4) 3' tall, all dead-froze to ground and did not recover, vigorous growth and flowers in 1993 

993 (6) these plants gradually died in late summer and fall 1992-cause undetermined 

 g osa s lants) 
993 (3) all died in summer/fall 1992-cause undetermined but may not be adapted to local soil 

 g osa s
992 (3) 2=dead-froze, 1=2.5' tall, froze to ground, recovering 

 m na 992 (4 plants) 
993 (4) 1-1.5' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

 n lis  (3 plants) 
992 (3) data missing 

n 1992 

 o ntal
991 (2) 1=dead-froze, 1=3'tall, froze but recovering, both flowers/fruits in 1990 

 o ntal lants) 
000 (6) all original plants dead-froze to ground and did not recover in winter 1997-1998, flowers/fruit  

Senna artem des subsp. petiolaris  89-0279  Tuc
1
  severe freeze damage. 
 
Senna artemisioides subsp. petiolaris  91-0206  
1
1997 (3) dead-missing-cause undetermined 
 
Senna barclayana  90-0151  Tucson (CAC field 6) – pl
1
 
Senna irostr ar. arequipensis  89-0118  Tucson (CAC field 6) – pl
1
 
Senna irostr ar. arequipensis  89-0118  Yuma – planted February 199
1
 
Senna orym   89-0102 Tucson (CAC field 3) – plan
2
 
Senna ostat 1-0402  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (2 plants) 
2
 
Senna idym rya  91-0236  Tucson (CAC field 6) – p
1
 
Senna durangensis  90-0507  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (6 plants) 
1
 
Senna lutin ubsp. glutinosa  90-0156  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted August 1992 (3 p
1
 
Senna lutin ubsp. xleurrsinii  90-0158  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1991 (3 plants) 
1
1993 (1) 3' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 
 
Senna artia  91-0153  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1
1
 
Senna otabi 90-0159  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1991 
1
1993 (3) 3' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover, flowers/fruit i
 
Senna ccide is  89-0106  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (2 plants) 
1
1992 (1) dead-froze to ground-short-lived species that freezes here. 
 
Senna ccide is  s.n.  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (6 p
2
  in fall 1997 
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C field 6) – planted April 1994 (2 plants) 
995 (2) dead-missing-this species is not adapted to heavy, wet soils 

 plants) 
992 (4) all dead by summer 1991-cause undetermined 

eld 3) – planted summer 1997 (3 plants) 
000 (3) all died following July 1999 flooding, healthy and vigorous prior to this with flowers/fruit 

000 (3) 6-7' tall, all died following July 1999 flooding, healthy and vigorous prior to this with  

enna p pusii  
991 (4) all dead-froze to ground and did not recover, 1' tall, 1=flowers in 1990 

 p sii  
995 (2) 1=died in 1995-cause undetermined, 1=2.5' tall, healthy, slow growth, flowers/fruit 

lata  planted April 1993 (4 plants) 
994 (4) 3-5.5’ tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover, flowers in 1993 

 so ra  9
991 (5) low vigor, 1=flowers in 1990, all=dead by June 1991-cause undetermined but not well-adapted here 

 sp bilis
993 (2) 1'/2' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

91-0  plants) 
993 (6) 3' tall, dead –froze to ground and did not recover, flowers/fruit in 1992, seedlings coming up in  

d. 

enna v usta  9 ugust 1991 (2 plants) 
992 (2) died in 1992-cause undetermined 

olor  planted April 1992 (3 plants) 
993 (3) 1' tall, 2=dead-froze to ground and did not recover, 1=froze to ground, vigorous regrowth 

 ted summer 1997 (2 plants) 
000 (2) both died in summer 1999 following flooding 

nia d summer 1997 (2 plants) 
000 (2) 8' tall, no freeze damage, healthy and vigorous through summer 1999, flowers/fruit,  

-lived, 1=severe die- 

Senna odorata  90-0605  Tucson (CA
1
 
Senna planitiicola  90-0162  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planting data missing (4
1
 
Senna pleurocarpa var. angustifolia  90-0163  Tucson (CAC fi
2
 
Senna pleurocarpa var. pleurocarpa  90-0243  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted summer 1997 (3 plants) 
2
  flowers/fruit. Several volunteer seedlings noted in 2000 but these were removed. 
 
S ur 89-0331  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (4 plants) 
1
 
Senna urpu 89-0331D  Yuma – planted February 1995 (2 plants) 
1
1996 (1) 3' tall, fair condition, slow growth, flowers 
1997 (1) died in 1997-cause undetermined 
 
Senna reticu  90-0254  Tucson (CAC field 6) –
1
 
Senna phe 0-0003  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (5 plants) 
1
 
Senna ecta   90-0607  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
1
 
Senna tora  152  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (6
1
  1992-these were also killed by freezing 
1994 (4) 5' tall (seedlings from original plants-germinated in 1993), dead-froze to ground and did not  
  recover. No new seedlings have appeare
 
S en 0-0165  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted A
1
 
Senna versic  91-0151  Tucson (CAC field 6) –
1
1994 (1) dead-missing-cause undetermined 
 
Senna wislizenii  91-0259  Tucson (CAC field 3) – plan
2
 
Sesba  drummondii  90-0369  Tucson (CAC field 3) – plante
2
  1=declined died in fall 1999-cause undetermined but this species is short
  back with slow regowth in spring 2000 then died later in 2000-cause undetermined 
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esbania esban 
994 (2) 1=5.5' tall, 1=7' tall, flowers in 1993, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

onic
000 (3) 8" tall, all died in summer 1999-waterlogging, no freeze damage in winter of 1998-1999 

ento
994 (1) 2' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

rla  frut d summer 1997 (4 plants) 
000 (4) all original plants dead – short-lived + waterlogging in July 1999, flowers/fruit in 1998, 1999,  

wainso  canes  (2 plants) 
993 (2) died in 1992-cause undetermined but likely not adapted to local soil 

 
993 (8) all these plants died within 2 weeks of planting-not adapted to heavy soil 

so alae
993 (3) died in 1992-cause undetermined but likely not adapted to local soil 

s) 
993 (2) alive through winter, then died in summer 1993-cause undetermined 

so teros
993 (2) died in 1992-cause undetermined but likely not adapted to local soil 

rin indic
992 (2) both=14" tall, healthy but little growth, 1=minor browsing 

 st etal ed April 1993 (3 plants) 
994 (3) 6-10" tall, died summer 1993-cause undetermined but likely not adapted to local soil 

os andi
993 (2) 2' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover, flowers/fruit in 1992 

os
993 (3) dead-froze to ground and did not recover, numerous seedlings, flowers/fruit in 1992 

tive 
d, perhaps  

ephros ummer 1997 (10 plants) 
000 (10) original plants dead-froze in winter 1997-1998, several seedlings came up in 1998 and were  

ve appeared. 

ephros  sessilif
991 (1) 2' tall, some die-back, healthy, flowers/fruit. Apparently died out later in 1991. 

S  s  90-0201  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (2 plants) 
1
 
Sophora ariz a  90-0249  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted July 1998 (3 plants) 
2
 
Sophora tom sa  92-0033  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (1 plant) 
1
 
Suthe ndia escens  91-0239  Tucson (CAC field 3) – plante
2
  2 healthy seedlings-these subsequently died later in 2001 
 
S na cens  90-0179  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992
1
 
Swainsona formosa  91-0401  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted August 1992 (8 plants)
1
 
Swain na g gifolia  90-0181  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (3 plants) 
1
 
Swainsona procumbens  90-0184  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 plant
1
 
Swain na p tylis  90-0185  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
1
 
Tama dus a  90-0361  Yuma – planted March 1992 (2 plants) 
1
1993 (2) both died in 1993-cause undetermined 
 
Teline enop a  90-0012  Tucson (CAC field 6) – plant
1
 
Tephr ia gr flora  91-0177  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted July 1992 (2 plants) 
1
 
Tephr ia purpurea  91-0160  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1992 (3 plants) 
1
1994 (many) original plants dead, numerous seedlings-short-lived and frost sensi
1995 () volunteer seedlings from the previous year froze out. No new seedlings have appeare
  because of reduced irrigation. May be an annual. 
 
T ia purpurea  91-0160D  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted s
2
  killed by freezing in winter 1998-1999, flowers/fruit, no new seedlings ha
 
T ia lora  89-0260  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1990 (1 plant) 
1
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os iviol
994 (1) 10" across, dead-cause undetermined by may have frozen 

os ioid  plants) 
990 (3) froze to ground, apparently killed 

eld 6) – planted April 1992 (3 plants) 
993 (3) low herbaceous plant 1' across, no freeze damage, healthy 

h 1992 (2 plants) 
994 (2) both plants died in 1994-cause undetermined 

 zam anted April 1994 (2 plants) 
995 (2) 1' tall, dead-froze to ground and did not recover 

err uhlm  plants) 
992 (4) all died in 1992-cause undetermined 

eca formosa AC field 6) – planted August 1991 (5 plants) 
992 (5) all apparently dead-heavily browsed by rabbits and did not recover 

gn nct
000 (1) 8" tall, no freeze damage, low vigor and no additional growth. Subsequently died ca. 2001- 

Tephr ia un ata  91-0405  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted April 1993 (1 plant) 
1
 
Tephr ia vic es  88-0071  Tucson (CAC field 6) – planted June 1989 (3
1
 
Tetragonolobus maritima  91-0149  Tucson (CAC fi
1
1994 (3) dead-missing-cause undetermined 
 
Tylosema fasssoglensis  90-0472  Yuma – planted Marc
1
 
Xanthocercis besiaca  91-0137  Tucson (CAC field 6) – pl
1
 
Xerod is st annii  90-0495  Yuma – planted March 1992 (4
1
 
Zapot  subsp. schottii  89-0405  Tucson (C
1
 
Zucca ia pu ata  97-0033  Tucson (CAC field 3) – planted July 1998 (1 plant) 
2
  cause undetermined but likely not adapted to heavy soil 


